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You can't
find abetter
resistor network
KRIMP-JOINTRI reliability inside ... dimensional perfection outside. Bourns SIP resistor networks deliver superior performance and
trouble-free operation.
Inside: The Bourns exclusive KRIMP-JOINT lead frame termination design provides both a mechanical and electrical bond that lap or butt joint construction just
can't deliver. The lead is crimped onto the network element and a high-temp, reflow
resistant solder is used to prevent failure during wave soldering and in-circuit thermal
cycling and vibration.
Outside: Revolutionary transfer molding technique
developed by Bourns eliminates the mold gate
which results in aperfectly formed molded thermoset plastic package. No rough edges and
accurate dimensions make stacking and automatic machine insertion virtually trouble-free.
Improves moisture performance, too.
The Result: The best designed, highest quality SIP resistor networks available. Superior
load life, better thermal shock performance and lower, more uniform tempco.
Bourns low profile SIPs are compatible with DIP sockets and are only .190 inches high.
That's standard for all 6, 8, and 10 pin configurations with:
• 5, 7, or 9resistors and one common pin
• 3, 4, or 5isolated resistors
• 12 resistors, dual terminator — now available in all pin configurations
Added features — compatible with auto insertion and auto test equipment, competitive
pricing, distributor availability, and the best delivery in the business.
We also have a broad line of DIPs with equally high quality design and performance.
Get in on the inside track with Bourns Resistor Networks ... Write today for new catalog.
TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, CA
92507. Phone: 714 781-5415. TWX: 910 332-1252.
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For Immediate Application — Circle 120 • For Future Application — Circle 220

Introducing aprogrammable 1µHz to 21MHz*
synthesizer, function generator and
sweep oscillator in one $3000** instrument.
For unprecedented performance per dollar, use HP's 3325A
Synthesizer/Function Generator in applications such as testing
communication and servo systems or simulating geophysical
and biomedical transducers.
Frequency synthesizer. The easy-to-use front panel lets
you select sinewave, frequency (11-digit resolution) and up to
10V peak-to-peak amplitude into 50.0. Direct readout of units
on the 3325A is given in peak-to-peak, mis or ciBm. And for
low-distortion audio and VLF/ULF testing, the 3325A can be
used as alow-cost frequency standard as well.
Function generator. Squarewaves to 11 MHz with 20 nsec
rise time let you evaluate timing and gating circuits with
precision. Or, use the triangle and ramp waveforms to 11 kHz
with 0.05% linearity for accurate VCO testing and amplifier
performance analysis.
Sweep oscillator. Sweep linearly over 13 decades or
logarithmically over 7decades without phase discontinuity and
simplify swept frequency measurements on networks. Sweeptime selection ranges from 0.01 to 99.9 seconds.
Automatic testing. Combine the 3325A with acomputing
controller via the HP-IB*** for easy programming and versatility
in production testing. Isolated interface and floating input/output
simplifies system design.

And there's more. Ten storage registers for quick recall, external amplitude and phase modulation, -±719.9° phase offset,
auxiliary 21 to 61 MHz output, self test, and synchronization
capability with other instruments. Plus two field installable
options: An oven-controlled 10 MHz oscillator for stability of
0.05ppm/week ($550**) and a 40V peak-to-peak output to
1MHz ($200**).
Get all the details on this new wideband frequency synthesizer,
programmable function generator or phase-continuous frequency
sweeper from your local HP field engineer.
'Sinewave specification only.
••Domestic USA price only.
•" HP's Implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975
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For assistance ale WashInglon (301) 948-6370. Chrcego (312)
255-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500. Los Angeles (213) 877.1282
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THE WIDEBAND RMS VOLTMETER
ONLY FLUKE COULD CREATE.

You're probably accustomed to using analog meters
for audio-to-ri measurements. Maybe you've given up
hope of going digital at areasonable price.
Good news!
Fluke's new 8920A wideband true
rms DMM is loaded with features—some
you can't buy anywhere at any price,
and it sells at an analog price: $995!
For starters, 8920A bandwidth is 10
Hz to 20 MHz for sub-audio to video AC
measurements. Mid-band accuracy is
0.5%, compliments of an exclusive Fluke
designed (and built) micro-electronic rms
chip. Accurately measuring noise and
Mai
non-sinusoidal waveforms is easy since
the chip responds only to the heating
effect of the waveform. You can select 8921A's Isolated
the AC + DC function for non-symmet- Banana Jack Input.
rical waveforms like pulses that have
aDC component.
We gave the 8920A dynamic range
from 180 .1\/ to 700 volts, to measure
from low noise levels to the output of
powerful amplifiers. And, fast autoranging relieves you of the knob twisting chores!
"Dial-An-Ohm"
Put the 8920A into dbVmode and measure from —75db
to +57db (132db range), with 0.01db resolution. If you want
your dbV reference somewhere else beside 1V, Fluke's

exclusive relative reference lets you store any voltage as
the 0-db point. Imagine how simple your gain measurements can be!
To make the 8920A all things to all people, we've included a "dial-an-ohm" feature for dbm measurements.
Instead of laboriously correcting each of your readings
from a600 ohm reference, simply dial 50, 75, 300, or one
of nine other impedances up to 1200 ohms, and be right
on every reading. There are several selections for broadcast, telephone, TV and RF applications.
An analog meter is standard, for convenient peaking/
dipping/nulling, as is alinear analog output for continuous
recording. Optional are logrithmic analog output and an
isolated output to drive acounter. Soon, IEEE 488 interface will be available for systems use.
If your prefer an isolated banana jack input with full
floating capability, specify the 8921A (also only $995).
*U.S. Price
For more information, contact one of the more than 100 Fluke
offices or representatives, worldwide. In the U.S., CALL (800) 426-0361*,
TOLL FREE. Residents of the U.S. and all countries outside of Europe,
contact: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace,
WA 98043, U.S.A. Telex: 32-0013.
In Europe, contact: Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg,
The Netherlands. Telephone (013) 673973. Telex: 52237.
Price U.S. only.
'Alaska, Hawaii, Washington residents — please call (206) 7742481.

2504-8018
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Highlights
Electronic executives view 1979, 105

Most of the 23 top officers interviewed don't
expect a recession, but some do see a
downturn. In general, there is a restrained
feeling of optimism, coupled with continued
uneasiness about the Carter Administration's attitude toward business.
Cover is by Richard Rosenblum.
HP approaches $2 billion, 74

Now 43% of the company's total sales,
data-processing products are the leading
segment in Hewlett-Packard's $1.73 billion
year. These and international sales account
for much of the 27% growth over fiscal
1977.
16-bit processor looks to future, 81

The Z8000 microprocessor works in 8- and
16-bit applications and has an advanced
architecture that allows expansion. The larger of two versions can address 8 megabytes
of memory.
All about ready-to-go fiber-optic links, 89

The concluding part of a special report on
designing with fiber optics looks at the
tradeoffs to be considered in buying offthe-shelf data links. Included is a user's
guide in table form.
And in the next issue ...

The annual market survey and forecast for
the U. S., Western Europe, and Japan ...
detecting failures in microprocessor systems ...an easy-to-use quad in-line package for 16-bit processors.
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Publisher's letter
If anyone can be called apioneer in
"microprocessors, it's Masatoshi
Shima, manager of high-end microprocessors at Zilog Inc. In his present position Shima was responsible
for the design and development of
the Z8000 16-bit microprocessor,
the subject of the cover article
(P. 81 ).
But that is only the latest in his
string of significant contributions.
Previously Shima was responsible
for the design and development of
the Z80 family at Zilog. Prior to
that, as supervising engineer for
Intel Corp., he participated in the
development of the 8080. He performed the detailed design of the
8080 CPU and of the production
tester for the 8080 system.
That's not all for this 35-year-old
engineer. While an employee at
Busicom Corp. in Japan, he worked
with Intel in Santa Clara, Calif., on
the functional specifications of the
MCS-4 microcomputer family that
included the 4004 microprocessor.
Thus he was in on the design of four
successive microprocessors—the
4004, 8080, Z80, and Z8000.
This background is reflected in the
technical article. A graph on page 83
shows the progress over aseven-year
period of what Shima likes to call
the four generations of microprocessor architecture. This progress is
measured in performance defined as
the number of distinct instructions
X data types X addressing mode -›
average execution time. It's a startling reminder of how fast microprocessor capability has expanded.
Equally startling is atable reflecting chip complexity from first production in 1974 of the 8080 to first
Cteeember 21
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A good way to get a handle on
'what's in store for the coming
year is to ask the top people, the
policy shapers. That's what we have
done again this year in our annual
executive outlook (p. 105). Our field
editors interviewed 23 top managers
of companies in the United States,
Europe, and Japan.
While the range of viewpoints on
the coming year was wide, there was
a common thread. Most of the top
brass are concerned with the general
global economy and international
trade. Americans are particularly
worried about inflation, state and
local taxes, and about the shortage
of engineers.
Significantly, there is no consensus concerning a recession. If anything, most of the executives are
more bullish than many economists,
although they see some slowing of
business in 1979.
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production of the Z8000 in 1978.
For example, the number of transistors has gone from 4,800 to 17,800
and the packing density from 72
gates per square millimeter to 148
gates per mm 2.
Perhaps the prime significance of
the work Shima describes in his article is the break with the 8-bit architectural mold made by the Z8000.
Intended for application in either a
microcomputer or aminicomputer, it
has full 16-bit minicomputer-like
architecture and goes beyond that to
include 32-bit operations.
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think

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

If you think switching power supplies useful only
above 300 Watts, we have some good news... switchmode power supplies in the 30 to 300 Watt class.

SMALL
SWITCHING
POWER
SUPPLIES
from

KEPCO/TOK

In the popular 5 Volt design, for example, you can
choose models ranging from 6 to 60 Amperes. The
littlest one is only 40.5 cubic inches, (1-3/8" x 5-1/8" x
5-3/4"). It weighs a mere 19-1/4 oz. You can get them
in most voltages, ranging up to 28 Volts d-c output.
We also have some nice, small, triple-output models:
5 Volts, combined with ± 12V, ± 15V etc., as well as
single-output d-c to d-c converters.
When your design needs a small high efficiency switching power supply, look to KEPCO/TOK and
THINK SMALL.

IIIIMSMI1111111
.111111111911811111
1111titietiiiid,1111
11111M11111111111
-

KEPCCI0

For complete specs, write Dept. CIF-14.

KEPCO, INC •131-38 SANFORD AVENUE •FLUSHING, N.Y 11352 U.S.A.• (212) 461-7000 •TWX =710-582-2631 •Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
Circle 5 on reader service card

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
AMPLIFIER
Our Model 603L is the
ultimate in RF signal
generator amplifiers. Just
plug this low cost unit into
any signal or sweep
generator in its 0.8 to 1000
MHz range and this
completely solid state unit
will provide you with the
maximum in power
flexibility.
»Low

il
•

0

•

With aflat frequency
response and 3watts of
linear Class A output (up

Readers' comments
Obeisance to Pascal, inventor
To the Editor: In your article about
the programming language Pascal
["Pascal becomes software superstar," Oct. 12, p. 81], you attribute
my choice of its name to the high
esteem in which Ihold the French
philosopher's teachings. Actually, I
am neither capable of fully understanding his philosophy nor of appreciating his religious exaltations. Pascal, however, was (perhaps one of)
the first to invent and construct a
device that we now classify as adigital computer. He did so at the early
age of 16, when he was called upon
by his father, who was a tax collector, to assist in the numerous and
tedious calculations.
The p-code compiler was developed (also mainly by Urs Ammann)
as aside product of the compiler for
Control Data Corp.'s code, after we
received several requests for assistance in implementing Pascal on
other computers. It turned out to be
the key for making Pascal widely
known and available.
Niklaus Wirth
Zurich, Switzerland

to 5watts saturated), the

Unhealthy difference

603L will provide constant

To the Editor: The first page of
"Tackling the very large-scale problems of VLSI: aspecial report" [Nov.
23, p. 111] displayed two photomicrographs, both without scale attached—an oversight common in
almost all technical journals. The
caption says the photos are "approximately to scale," which is probably
not the case.
From my examination, the photo
shown is not only an order of magnitude out of scale, but is probably not
influenza virus at all.
Iam afraid Mother Nature still
has a significant edge on man's
attempts to miniaturize his information storage and processing devices,
as it would take 10 to 20 of the viral
particles to stretch across one of
IBM's metal lines, and Idoubt if IBM
memories can survive, reproduce,
and adapt to their environment as
well as the influenza.
Owen Sharp
Los Gatos, Calif.
• The viruses are indeed influenza type

forward power, making it
ideal for driving reactive or
resistive loads.
Priced at $1895*, the
versatility and usefulness
of this outstanding power
amplifier can best be
demonstrated in your own
applications.
For detailed specifications or ademonstration,
please contact:
ENI
3000 Winton Road South
Rochester, New York 14623
Call: 716-473-6900 or
Telex: 97-8283 ENI ROC
USA

ENI

The World's Leader
in Power Amplifiers
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Circle 6 on reader service card

CABLE
TESTING
THE WAY IT
SHOULD BE
Tests 1to 50 conductors or more
with continuous readout. Locates
shorts, opens, reversals, continuity, ground shorts, shield shorts
and intermittent connections
instantly.
Adapters available for any
connector.

D-TECTOR 1200

row•Ax+

sc

...cost

savers in electronics

11035 Harry Hines Blvd. Suite 212
Dallas, Texas 75229
1214) 350.6714 or 350.6829

Circle 134 on reader service card

BI-METALLIC
Temperature
Switches

mg
41IP

•Extensive temperature range coverage (—30`C
to +400 C)
•Large selection of mechanical configurations
•Snap-action normally open or normally closed
contacts
•Excellent stability, High reliability
•Small physical dimensions with high current
handling
•UL. GSA, and many European approvals for
most types

CANADIAN THERMOSTATS AND
CONTROL DEVICES LTD,
2255 Dandurand St.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Tel: (514) 270-7135
Telex: 05-25277
Also manufacturers of the MOXIE and 7Fr solid state
temperature monitoring devices.

Circle 135 on reader service card

Specially designed SSRs
for your high-volume OEM
applications.

We can make
amillion
for you...

And we have the broadest range
of standard SSRs to work with.
Transformer Coupled, Opto Coupled
and Reed Relay Coupled... in seven
different package configurations.
Our Transformer Coupled relays
are our EAX Series. They're low cost,
low power (1.2 amps nominal) 120
VAC, 50/60 Hz solid state AC

Or athousand or five hundred...
in fact, if you need a specially designed solid state relay in any volume, we're the right people to talk to.
Why? Because we have what it
takes to serve your needs. Experience. Quality. Broadline options. And,
new lower prices.
We've been specially designing
SSRs and hybrids since 1965. We've
worked with a lot of OEMs ... and
have developed the expertise needed
for particular performance-related
specifications.
We have the quality you look for.
Industrial quality. Based on MIL-Q9858A procedures. We say "based on"
because in most cases we far exceed
even these stringent regulations.

switches controlled and isolated by
apulse transformer circuit.
Opto Coupled relays are our EOM
and EOT Series. They're medium
power 120/240 VAC 50/60 solid state
AC switches controlled and isolated
by an opto- electronic coupler.

Our EBT, ECT and JDB Series are
hybrid Reed Relay Coupled relays.
They're low to medium power 120/
240 VAC, 50/60 Hz solid state AC
switches controlled and isolated by
areed relay.
All together, Potter & Brumfield
has what you look for in asupplier.
And we offer you an additional plus:
Since we make both solid state and
electro-mechanical relays, we have no
single product axe to grind. Our only
interest is to supply you with what's
best for your application.
So if you need special SSRs in highvolume, come to us. We'd like to
make you amillion.
For complete information call your
local P&B representative. Or call or
write Potter & Brumfield Division
AMF Incorporated, 200 Richland
Creek Drive, Princeton, Indiana
47671. (812) 386-1000.

AurA -

Potter &Brumfield

Potter&Brunifield
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SOLID
STATE
RELAYS

Circle 7 on reader service card
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New possibilities for
your Printed Circuit
Board

WIMA Miniature
Capacitors

6 800

100.
W MA

330

0

100_
WI ti,4,

Readers' comments
A. According to Mr. Racaniello, they
were freshly isolated from a human
throat washing and as such are filamentous, reaching alength of Imicrometer or more. Had the viruses been
grown in the lab, he notes, they would
have taken on the more characteristic
and significantly smaller round shape.
The virus photomicrograph, however, is not exactly in scale with the IBM
circuit, the result of amisscaling in the
layout. A true representation would
have the viruses reduced approximately
one third.
Need: in the eye of the beholder?

WIMA MKS 2
with aPCM of 5 mm
The new miniatures from WIMA help
you to save space on your Printed
Circuit Boards and can be utilised
everywhere. They are the smallest
plastic cased. metallised polyester
Capacitors available.
Capacitance values 0.01 — 0.47 ).¡F
(1 “F with 7.5 mm PCM.)
WIMA FKS 2from 1000 pF.
All capacitors are resistant to
moisture.
Please ask for
our special
catalogue.

To the Editor: The editorial "Watching the spectrum slip away" [Oct.
12, p. 24] states, "The arrangement
[at the World Administrative Radio
Conference of one nation, one vote]
could hurt the heavy spectrum users
that need the space and are not
anxious to share it." Iquestion the
use of "need" ("need" being defined
as something necessary). After all,
the multiplicity of a-m stations,
spewing out their indistinguishable
junk (and, for that matter Tv
stations, too), and the inane chatter
of most ce'ers would never, if judged
by any impartial jury, be considered
"need," but only "luxury." On the
same basis, but viewed by international values, tquestion the "need"
for many present uses of other
bands. Perhaps your own viewpoint
is, by international values, no less
"nationalistic and political" than
those you are speaking against, and
in fact even less valid?
Barry A. Pask
Winnipeg, Man.
Canada

The World's First
Miniature $20 Gold Piece

SOLID 14 KARAT GOLD ONLY 17.95
J. DeNinno & Co. proudly annoames
the minting of the world sfirst miniature $20 Gold Piece
in solid 14 karat gold
You have a rare opportunity to possess the
world's first miniature $20 00 Gold Piece in
solid 14 Karat gold. This coin is an exquisite
duplicate minted in exactly the same manner as
the first Saint-Gauden's $20.00 Gold Piece
struck at the U.S. Mint in 1908.

J. DeNINNO &CO.
Pike 5, Yiewmont Village

ACTUAL
SIZE
9mm

Scranton, Pa. 18508
(717)-961-0203
WE HAVE ALSO MADE THIS BEAUTIFUL COI\
INTO A PENDANT WITH MATCHING EARRINGS
The
An
Also
Sells

The Matching Earrings,
Containing
Two Coins Sells

Pendant With
18"
Chain,
14 Karat Gold
For Only

For Only

'29.95

'25.95
ALL
THREE
ITEMS

•I.1,•1•12,
$

ALL IN HANDSOME GIFT SOS
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1978 EBG:
Completely new listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and distributors!
The total market in a book—four directories
in one!

Corrections

WILH. WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektron. Bauelemente
P. 0. Box 2345 • D-6800 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
U.S. Sales Offices:
BOSL & ROUNDY • 3333, Delray Drive
Ft. Wayne • Indiana 46815
(219) 483-3378
THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC.
North Dearman Street • P. O. Box 23
Irvington • New York 10533
(914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 • (213) 846-3911
8

Circle 8 on reader service card

In "Fast-acting voltage detector protects high-current supplies" (Nov. 9.
p. 115), Q1should be an npn transistor,
and Q2 apnp transistor. Also, the +
and — ports of the 74ITC should be
transposed.
The Japanese price for the Canon
Inc. FPA-211A and FPA-112FA stepand-repeat aligners for fine-line photolithography is about $265,000 each,
rather than the figure given in the Nov.
23 International Newsletter (p. 69).

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send -1978 EBG.

copy(les) of

Ive enclosed

535 per copy for surface mail
El S47 per copy for air mail
Full money-back guarantee it returned in
10 days

Sr•eet
C.ountry
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Model 7241A 41/
2-digit bench multimeter

ill

7344A

Model 7244A. This 20,000 count DMM is identical to
bench Model 7241A (featured at right) but includes the
IEEE-488 interface. Current ranges not included
when the 7244A is ordered.
Model 7344A Thin Line DMM. In only 13
4 " of panel
/
height you can make IEEE-488 Bus controllable
measurements with ±0.2% basic DC accuracy. This
low cost system DMM comes standard with DC volts,
true RMS AC volts, K ohms, autoranging, IEEE-488
interface and rack mount hardware.

Accuracy: The Model 7241A has a 20,000
count capability with a basic accuracy of
±0.2% of reading ±2 counts.
True RMS: The key to accurate measurement
of distorted sinewaves, squarewaves, pulses
or any other non-sinusoidal wave shape up to
20 kHz. Both AC volts and current are
measured with RMS converter.
Autoranging: For maximum resolution of an
unknown signal, Model 7241A has autoranging
mode for VDC, VAC, and K ohms. Manual
range selection also provided.

Models 7141 A/B. These two DMM's in their virtually
unbreakable clamshell cases offer 5ranges of DC and
AC current as well as true RMS AC, autoranging,
battery pack, and achoice of DC accuracies:
±0.05% (A model), ±0.02% (B model).

BCD Programming (Option 05): This option
provides single line control of FUNCTION
and RANGE as well as isolated BCD output of
measured data. All logic levels TTL compatible.
(For IEEE-488 applications, specify
Model 7244A.)

Models 7142 A/B. Instead of current ranges, portable
Models 7142 A/B offer 5 ranges of dBm. Frequency
range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz is perfect for checking tones.
Choose either ±0.05% DC accuracy (A model) or
±0.02% (B model).

Ask your Scientific Devices office for a
demonstration or contact Systron-Donner at
10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518.
Telephone (415) 676-5000.

SYSTRON DONNER
PUT OUR PERFORMANCE TO THE TEST
Circle 9 for Literature
Circle 145 for Demonstration

People
Postmaster General Bolger
wants mail to pay its way

New
TEXTOOL SOT-23
Socket/Carrier
Combination
TEXTOOL's versatile new SOT-23
socket/carrier combination is a
rapid, efficient method for testing
awide variety of SOT devices.
The new SOT-23 socket/carrier combination offers a fast, efficient capability
for parameter reliability and life testing
of this "difficult-to-handle" package.
Used in conjunction with TEXTOOL's standard 14-pin flat-pack socket, this new system offers the advantage
of testing the rapidly expanding family of
SOT devices (bi-polar transistors,
FET's, general purpose diodes, etc.) on
existing installations.
TEXTOOL's new SOT-23 socket/carrier is especially designed for
simple operation. A SOT device is
loaded into the clip which snaps easily
into the carrier (keyed for fast loading)
and makes contact with the embedded
lead frame. Thus, the device is loaded,
protected and ready for testing in either
astandard flat-pack socket or automatic
handler. The SOT-23 is designed as a
test socket/carrier only and is capable
of repeated usage.
Current SOT-23 configurations accept 3-lead SOT packages as well as
LID packages with up to 14 leads.
New TEXTOOL SOT-23 socket/carrier combinations are immediately
available from stock.
Detailed technical information
on the new SOT-23 socket/carrier
combination and other products
from TEXTOOL . .IC, MS! and LSI
sockets
and
carriers,
power
semiconductor test sockets, and custom versions ... is available from
your nearest TEXTOOL sales representative or the factory direct.

PRODUCTS, INC.
1410 W. Pioneer Drive •Irving, Texas 75061
214/259-2676
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What many regard as an inordinate
rush by Postmaster General William
F. Bolger to have the United States
Postal Service provide electronic
mail delivery—called electronic message service (see p. 36) — may come
as a surprise to those who know
something of his background. Although he has spent his entire working life in the postal bureaucracy, he
sounds more like a free-enterprise
capitalist every day.
Talk about making the Postal
Service competitive in the burgeoning market for electronic mail has
been growing louder since Bolger
assumed office last March. Recently, the crescendo has brought telecommunications equipment and service companies close to panic.
With 37 of his 55 years spent with
the post office, Bolger believes the
service has long suffered from "a
welfare mentality" because of Government subsidies. The postmaster
general contends that is now changing, and he intends to push harder on
getting the mail service on a payas-you-go basis by employing electronic technology wherever it is at all
possible.
Pushing ahead. Should the USPS be
permitted to offer electronic message
service as "mail," or should it be
competitively developed by private
industry? "What that role should be
is a very basic, fundamental public
policy decision that must be made by
the elected representatives of the
people," Bolger says, neatly sidestepping the issue. But until that decision
comes, the postmaster general is
determined to push ahead on the
premise that he is "not going to be
caught off guard and unprepared; we
are not locked into subsidized lethargy anymore."
Justifying his position in the face
of telecommunications industry opposition, Bolger argues that the
usPs's success is not guaranteed.
"We recognize that marketplace
forces have killed off virtually every
other form of home delivery service," he says, "and we also recog-

New stance. Decrying the U. S.
Service's

"welfare

mentality,"

Postal

William

F.

Bolger does not want his organization to be
"locked into subsidized lethargy anymore."

nize that if we don't hustle and take
steps to compete to keep our volume,
our days may be numbered, too."

Raphael of National sees
changes for 16-bit devices
The era of 16-bit microprocessors
will be slow to emerge because the
benefits of the more powerful devices
are not as obvious to the user as
those of 8-bit microprocessors or
16-K random-access memories.
That's the view of Howard Raphael,
newly appointed director of microprocessor operations at National
Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif. His responsibilities include
managing the introduction, expected
late next year, of a 16-bit microprocessor that uses the company's xmos
shrunken n-channel metal-oxidesemiconductor process.
Tools and teaching. Microprocessors users "will first have to be
taught how to take advantage of the
new, higher-performance chips," he
says. Moreover, makers must provide tools and capabilities that make
the I
6-bit devices even more attractive, continues Raphael. He joined
National about ayear and ahalf ago
as marketing director for microprocessor components. For five years
before that he was manager of low-
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Quality and performance have
made Zenith the standard of the
home electronics industry for
sixty years. And our track record
continues. Not only is Zenith the
leading producer of color TV
receivers but our black and white
sets have led the market for
twenty years.
And now the same commitment to quality, reliability and
technical innovation that has
earned our leadership position in
television, is available to you in our
CRT displays. We proudly introduce the Zenith D-12 12-inch
diagonal CRT display.
ADVANCED COMPONENTRY—
LONG TERM RELIABILITY.
Zenith's engineering expertise and
production experience combine to
give you the kind of reliability
you need.
Reserve Capacity. Components in the CRT display are
designed with reserve capacity for
low maintenance and continued
reliability.
Special Deflection
Transformer. The Zenith CRT
display is equipped with aZenith
designed and built deflection
transformer. It not only gives a

ZENITH ENGINEERS
WORK WITH YOU.
Zenith believes in application
— engineering. We're willing to make
your problem our problem, and
put our engineering and tech_
nical resources to work on it.
We'll even align our CRT
display to your specs.

consistent scan, but it is also
imbedded in epoxy for long-term
reliability and the elimination of
audible high frequency squeal.
Fewer Controls. The Zenith
CRT display is precision engineered. No linearity controls are
required and the CRT display's
vertical and horizontal synchronization is automatic.
The Zenith Adjustable Frame.
Zenith engineering has already
solved what can be abig hassle.
With our adjustable frame, we can
mount the CRT at virtually any
angle you want, without having to
have aframe custom-made.
These are just afew of the
many value plusses you'll find in a
Zenith CRT display.

NO ORDER TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL.
Rest assured that no matter
how large or how small your CRT
display order, you will be accommodated in the Zenith tradition. A
tradition that begins with apromise
of on-time delivery. A tradition that
has provided care and quality to
our customers for over half a
century.
This is just the start of something good. The 12-inch D-12 CRT
display is only the first in aseries
from Zenith. Talk to us about your
requirements for other screen
sizes as well.
For further information and
specifications, write CRT Display
Engineering Division, Zenith Radio
Corporation, 1000 Milwaukee
Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025.
Or call 312-773-0074.

The quality goes in before the name goes on.'
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Performance
makes
the difference

01«
Ho ver

ATLANTIC%

People

••••

320,

Teacher. Users must be taught the benefits
of 16-bit microprocessors, Raphael says.

Model 321

Wideband
Phase Angle Voltmeters
•High Reliability •High Performance

For 10 Hz to 100 kHz Measurements of:
• In Phase Voltage
• Quadrature Voltage
• Phase Angle

• Total Voltage
• Fundamental
Voltage

The Model 321 features high harmonic and
noise rejection, reference AGC, aunique
digital phase detector and 0.5° phase angle
accuracy over awide frequency range.
iime.»
-L
Leiier
CALL OR WRITE FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.

1•1." 0 R..

1-1

'T

1•TTIC

industries, inc.

N
12

60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11787
(516) 582-6500/TWX: 510-227-9660/Cable: NO ATLANTIC
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end microprocessors at Intel Corp.
"Reducing software costs will be a
major goal for semiconductor manufacturers in the coming decade,"
Raphael predicts. Accordingly, he
sees more software being developed
with high-level languages and multiprocessing schemes to take further
advantage of the new devices' inherently greater power.
"Semiconductor companies will
also be taking a hard look at overall
systems costs." To this end, he sees
new developments in packaging and
power-supply design. He also sees
more memory and input/output circuitry shoe-horned into the microcomputer chip. Moreover, there will
be more combinations of linear and
digital processing on asingle chip.
Word lengths will proliferate.
Word size has gone from 8to 16 bits
and it will increase beyond even 32
bits. "Who knows, some day we
might have 64-bit devices," he says.
But the size of its data word is not
always the best way to judge a
microprocessor. "It's really memory
and performance requirements that
separate devices into low-, medium-,
and high-end categories," Raphael
says. "Customers may think in terms
of word length, but they buy in
terms of performance."
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Here's a benefit you can't get
with any other counter.
Tektronix.
Made by Tektronix. One benefit that
no other manufacturer can offer.
And, one benefit that separates
TM 500 Counters from the rest of the
pack. Quality design, manufacturing
expertise and anation-wide sales
and service organization support every piece of
instrumentation carrying the TEK name.
TM 500, from Tektronix, is aline of nearly 40 modular
plug-in test and measurement instruments. Five
versatile TM 500 Counters are joined by DMM's, pulse,
function and specialized generators, power supplies,
oscilloscopes, calibration instruments and amplifiers.
Each TM 500 Counter is designed with adifferent
combination of specifications. The TM 500 Counter
family includes two universal counter/timers, alow-cost
instrument, and two communications-oriented,
high-frequency counters.
These modular counters can be mixed and matched
with any of the other TM 500 Plug-ins to create test
sets customized to your application. Choose six
different mainframes: three sizes of benchtop mainframes, asuitcase-like Traveler Mainframe or a
standard, rackmountable mainframe.
There's only one family of counters that offers you all
this performance and the name to prove it. TM 500
from Tektronix.

For additional information about

TM 500 Instruments, please call
Tektronix' automatic answering
service (toll free) at 1-800547 -1512. Oregon residents call
collect on 644 9051. For even
faster service, call your local
Tektronix Field Office.

In Europe write: Tektronix
Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peters
Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

TM 500
Designed for
Configurability

Tektronix
- 0
CX:IMMETTEDTOEXCELLENCE

For Technical Data circle #13
For Demonstrati on circle #138

_

„

.igewep."Pr«e m*..sewte».•••7....4*vfee'''`e"ellenbtPuito_

Parallel testing keeps your
memory traffic moving.
Your production line is
probably spewing out
avirtual river of
memory devices:
RAMs, ROMs, EPROMs
up to 65K x8bits. Your test system can't be a
bottleneck. It must pace the flow, not choke it
Fairchild developed the Xincom 5581 Parallel
Operation Memory Tester specifically to speed
throughput and help reduce the cost of testing.
The 5581 is ahigh performance, functional and
parametric memory tester. It can parallel test up to
four 65K x4bit multiplexed address RAMs.
And it's done with only two heads, each with two
sockets or connectors for wafer probers or

device handlers. Thus, the 5581 combines the
throughput of a4-head tester with the mechanical
simplicity of a2-head system.
In its maximum configuration the 5581 will handle:
Ill 65K x4bit RAMs with multiplexed addresses,
four at atime with two at each test head:
D 65K x8bit RAMs and 4K x8bit ROMs two
at atime, one in each test head:
E 65K x8bit RAMs or 4K x8bit ROMs time
sequential with adifferent device at each head.
On-the-fly timing edge control provides test
accuracy and reproducibility for production testing
of dynamic MOS and bipolar memories.
The 5581 can be used as astand-alone tester
or as asatellite to the Xincom III distributed test

system. As part of the
Xincom Ill test system, it can store, analyze and
process vast amounts of test data or prepare schmoo
plots, wafer maps, or trend graphs. You also get
compiling and test program editing capabilities.
To really appreciate the accuracy and throughput
speed of the 5581 you should see one in action.
Since there are numerous systems already installed
there's probably one close to you. We'll try to set up
an appointment for you to see one. Just give us acall.
Fairchild Test Systems Group, Xincom Division, Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corp., 1725 Technology Drive,
San Jose, Ca 95110
F ic1
4 1R01-.1 I
/
LID (408) 998-0123
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Editorial
Playing ball with the wage hike ceiling
What do Pete Rose and the American
Electronics Association have in common?
The answer is that both sought exemptions
from the 7% ceiling on pay increases proposed
by President Carter—though Rose, the
baseball superstar just signed as afree agent
by the Philadelphia Phillies, received
his before the electronics people got theirs.
Having lost an earlier appeal based on the
premise that the electronics industries'
increased productivity offsets inflation and
helps keep prices down, the AEA shifted
to amore easily verified reason: alabor
shortage. The rationale is that key personnel

will be impossible to keep at high-technology
electronics firms unless they are offered wage
increases exceeding 7%.
The association has apoint. Though the
Government must be chary about
exceptions—after all, any inflation disincentive
like wage ceilings is only as effective as the
number of persons it covers—it is inclined
to make narrow exceptions, and the electronics
industries have been made one of them.
With all the recent talk of America's losing
its technological lead to other nations, this
certainly is not the time to discourage
innovators. The exemption won't.

Light at the end of the fiber
Don't sell your copper stocks yet. The glowing
promise of fiber-optic data links is by no
means diminishing, but the makers of such
systems are learning what previous purveyors
of exciting new technologies have found out
before them: the rules of the American
marketplace must be followed.
Thus, though the excitement spreads
rapidly, the market doesn't. One analyst
describes what's going on as "widespread
prototyping": sales of small quantities (often
just one or two). The slow growth is agonizing
to some companies, as they see very little of
the fuss filtering down to the bottom line.
And things won't be easier if all the
manufacturers listed in the chart —and
more—on page 92 stay in there and fight it out.
However, one of the cruel rules of the
new-technology-marketing game is called
shakeout, and there are signs that it already
has started in the fiber-optic system business.
Siecor Inc., for one, says it is going to quit
marketing ready-to-go links and "concentrate
16

on what we know best—the production of
fiber." Other large companies whose specialties
lie outside the systems business may well
follow suit.
Encouraging them is the fact that two of
the big potential users of fiber-optic links are
nowhere near the crossover point. One, the
Bell System, may be installing systems slowly
and with much fanfare, but that's not the
same as instant profit for suppliers. And the
biggest potential volume user for analog links,
the cable television industry, has been trying
for 20 years to live up to that potential.
So what about those copper stocks? Well,
in applications where there is no strong
environmental reason for using fiber—for
example, where space is available, or where
there are no lightning problems—the value
of using fiber is such that it may not be
competitive with copper. So though there
are no insurmountable technological barriers
to fiber-optic transmission systems, it is clear
that there are other kinds of problems.
Electronics/December 21, 1978

TO-5 RELAY UPDMIE

Centigrid II:
Never before arelay this sensitive
at this size

We told you that our Centigrid® was the ultimate subminiature relay — and it is. Centigrid II is not areplacement, but
acompanion developed for applications that demand ultra-small
size plus ultra-high sensitivity. Centigrid II dissipates 65 %
less power than the .150 grid relay, and 75% less than the 1
2
/
crystal can. And it still features .100" grid spaced pinout for optimum pc board layouts and occupies only .14 sq. in. of board space.
Like the TO-5, the Centigrid II makes an ideal subminiature
RF switch, providing high,isolation and low insertion loss up
through UHF frequencies. And the low coil power requirement
means extended battery life for hand-held transceivers.
Centigrid II meets all requirements of MIL-R-39016, and is
available with internal diode suppression. Call or write us today
for complete specification data.

--rik TELEDYNE

RELAYS

12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250 6(213) 777-0077
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Introducing HP'S System 35.

Under its friendly exterior lurks
the power of aminicomputer.
The new System 35 delivers minicomputer
performance while retaining those friendly characteristics
of adesktop computer. Consider these features:
Big Memory—you choose from 64K to
256K bytes of internal read/write memory, of which
all but 12K bytes are available for your programs
and data. With 256K bytes, System 35 can manage
an array of over 30,000 12-digit floating-point numbers.
That's big problem-solving capacity.
Enhanced BASIC Language possesses some
powerful, convenient features you'd normally find
only in FORTRAN or APL. It's the same HP enhanced
BASIC used with System 45 so you can step up to abigger
system without having to rewrite your programs.
Assembly Language is an option for those who
are skilled assembly programmers to provide increased
power and speed for data acquisition and control applications.
Real-time I/O performance makes System 35 an extremely
powerful desktop controller. With direct memory
access, buffered I/O, 15 levels of priority interrupt, built-in I/O
drivers and standard interface options, System 35
handles data acquisition and control tasks with ease.
Yet with all its built-in performance, System 35
remains a friendly, easy-to-use computer. It integrates essential
functions such as alphanumeric display—your choice
of 24-line CRT or single line LED—typewriter-like
keyboard, and a217K byte magnetic tape drive in one trim,
portable package. If needed, you can easily plug in
external HP peripherals such as printers, plotters and
floppy discs which, for convenience, use the same
mass-storage commands as the built-in tape.
For immediate information on System 35, call
your local HP desktop computer representative. For
literature, send us the coupon, which will
expedite its return, or circle our reader service number.

D Please have an HP desktop computer representative call.

1

D Please send me general literature.
D lam interested in data acquisition and control. Please send
the technical supplement.
lam Interested in assembly language programming. Please
send the technical supplement.
Name

HEWLETT â

PACKARD

Title

Phone

Organization
Address
3404 E Harmony Road. Fort Collins, Colorado 80525

For assistance call Washington (301) 948-6370, Chicago (312)
255-9800. Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213)877-1282
Ask for an HP Desktop Computer representative

City/State/Zip
3404 E Harmony Road, Fort Collins. Colorado 80525
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406,3

VOL

TEK

Only 60g
(21 OZ.)

Output

Size

2011

5V•0.5A

2031

12V•0. 25A

2061

±
-12V•0.1A

2071

±-15V•0.1A

51Wx 19H
x41Dmm
(2 -W. 0 75"H
x 1.63 - D)

Source Voltage :115Vec ±10%
Output Voltage Variation: 5%
(combined)

Mini

DC-DC Converters

Model

Output

6211

5V.250mA

6231

12V.150mA

6261

±12V.50mA

6271

±15V. 50mA

Third Biennial University/Industry/Government Microelectronics
Symposium, IEEE, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, Jan. 3-4.

and Exposition, Electric Power Research Institute (Palo Alto, Calif.),
Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Feb. 26-28.

Modern Data Communications Seminar, George Washington University,
Washington, D. C., Jan. 3-5

Intelcom 79-Second International
Telecommunications Exposition, Horizon House International (Dedham,
Mass.), Dallas Convention Center,
Dallas, Feb. 26-March 2.

Microprocessor Programming
Course, IEEE Continuing Education
Program, Albuquerque Inn, Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 4-6.

Mini Switching Modules
Model

Meetings

Winter Consumer Electronics Show,
Electronic Industries Association,
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las
Vegas, Nev., Jan. 6-9.
17th Conference on Decision and
Control, IEEE, Islandia Hyatt House,
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 10-12.

Size
51Wx 19H
x41Dmm
(2 Wx(175"H
x1.63 - D)

Source Voltage: dc5V or 12V or 24V
Output Voltage Variation: ±5%
(combined)

Radar Signal Processing Seminar,
George Washington University,
Washington, D. C., Jan. 15-19.
Conference on Reliability and Maintainability, IEEE, Shoreham Americana Hotel, Washington, D. C., Jan.
23-25.
Fourth Automated Testing for Electronics Manufacturing Seminar and
Exhibit, Benwill Publishing Corp.
(Boston), Marriott Hotel, Los Angeles, Jan. 23-25.

Triple Output Switchers
Output

Model
RM1F -104

l5V• 2A, i12V-0.2A

RM1F -106

+5V•2A, •15V-0.2A

RM1G- 104

'5V•3A, •12V.0.3A

RM1G- 106

t5V•3A,

Microelectronics Measurement
Technology Seminar/Exhibit, Benwill Publishing Corp. (Boston),
Hyatt House, San Jose, Calif., Feb.
6-7.

,15V-0.3A

Source Voltage: 115Vac 10%
Regulation( line): 1
-0.1%
Regulation( load): 0.5%
Ripple & Noise: 50mVpp
Overvoltage Protection: provided at

5V

VOL TEK CORP
6-2-18, Nakanobu, 5hinagawa-ku,
Tokyo, Japan 142

20

Communication Networks Conference & Exposition, The Conference
Co. (Newton, Mass.), Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, D. C., Jan.
30-Feb. 1.
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Phase-Locked Loops Seminar,
George Washington University,
Washington, D. C., Feb. 12-13
International Solid-State Circuits
Conference, IEEE, Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, Feb. 15-17.
Sixth Energy Technology Conference

Digital Encoding and Processing of
Voice and Video Seminar, George
Washington University, Washington, D. C., Feb. 27-March 1.
Nepcon West 79, Industrial and
Scientific Conference Management
Inc. (Chicago), Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif., Feb.
27-March 1.
ICE 79-International Computer
Expo, Marcom International Inc.
(Tokyo) and Golden Gate Enterprises Inc. (Sunnyvale, Calif.), Tokyo Harumi Fairgrounds, Tokyo,
Feb. 28-March 2.

Fifth Annual Conference and Exhibit
on Industrial and Control Applications of Microprocessors, Information Gatekeepers Inc. (Brookline,
Mass.), Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, March 19-21.
Technical Symposium East '79, Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (Bellingham, Wash.),
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Washington,
D. C., April 2-5.
25th International Instrumentation
Symposium, Instrument Society of
America, Sheraton Hotel, Anaheim,
Calif., May 7-10.
NCC 79-1979 National Computer
Conference, IEEE, American Federation of Information Processing Societies, et al., New York Hilton and
Americana Hotels, New York, June
4-7.

Second Joint Intermag- Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials Conference,
IEEE and American Institute of
Physics, Statler Hilton Hotel, New
York, July 17-20.
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PRO-LOG makes it easy
to board the STD BUS.
Introducing the STD BUS,
the simplest bused
microprocessor system
ever made. STD means
Simple To Debug,
Simple To Develop,
Swift To Deliver.
The new STD BUS-8-bit
microprocessor systems built
around astandard bused
motherboard which allows
any card to work in any
slot. Thus you can change the
function of your system, the
memory type, even the

Buy 250 of any one card, and
we give you free the plans for
that card and non-exclusive
manufacturing rights so you
can build it yourself.
In addition to cards, we also
make a1/2 or 1
4 rack card
/
cage. It includes motherboard,
card edge connectors and
mounting brackets.

microprocessor type by simply
exchanging one card for any
other. The STD BUS is 56 lines
wide and is compatible with
Pro-Log's standard 41
/
2-inch
by 61
/-inch edge-connected
2
cards.

It's supported by both Pro-Log
and MOSTEK and freely
available to the industry.

Z-80 PROCESSOFi • 8085 PROCESSOR
16K BYTE 2716 EPROM MEMORY • 16K BYTE STATIC RAM MEMORY
TTL INPUT PORT CARD •TTL OUTPUT PORT CARD
TTL INPUT/OUTPUT PORT CARD

Awhole new card series
available for use with
the STD BUS.
Our new 7000 Series 8-bit
systems were specifically
designed for use with the STD
BUS. We have cards in limited
quantities now, in production
quantities in January.

TRIAC OUTPUT CARD
MOTHERBOARD V2 RACK • MOTHERBOARD

V4

RACK

•CARD EXTENDER • GENERAL UTILITY CARD • UTIUTY DIP CARD
WE ARE DEVELOPING ADDITIONAL CARDS IN THESE CATEGORIES
PROCESSOR • MEMORY • DIGITAL I/0 • SERIAL I/O

Every part in our systems is
or soon will be asecondsourced industry standard
which means that if you
produce our systems yourself,
you'll never have to worry
about the availability of solesourced parts. Through cross
licensing arrangements,
MOSTEK will also be building
most of our cards giving you
yet another source of supply.

Learn about the STD
BUS and our 7000 Series
Systems.
Send for our Microprocessor
User's Information Packet.
Pro-Log Corporation, 2411
Garden Road, Monterey, CA
93940. Phone (408) 372-4593.

.ANALOG I/0 • PERIPHERAL I/0 • INDUSTRIAL I/O
Watch for announcements as new cards become available

PRO-LOG
COHPUHATION

Microprocessors at your fingertips.
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eres esens e
way to select your
next logic analyzer.
Problem At Hand
(Troublesome Glitch)

Your System

Needed Analyzer Features

ADDRESS
DATA

\Z V V
CPU

MEMORY

V V
I0

CONTROL

Product.on

HP—When you depend on logic

HP has made it easier to choose the right logic
analyzer for your application.
We've developed alogical procedure to help
you select the correct combination of features
to solve your problems. Now, you can quickly
make the transition from system to potential
problems to features to aspecific model. Here's
how it works.
Suppose your system resembles the one shown
in the above block diagram. A problem you're
likely to encounter is glitches on acontrol line—
leading to disruptive signals being generated
within your system. That's where a logic analyzer comes in. But which one?
In this case, the two features you need which
are central to glitch analysis are GLITCH
DETECT and GLITCH TRIGGER. One look

! •.1 .

••• •••
• tttttttttttttttt

:
IL'

•

..... 0:: (.
14Z
......

at the Logic Analyzer Selection Chart and you'll
find that both features are available in HP's
1615A Logic Analyzer. With afew simple keyboard entries you'll be able to trigger on the
glitch and perform cross-bus analysis for rapid
troubleshooting.
HP can show you alogical selection process
for your design and troubleshooting problems.
From system ...to potential problems ...to
features ...to aspecific model.
Simply send for the HP Logic Analyzer
Selection Guide. It will take you through the
step-by-step sequence and help you discover
which HP Logic Analyzer is best for your application. Or, for immediate assistance, give your
local HP field engineer acall today.

Please send me afree copy of
the HP Logic Analyzer Selection Guide.
Name,'Title
Company
Address _
City/State/Zip
Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto,
California 94304

HEWLETT4 PACKARD
1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Cal,torma 94304

For asststance call Wastungton (301) 948-6370, Clecago (312)
255•9800, Atlanta (404)955-15M Los Angeles (213) 877-1282

Circle 23 on reader service card

PCB Simplicity
with Bendix Brush
Connectors.
• Fewer damaged boards.
• One connector instead of multiple, fixturemounted connectors.
Bendix Brush Connectors—a broad product line.
• Mother Board, Daughter Board, Input/Output, PC
receptacle body styles.
• 2, 3and 4 row configurations.
• 90° and straight PC, solderless wrap, crimp removable terminations with multiple lengths and
plating options.
Bendix Brush contacts improve electrical characteristics.
• Highly redundant contact sites with multiple electrical paths and wiping action.
• Gold plated wire bristles mesh together intimately
with gas-tight junctions.
• Stable contact resistance even after extreme mechanical durability abuse to 20,000 matings.

Bendix Brush Connectors can streamline your
printed circuit board designs. They don't require
the extra board support necessary with conventional,
higher mating force connectors and they eliminate
the need for secondary actuation systems or procedures used with zero-insertion force connectors.
Here's how:
Bendix Brush Connectors increase circuit count
per board.
• Reduce number of boards by allowing more circuits per board.
• Greater board effectiveness by providing exact
circuit counts up to 400 contacts in only one
connector!
Bendix Brush Connectors reduce mating force
70% to 90%.
• Less complex board supports.
• Secondary actuators eliminated.
• Extended mechanical life. Up to 20,000 mates/
unmates.

For full information, call (607) 563-5302, or write
The Bendix Corporation, Electrical Components Division, Sidney, New York 13838.

t
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We speak connectors.
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Electronics newsletter
Ti's Hall-effect
device could
open car market

Semiconductor
equipment makers
warned of invasion

Datapoint seeks
color graphics
for terminals

Four 32-bit
computers due
from Prime

A new Hall-effect device from Texas Instruments Inc. could satisfy the
auto industry's need for magnetic sensors for every possible monitoring
and control function in the cars of the 1980s. The linear device, first of a
family, will be introduced next month. Called the TL 173, it can sense
down to 250 gauss, four times the sensitivity of present-day magnetic-field
devices. The device puts out alinear voltage of I MV/G and can resolve a
1-G change, which results in achange in output of 1mv.

U. S. makers of equipment for semiconductor manufacturing may join
their customers as targets for competition from Europe and Japan, warns
Wilfred J. Corrigan, president and chief executive officer of Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corp., Mountain View, Calif. "Your prices are
high but your service is not prompt," Corrigan scolded the equipment
makers at adinner session of their trade organization, the Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute, in Palo Alto, Calif.
"When you have aproblem with Japanese equipment, they put two men
on an airplane that afternoon; the guy in [nearby] •Sunnyvale doesn't
respond that quickly," he chided. In carving up a market that tops $1
billion, the equipment makers are "very visible" to overseas competition,
and the luxury of high prices and poor service may soon be one they cannot
afford, he says.

Though no product is yet available, Datapoint Corp. of San Antonio,
Texas, is well into aprogram to develop software for color graphics for its
line of multifunction terminals. Most computer graphics systems on the
market today are oriented toward computer-aided design or simulation,
but Datapoint's graphics development is focusing on the business dataprocessing market, says Herbert B. Baskin, vice president of the firm's
western development center in Berkeley, Calif. Among other things, the
company is developing techniques that would allow up-to-the-minute
display of the contents of any on-line computer data file in appropriate
graphic form. Such a capability, though not technically startling, is
currently unavailable, Baskin says.

Known for extending the capabilities of minicomputers through the use of
virtual memory, Prime Computer Inc. is now extending its product line as
well. Expected in January from the Wellesley Hills, Mass., company are
four new 32-bit computers topped off by the model 750, aunit that will
feature prefetching of instructions and a cache memory. At the same
time, its Primenet networking software is being revamped to give it more
distributed processing capabilities.

Electronic phone Look for Bell Canada to introduce afully electronic phone for the U. S.
to be sold in U.S. market early next year. To have push-button dialing compatible with all
North American telephone exchanges and a feature that repeats the last
by Bell Canada number dialed, it will be available in April. The phone is similar to the one
being test-marketed in Canada [Electronics, Nov. 8, p. 8]. Though the
Montreal-headquartered firm is not the only company working on aphone
with no electromechanical parts, its marketing has been aggressive — the
$79.95 phone will be s9ld in telephone stores.
Electronics/December 21, 1978
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Electronics newsletter
Nova 4 uses
5
slices
Instead of TTL

Unlvac bows
In mlnIcomputers
with 16-bit V77-800

Signetics to offer
a family of
ISL gate arrays

Addenda
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Since it was introduced some 10 years ago, Data General's Nova minicomputer has become one of the most popular with original-equipment manufacturers. This position now may be enhanced with the addition of the
Nova 4 line. Based on bit-slice microprocessors instead of transistortransistor logic and offering an expanded instruction set, the Westboro,
Mass., company's new machines are said to operate some 50% faster than
the current Nova 3line, yet sell for about half as much. Available in three
versions—the Nova 4/C, 4/S, and 4/X —the new line ranges in price
from $2,500 to $14,300, including memory, power supply, and chassis.
The Nova 4may also hamper the makers of Nova-emulating minicomputers, who have capitalized on the price-performance advantage of their
machines over the two-year-old Nova 3[Electronics, June 22, p. 88].

For its debut in minicomputers, Sperry Univac is unveiling a highperformance 16-bit machine that features athree-board central processing
unit with 150-ns cycle time. Designated the V77-800, it will be the first
new machine produced at Univac's Irvine, Calif., minicomputer operation,
acquired from Varian Data Machines in June 1977 for some $40 million.
The all-new mini comes with cache memory, handles up to 16 terminals,
and is twice as fast as Varian's V77-600, which it replaces as the top of
the line. The 800 will start delivery in July, 1979, and will sell for
$100,000 and up.

Ready to capture large-scale integration sockets as computer system
designers upgrade from smaller Schottky parts, Signetics Corp. is about to
spring afamily of semicustom gate arrays built from integrated Schottky
logic, itself a combination of low-power Schottky transistor-transistor
logic and integrated injection logic, both developed by Signetics' parent,
Philips of the Netherlands. The arrays will feature afast typical propagation delay of 5 ns, low power dissipation of 200 eiw per gate, and a
speed-power product of 1 pi. The 8A1200, a 1,200-gate array, will be
ready in sample quantities in early 1979 and in production at midyear. It
will be followed by 600-, 800-, and 2,000-gate arrays. Signetics and Philips
also will be offering subnanosecond emitter-coupled-logic 400- and 600gate arrays that Philips is expected to second-source from Germany's
Siemens AG, which is discussing the deal with Valvo, Philips' Germanbased components producer.

Mostek Corp. is ready to start construction of a semiconductor wafer
fabrication, manufacturing, and engineering plant in Colorado Springs,
Colo. Plans call for about a 100,000-ft 2 facility initially, with production
slated to begin within two years, according to Mostek chairman L. J.
Sevin. A labor shortage at the firm's Carrollton, Texas, headquarters was
afactor in choosing the Colorado site, he says. ...As an update to its
WCS/30, Wang Laboratories is introducing two office information
systems. Called the OIS/100 series, the two are the OIS/130 and 140.
The 130 has a 32,000-character memory and the 140 can support 32
peripherals. Comparable figures for the 30 are 16,000 and 14. ...In yet
another application of electronics technology to labor-intensive functions
in the office, Pitney Bowes Inc., the postage-meter maker, has set up a
central computer that can be queried for code numbers to reset meters.
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The noise
stops here.
Introducing Quiet-Line. The new name in filters from the filter specialists—AMP.
Win the battle against systems noise and static
discharge, with our new Quiet-Line series of
miniature and sub-miniature feed-through filters.
An advanced absorptive filtering concept, combined
with aunique manufacturing process, gives these
filters the highest insertion loss specifications in
the industry. Applications range from commercial
mobile radios and computer peripherals to military
microwave systems and avionics.
Insertion Loss vs. Frequency

100
so
.C1 U1
.5

70

_1

60
50

.2

40

100 db to 18 GHz
90 litirtd 18 Gljiz
80

All Rated at
No Load 25°C.

to 18 GHz

45 db to 18 GHz —

(A)
(B)
(D)

(D)

30
20
10
2MHz

10 MHz

100 MHz
1000 MHz
F equency in Hz

GHz 20 GHz

(A) "50" Series Filters, Standard

(C) "20" Series Filters. Standard

(B) "80" Series Filters, Standard

(D) "60" Series Filters, Standard

You get across-the-board design coverage with
three basic space-saving lines. The standard '20:'

"30" and "50" series, and the matching premium (P)performance series. And the low-capacitance "60:'
"70" and "80" series that allow high-speed digital
logic signals to pass through but attenuate
interference in the high megahertz (500 MHz
and up) and gigahertz ranges. You also have .025 2
post filters, an industry first from AMP.
No internal resonances—rugged, one-piece
construction distributes inductance and capacitance
over the filter. You also get high power capability—
ratings to 15 amperes load
current—and great versatility
in mechanical configurations.
Assemblies are available with
filters mounted on acommon
ground plate, or as acable
interface, ready for termination.
For more performance for the money, specify
Quiet-Line filters. For data on these and other
Capitron products including power supplies and
high voltage interconnection devices, or card
readers, write or call (717) 367-1105.
AMP Incorporated, Capitron Division,
Elizabethtown, PA 17022. TVVX: 510-657-4561.

AMP has a better way.

INCORPORATED
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anew way
pressure:

National's monolithic pressure transducers.
For people who thought they couldn't afford the cost or
the space of an electronic pressure transducer in their
designs. From the people who can handle pressure better
than anyone else in the semiconductor industry
The new monolithic line complements our existing
hybrid line. But since they use only the basic single chip
sensor rather than the entire workings of the hybrids, the
monolithics are smaller, lighter and much cheaper. As low as
$20 in lots of 1000.
They can also interface much easier with awider range
of electronic designs. And of course, that includes other
National components. Including linear, converters, data
acquisition, discretes and microprocessors.
What's more, the monolithics feature ahigh frequency
response, low volumetric displacement and require avery
modest 5V power supply.
The LX0603D is adifferential type transducer for use
with non-ionic fluids to 30 psi.
The LX0603GB is agage type that also functions to 30
psi. But it's for use with non-acidic fluids.
And if adifferential or gage version doesn't meet your
needs, we have the LX0503A. An absolute transducer for
comparing pressure against avacuum to 30 psia.
For more details, send in the coupon below. We'll send
you free data sheets on the new monolithics. And as aspecial
introduction to IC pressure transduction, we've reduced the
cost of our Pressure Transducer Handbook $2. So if you
enclose acheck for $1 with the coupon, we'll also
send you the biggest, best —and only
collection of data on the subject.
National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive, M/S 520
Santa Clara, CA 95051
You bet Iwant to take advantage of the handbook special. I've enclosed
acheck for $1. (Limited time offer with this coupon.)
D Please send me the free data sheets.
Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

E 12/21 8-36

M National Semiconductor
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MIXERS

with a
3 year guaranteer
•

f$7.21,

•

•
"Three years ago,-Mini-Circtits
offered atwo-year guarantee for
its induiuy-standard SRA-1 hermetically-ffled double-balanced mixer. .
now used world-wide for avariety of
military and industrial a
eppliceions.
The two-year guarantee was made possible
ky the_use Oran accelerated-life screening
te si fol diodes generally reservedeonly for
space applications. The HTRB-screened
Schottky diodes are subjected to aone-volt
negative bias at 150".0 for 168 hours, a
siress designed to accelerate ageing and
force time-related failures—thus screening out potentially unreliable devices.
Now Mini-Circuits is proud to offer athree-year guarantee for the SRA-1
achieved by further stressing and testing the assembled unit. Each completed
SRA-1 experientes: 1. Burn-in for 96 hours at 100° C with 8mA at 1kHz.
2. Thermal shock. 3. Gross and fine leak tests (per MIL-STD 202).
And .the three-year guarantee SRA-1 is still only $7.95!
_Of.course, the «ditional testing adds to our cost, but our
( Freq. range (MHz)
continuing commitment, is to offer performance
LO
0 5 500
RF
0 5-500
and reliability uumatched for off-the-shelf
IF
DC-500
double-balanced- mixers.
•
Conversion loss (dB)
So, for space or rugged industrial applications,
1-250 MHz
0 5-500 MHz
ensure highest system reliabilty ,by specifying
Isolation (dB)
SRA-1 enIxers, the only double-balanced mixers
0 5-5 MHz
LO -RF
three-year guarantee ...from
LO -IF
5-250 MHz
LO -RF
Ming "rcuits where low price qçj hand
LO -IF
in hand with unmatched qualit yr
250-500 MHz
LO -RF
LO -IF
.
•

Typ.
55
65

Max.
70
85

Typ.
50
45
45
40
35
30

Max.
45
35
30
25
25
20

Min. Electronic Attenuation (20 rnA) 3 dB Typ
•

Signal. 1dB Compression Level •1dBm

•

Impedance All Ports, 50 Ohms
sL0 Power7dBm

•

•

1;3 Mini-Circuits
*2625 East 14th StWet Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212) 769-0200
Dómestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
•
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Simple cell design
for dynamic RAM
scraps capacitor
Small one-transistor cell
employs two thresholds
to store bits, could be
basis for future dense RAMs
may have sounded the death knell
for the conventional dynamic-RAM
cell. That may be putting it strongly,
but the stunning simplicity of its new
approach gives every indication of
being a breakthrough in memory
design.
The feasibility of the approach,
which requires only asingle transistor, has been proven by researchers
at Texas Instruments Inc. in Dallas.
The cell stores bits by trapping
charge in two regions within the
transistor, rather than storing it on a
capacitor, as do present randomaccess-memory designs. Thus the
transistor has two thresholds.
A late paper at the International
Electron Devices Meeting in Washington, D. C., earlier this month
detailed the operation of what TI
calls a taper-isolated dynamic-gain
RAM cell. The cell structure is smaller and far simpler to fabricate than
conventional cells. It requires one
layer of polysilicon, as opposed to
two or three in present RAms.
Moreover, it provides asignal that
is easy to sense—a current is read,
rather than acharge (in the form of
a small voltage) detected. Also, TI
says the cell can retain data for as
long as aminute without the refreshing required every few milliseconds
by conventional dynamic RAMS.
The new cell could thus be a
major development. It, or a variation, could become the building

TI
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block for 256-K or larger chips.
The taper-isolated cell gets its
name from the tapered shape of the
oxide on either side of the thin channel, or gate, region, as shown in the
cell cross-section below. Also called
a "bird's beak," the taper is a side
effect of conventional planar processing (which purposely embeds
oxide into silicon to smooth achip's
profile).

The secret of the cell—how a
single transistor can have two different gains or stable states—is based
on the difference in surface potential
between the n-type material under
the taper region and that under the
thin gate oxide.
The surface-potential distribution
across the channel resulting from the
taper structure supports the two
states because of the potential wells,

Simple. RAM cell, top, relies on tapered oxide to store is and Os. Cell is in 0 state with
transistor at high threshold. Holes are trapped in channel stop, shown in potential distribution
curve (a). Pulsing gate negatively moves holes into channel region (b), lowering threshold of
cell transistor and changing state to a 1. Positive gate pulse returns holes to channel stop
region, resetting data to 0(c). The cell is read by sensing transistor's current.
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or dips, at either end, as shown in
the potential distribution curve (a).
The shape of the potential distribution traps holes (positively charged
carriers) either between the two
wells or in the channel stop, ap-type
diffusion area adjacent to the drain
that supplies the holes.
Operation. A 1, represented in the
cell by alower threshold voltage (or
higher transistor gain) is written by
driving the gate electrode with a
negative pulse, which raises the
channel potential. Holes trapped in
the channel-stop region (a) then rush
into the gate area, where they are
trapped after the pulse ends (b).
A 0 is written into the cell with a
positive pulse on the gate while no
current flows through the transistor.
Here the tapered oxide comes into
play: since the channel oxide is thinner than the tapered oxide, the
surface potential under the channel
region increases faster than that
under the tapered region. The result
(c) is that the potential well flattens
out, allowing holes trapped in the
gate region to flow back to the channel stop.
According to Pallub K. Chatterjee, member of the technical staff at
TVs Central Research Laboratories,
test versions of the cell have shown a
2.5-volt difference between 1and 0
states, for applied voltages of 6 to 7
v. "There is still much characterization of the cell to be done," he says.
"For example, we have to check its
behavior over a wide temperature
range, and its tendency toward soft
errors must be examined." He
suspects, however, that the cell will
be far less sensitive to soft errors
caused by alpha particles than
conventional dynamic RAM cells.

Components

Semiconductor unit
switches mechanically
Over the last decade, silicon technology has electronically taken over
more and more electromechanical
switching and control functions that
were formerly the domain of bulky
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Cantilever. Micromechanical switch developed by IBM relies on semiconductor processing to
form acantilever that can be electrostatically deflected like aswitch contact.

switches, relays, and solenoids. Add- gold platings forms the cantilever.
ing insult to injury, it turns out that
Extra gold structures are deposited
integrated silicon devices can be
for contact electrodes.
made with important and powerful
Switching action takes place when
mechanical characteristics.
the membrane is electrostatically
Kurt E. Petersen of International deflected downward into the well by
Business Machines Corp.'s Research avoltage applied between the deflecdivision in San Jose, Calif., has tion electrode and the p+ silicon
developed what he calls micromelayer at the bottom. Switching times
chanical switches and circuits fabrihave been less than 40 microseconds
cated from three-dimensional solid- with deflection voltages of about 60
state structures. Essentially four- volts. Increases in the deflection voltterminal voltage-controlled switches, age shorten the switching time, but
they are compatible with conventiontend to produce contact bounce.
al integrated-circuit manufacturing
Petersen applies his micromechanprocedures, he says in apaper delivical switch in an optical storage
ered early this month at the Interna- element that also relies on the electional Electron Devices Meeting.
trostatic deflection of thin memThe devices pave the way for intebranes. Instead of anarrow cantilevgrating mechanical and electronic er, he uses four thin, metal-coated
functions on the same chip. Applicarectangular leaves supported at a
tions suggested by Petersen include single common point over awell.
analog-signal switching and opticalThe micromechanical switch,
image storage.
made on the same substrate, applies
Cantilever. IBM's micromechanical
charging or discharging pulses to the
switch relies on a cantilever 76
leaves. If the contact electrode is
micrometers long and made of athin
raised to 16 y and the switch actimetal-coated membrane of silicon vated by a 60-v pulse, the capacidioxide. The 3,500-angstrom-thick
tance between the leaves and submembrane, bearing anarrow contact strate will charge up to 16 yand the
electrode and a wider deflection
leaves will deflect. When the switch
electrode, is suspended over a7-µmis released after a 100-ms pulse, the
deep well etched into a silicon
leaves will remain charged in the
epitaxial layer, shown in the figure.
deflected position for several hours.
Fabrication begins by heavily dopViewed under a schlieren optical
ing asilicon wafer with boron, formsystem, each group of four undeing ap-type region. Next an epitaxfleeted leaves appears dark, while
ial layer is grown, followed by a each group of four deflected leaves
deposition of silicon dioxide. Then a appears brighter because the light
thin chrome-gold metalization is strikes them at a different angle.
deposited. A series of photolithoCombining groups of the leaves
graphic exposures, etchings, and
could form a matrix-addressed
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image-storage unit. IBM is evaluating
display designs of 1,260 elements
arranged as 36 five-by-seven dot
alphanumeric characters.
According to Petersen, switching
times of under 10 us with voltages of
less than 30 y and current-carrying
capability greater than 100 milliamperes will ultimately be attainable.
Some switches have had lifetimes in
excess of 2 million actuations at
current densities of 5X 10 4 amperes
per square centimeter. Next step
with the still-experimental devices is
to integrate electronic functions with
the mechanical.
EJ

Business

Electronics firms get
guidelines exemption
A very critical labor shortage of
engineers and high-level technicians
in California's Silicon Valley and
other segments of the U. S. electronics industries exempts those jobs
from President Carter's 7% wage
hike guidelines. The final guidelines
issued Dec. 13 by the President's
Council on Wage and Price Stability
adopts almost verbatim an exemption proposed less than a week
earlier by the American Electronics
Association, Palo Alto, Calif.
"That is very, very good news,"
exclaimed an elated Kenneth C. D.
Hagerty, AEA'S Government operations vice president, when told of the
White House action.
Employers must meet four condi-

tions when "pay-rate increases in
excess of the standard are necessary
to attract or retain employees in a
particular job category because of an
acute labor shortage," according to
the council. Using the last two years
as a base period, the guidelines
require employers to show "abnormal increases" in: the proportion of
vacancies in the quarter immediately
preceding, the time required to fill
vacancies "despite intensive recruiting," and entry-level pay rates over
the base years. In addition, a local
government employment service
agency must certify that "an acute
labor shortage exists" in exempt
categories.
What constitutes "abnormal increases" is deliberately not defined
to permit ameasure of flexibility for
individual companies with varying
degrees of recruiting difficulty.
The plan was the AEA'S second
shot at an exemption after the White
House rejected ones sought earlier
on the basis of inflation-offsetting
productivity increases. The council
"brushed aside the productivity argument," Hagerty says, on the
grounds that it could not be
measured effectively or objectively.
Survey. As ammunition for its
successful proposal, the AEA had
Price Waterhouse & Co., the
accounting firm, survey 27 association companies across the country to
document its argument. "It was a
'quickie' survey limited to five
simple questions," Hagerty explains.
Firms were asked how many electronics employees and unfilled position they had, if they offered incen-

Talks. National Semiconductor's Roy J. Brant, left, discusses exemptions for electronics firms
to the wage guidelines with Barry Bosworth, director of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability, center, and Joseph Talbot, the council's senior economist, right.
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tives to new workers or to employees
for recruitment, and if personnel
shortages affected their growth.
There were 26 respondents, and
24 said that lack of available personnel was hampering growth. Also, 16
companies said they were giving
employees bonuses to help find
recruits, and 12 said they offered
new employees incentives to join.
As of Oct. 31, the 26 firms had
266,529 electronics employees and
16,084 positions still open. In California the AEA shows more than
10,000 unfilled technical jobs in
electronics industries, a figure expected to be 40,000 by summer.
D

Consumer

Magnavox introduces
video disk unit
The nation's first video disk system,
introduced just last week by Magnavox Consumer Electronics Co., has a
lot going for it —and a lot going
against it. Called Magnevision, it
uses a laser to read out pictures
stored on adisk resembling an audio
record.
Quality of the picture, displayed
on the buyer's television set, is better
than can be obtained with video
cassette recorders, according to the
Fort Wayne, Ind., company. And the
200 or so programs initially available will be priced attractively; the
range is from $5.95 for "how to"
programs on up to $15.95 for recordings of recent movies.
However, the price of the player,
based on technology and parts from
parent Philips' Industries of the
Netherlands, is high—at $695 perhaps too close to the low end of what
video cassette recorders sell for. And
the vats not only play packaged
programs, like the video disks, but
they record programs off the air.
Moreover, list price is some $300
under Magnavox' manufacturing
cost. The company plans only 20,000
players in the first year.
By being first, however, Magnavox is trying to make a big impact.
"We expect, if we do our job, to
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pickup stylus, which results in a
much simpler player. Moreover, the
disks for the player can be turned
out using standard audio-recording
processes.
A system closely related to RCA's
is under development at JVC, the
Victor Co. of Japan [Electronics,
Oct. 26, 1978, p. 67], and Matsushita and AEG-Telefunken have worked
on stylus systems with mechanical
pickup. Other companies working on
laser-based playback systems include
France's Thomson-csF and Japan's
Hitachi Ltd.

Language translators
get another entry

Disk player. Magnevision video disk unit
from Magnavox plays 30- and 60-min.-perside programs from MCA Discovision.

become the standard," says a company spokesman.
The Magnavision player uses two
kinds of 12-inch disks: a 30-minuteper-side record spinning at a constant 1,800 revolutions per minute,
and a 60-min.-per side record playing back at avariable angular velocity. Information is stored in pits
burned into the disk by a laser
during manufacture. The pits' patterns contain the analog representations of the picture and sound, read
out by a helium-neon laser. The
records are made by MCA Inc., Philips' partner in developing the player.
Unperturbed by the Magnavox
introduction is its only announced
American competitor, RCA Corp.,
New York, which says it has still not
decided to put its system into
production [Electronics, Feb. 2,
p. 44]. Its goal, says aspokesman, is
a player costing about half that of
the video cassette recorders—or under $400. To this end, RCA is developing a player using a capacitive
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At the beginning of last month there
were none and now there are two.
Two hand-held language translators,
that is, both made possible by the
availability of inexpensive one-chip
microcomputers and large-capacity
semiconductor memory chips.
Craig Corp., Compton, Calif., a
consumer electronics supplier, early
this month showed off its M-100,
similar in appearance and operation
to the translator introduced late in
November by Lexicon Corp.,

Miami, Fla. [Electronics, Dec. 7,
p. 50]. Both store words and phrases
in English and other languages, and
display a translation from one
language to another after a word or
phrase is keyed in. Both use an 8-bit
3870 microcomputer from Mostek
Corp., Carrollton, Texas, and plugin function or language modules
having a 1,500-word vocabulary.
Architecturally, the two machines
are different, however, and this
affects price. Craig puts its microprocessor into the keyboard unit, its
memory into the plug-in module.
Lexicon, on the other hand, views
the keyboard unit as a generalpurpose interface; both memory and
microprocessor are in the module.
According to Lexicon, the handheld
device is thus suited to a greater
variety of functions, some not even
developed yet.
Trilingual. Craig's unit, designed
by Hedgewood Corp., San Francisco, will sell for $200 with an English
module when it goes into production
next spring. The user also needs to
purchase an additional module, at
$25, for each foreign language to be
translated. At $225, the Lexicon
device includes one English-toforeign-language module, but additional combinations cost $65. While

Interpreter. Craig Corp.'s electronic language translator sports 43-key,

dual-function

keyboard and 16-character fluorescent display. Language modules plug in from below.
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Best by test
after test.
You're doubly sure
of quality with twice tested
Buse fuses.
This small dimension
glass tube fuse may look
good to you. And to us.
But looks aren't enough
at Bussmann.
That's why Bussmann
quality control involves
more than aquick visual
inspection. Or testing a
random sample from our
production line.
Instead, Bussmann
tests every one of these
fuses twice. Once for
resistance, to measure
electrical performance.
Then again for dimensions,

to make sure the length
and diameter are right.
Few manufacturers
test each and every small
dimension glass tube fuse
they make. Even fewer test
each fuse both physically
and electronically.
Our tougher testing
assures that the Buss
fuses you buy will perform exactly the way you
want them to. When you
want them to.
It also explains why
Buss fuse quality is in a
class by itself.

MCGRAW-EDISON
Bussmann.
The Protection
Experts.

Bussmann Manufacturing Division
McGraw-Edison Company
PO. Box 14460
St. Louis, Missouri 63178
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Lexicon's interface approach is flexible, the Craig M-100 seems to hold
the edge on translating versatility.
Three modules may be plugged in
simultaneously. The unit can translate between any two of the
languages and also provide aphonetic readout. Lexicon accepts only one
plug-in at atime.
Craig, too, builds in usefulness
beyond translating. In addition to
the 64 bytes of random-access memory in the 3870, the keyboard unit
contains 2 kilobytes of read-only
memory. This combination allows
the keyboard unit to function as a
four-function calculator and metric
converter. Each memory capsule
contains 32 bytes of RAM and 32
kilobytes of ROM.
Craig's president, Peter Behrendt,
hopes to sell more than 100,000
units in 1979. Asked whether the
price-cutting of the calculator market might occur here, he replies, "I
can't see prices eroding more than
20% over the next two years. The
chips can't get much cheaper."
E

Boeing picks Rockwell flight computers
Another winner in the furiously waged battle for the lucrative subcontract
work in Boeing's next generation of passenger aircraft has been announced.
The Seattle, Wash., aircraft manufacturer has chosen Rockwell International
Corp.'s Collins Avionics division, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to supply digital
flight-control computers for both the 767 jumbo jet and the narrow-body
757. Aboard each craft will be three flight control computers for what Boeing
calls the DAFDS (digital autopilot flight-directing system). It provides automatic pilot and automatic approach and landing capabilities and accepts
steering commands from aseparate flight management computer. Still to be
named is the supplier of the flight management computers.

as 1,400 more Boeing aircraft, says
Robert W. Mueller, director of
commercial aviation marketing at
Honeywell's Avionics division in
Minneapolis, which will build the
systems.
More. That's only the beginning.
Sperry's Benzinger predicts that
sales and repairs of lasergyro—equipped inertial systems and
parts for military and commercial
rotary and fixed-wing aircraft will
hit $1 billion ayear within 10 years.
The market for less accurate laser
gyros for tactical military hardware,
Avionics
Sperry's specialty, is even larger:
"tens of thousands of units in the
next five years, at up to $20,000 per
unit," he adds. This price is well
under half of what each Honeywell
system will cost Boeing.
Industry officials say the laser
Seldom does a major procurement
gyro will have a lower life-cycle cost
award bring smiles to the face of a than conventional tuned-rotor mecompetitor. But the recent award by chanical systems. Honeywell's verBoeing Commercial Airplane Co. to sion is the culmination of 15 years'
Honeywell Inc. for a laserresearch partially supported by the
gyro—equipped inertial reference sysDepartment of Defense.
tem for its upcoming 757 and 767
In addition to center of gravity
aircraft did just that.
and drift drawbacks, the mechanical
Boeing's decision gives the new system is large and bulky because of
laser gyro technology an imprimatur the gimballed platform housing
that could open up other civilian and
needed to simplify computing of
military markets in the next decade,
position and attitude.
says Robert W, Benzinger, marketIn the Honeywell inertial refering manager for strapped-down laser ence system, however, two contragyros at Sperry Rand Corp.'s Sperry
rotating 0.6328-micrometer be.ams
division, Great Neck, N. Y. "Boefrom a helium-neon laser are reing's acceptance of a strapped-down
flected through a triangular cavity
laser gyro is amajor milestone."
by mirrors, and a photodiode readThe $100 million—plus award was out digitizes the light frequency.
made last month for up to 1,800
The two beams start with the
inertial reference systems for 600 same frequency, but as the aircraft
airplanes. It is expected to be turns, afrequency differential that is
followed by orders to equip as many proportional to the angular turning

Boeing craft to use

Honeywell laser gyro
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rate appears. Combined with accelerometer inputs, the frequency
changes from three gyros in each
inertial reference system—one each
for yaw, pitch, and roll axes—
provide position velocity, attitude,
acceleration, and rate data for cockpit-display and flight-control computers.
Gyro processor. Each referencesystem has adedicated processor for
the gyros, explains Earl W. Carson,
project engineer for laser gyros at
Honeywell. Nine custom large-scale
integrated chips process signals from
the gyros and accelerometers and
perform housekeeping functions at a
clock rate of 3.84 megahertz.
Overall logic and control is performed by a 16-bit processor package, using four 4-bit 2901 bit-slice
microprocessors. Honeywell claims
that the radial-position accuracy of
the system during test-bed operation
was 0.89 nautical mile per hour,
compared with aBoeing requirement
of 2.0 nmph.
Next test of the popularity of laser
gyros comes in the spring when the
military announces winners in several gyro procurements for aircraft
and for tactical systems.
CI

Communications

Postal Service's plan
stirring opposition
When it comes to electronic mail,
the U. S. Postal Service is doffing its
tortoise image and running like a
rabbit to inaugurate new services on
both domestic and international
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Anal6
Wizard
Raytheon's new RC4200 Analog Multiplier is a
multiple function, high-accuracy device with
complete compensation for non-linearity, the primary
source of error and distortion.

E
E
E

The RC4200 is the first analog multiplier to have three
on-board op amps designed specifically for use in multiplier logging
circuits. This means superior AC response in comparison to other analog multipliers.
The RC4200 is designed to multiply
two input currents (11 and 12) and to
divide by a third input current (14)
yielding an output current (13). Think
of the advantages to you the designer.
Multiple function capability, highaccuracy (0.1% max. non-linearity), a
temperature coefficient of 0.005%/°C and
awide bandwidth of 4MHz.
The RC4200 can be used to multiply,
divide, square, square root and in
applications like RMS-to-DC conversion, AGC and to modulate or demodulate.
This little analog wizard is just the device you've been looking for. To get the full
details for yourself, use the handy coupon or call us today. Raytheon Company,
Semiconductor Division, 350 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94042.
(415) 968-9211.
Tell me more about the RC4200 Multiplier

RAYTHEON

Name
Title

Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94042
E 122178
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fronts. Its actions are producing
News briefs
opposition from telecommunications
service and equipment companies, as
Distributed processing offered by GE
well as from the executive branch,
General Electric Co.'s Information Services division is selling intelligent termifrom Congress, and from the Federal
nals to go along with the traditional computer services it has been offering.
Communications Commission.
The new service, called Marklink, provides distributed processing capabilities—each intelligent terminal maintains local files and processes data while
Opponents from industry contend
communicating with files and applications software maintained at one of the
that the USPS is exceeding its authorcompany's three computer-service centers.
ity by extending into anew competiIn effect, GE now competes with vendors of distributed processing hardtive marketplace. Government critics
ware as well with its traditional time-sharing service competitors (some of
argue the Postal Service is moving
whom have started offering hardware to users). It also says it offers applicaahead before a national policy has
tions software that hardware vendors do not. Moreover, it can offer interacbeen set on electronic message
tive transaction processing, not yet offered by other service companies, for
service [Electronics, Dec. 7, p. 58].
tasks like order entry, hotel reservations, and inventory management.
Now. The controversy centers
Arthur B. Sims, manager of Marklink in Rockville, Md., is quick to point out
around Postmaster General William
that it does not signal a re-entry into the hardware business for his company,
which once manufactured mainframes. GE is buying Texas Instruments' 990
Bolger's disclosure early this month
minicomputers for its terminals, each of which supports up to 16 work
that the first USPS domestic electronstations.
"Marklink is more aservice than hardware," he says.
ic message service will begin before
The new service uses a new multistream data-communications protocol,
the year ends. (See related story on
also developed by GE, that allows work stations at the same site to share a
p. 10). Known as E-COM, for eleccommunications link, reducing phone-line charges. Price for the equipment
tronic computer-originated mesranges from $21,260 for asingle work station to $93,290 for aunit with 16.
sages, the service for volume mailers
will employ Western Union TeleIntersil to acquire Datel Systems
graph Co. facilities to transmit
An agreement in principle worth some $17 million was reached earlier this
messages from computers at the
month for semiconductor maker Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif., to acquire
Datel Systems Inc., the Canton, Mass., supplier of data-acquisition equipcompanies to terminals at 25 receivment and panel meters. For its last fiscal year, Datel had revenues of $19.2
ing post offices in major cities.
million; Intersil, $102.1 million.
At these sites the messages would
be put in the standard mail stream
Atari moves up to personal computers
for two-day delivery anywhere in the
Atari Inc., a leading maker of TV game cartridges, is moving into computers.
country. Depending on a user's
Last week, the Sunnyvale, Calif., manufacturer announced the $450 model
volume, charges would be between
400 and the $900 model 800, to be shipped during the third quarter of 1979.
30 and 55 cents per page.
Both systems work with an ordinary TV set and use modified versions of the
Next spring, the Postal Service
6502 microcomputer—the same chip used in Atari's video games.
also will begin a year-long test of
Intelpost, an international electronic
mail system. It will send facsimile
Information Administration of the
Memories
messages between the U. S. and
Department of Commerce. NTIA'S
seven foreign nations via a Commu- chief, Henry Geller, an assistant
nications Satellite Corp. system.
secretary of commerce, says the
Bolger believes the domestic Administration opposes "E-COM beE-COM system has great promise for
fore the establishment of national
companies with a single message to policy on this issue." That policy will
send in a hurry to thousands of not be formulated before early 1979,
The latest round of memory system
people—for example, a product re- after E-COM begins operating.
price cutting from International
call by an auto company. The post
A court injunction could, however,
Business Machines Corp. means that
office estimates that 750 companies be sought by an affected industry
the computer giant has lowered
have the message volume and com- organization. Many opponents feel
prices across the board. Earlier this
puter capacity to use E-COM, and jurisdiction over E-COM and its use of
month it cut the purchase price of
another 125 service bureaus could spectrum should rest with the FCC.
mainframe semiconductor randomaccept and batch transmissions from
Geller hints at the kind of comproaccess memory for its big Syssmaller companies. Western Union's mise the White House may try to
tem/370 machines some 30% to
service contract covers 15 months of make. He observes that the USPS
$75,000 per megabyte (down from
tests by the USPS, plus an option for should be restricted to delivering
$110,000) and reduced rental rates
three additional years.
electronic communications services
for the memory by 20%.
Protests. Government opposition offered by others. It "should not
These cuts follow the Armonk,
to the E-COM plan is being led by the provide the electronic communicaN. Y., firm's moves at the lower end,
National Telecommunications and
tions function or service."
El when it announced it would sell

IBM drops prices

across the board
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191 DIGITAL PAULTIMETEA

If we told you right up front how
affordable our DMMs are, you
might question quality So we think
it's more important to impress you
with performance first, and save the
best for last.
Take our new Model 191 for example. This 51
/ -digit
2
DMM is capable of ±200,000 count resolution, 0.004% accuracy and
1µV/1mQ sensitivity. It has six standard features no other 51
/ -digit DMM can
2
offer you: 1. µP design of the 191 delivers unsurpassed accuracy, faster, because
firmware in the 6802-based µcomputer has replaced slower, less precise analog circuitry.
The µP combines both charge-balance and single-slope A/D techniques. Every displayed reading is
automatically corrected for zero and gain drift. 2. Displayed data is updated at the rate of 4conversions
per second—the fastest rate of digit change readable by the human eye. Settling time is 0.5 seconds.
3. The 191 automatically suppresses low-level noise by means of anon-linear digital filter free of dielectric
absorption and leakage problems associated with analog techniques. 4. Pushbutton arithmetical correction
of residual error is faster and easier then potentiometer
zeroing. The nearest competitive units offering pushbutton null standard cost thousands of dollars more than
.
the 191. 5. The 191 is capable of 2 d4-terminal measurements
....m•••••
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from 1mS2 to 20MQ across 6ranges.anSimply adding two more sense
leads automatically enables Kelvin measurements. No changing
input terminals or pushbutton settings.
s
e 6. Th I
enp
a
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ceuto
sf
htehlle Keithley
Instruments has made
the 191 and every one of our DMMs the finest performance/value in its class. Tell us what you need.
Once you see how well we meet that need, we think you'll be sold on aKeithley DMM.
For information on any Keithley DMM, call (800) 321-0560/Telex: 98-5469.
In Ohio, call (216) 248-0400.

KEITH LEY
Keithley Instruments, Inc.
28775 Aurora Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
(216) 248-0400
Telex: 98-5469

Keithley Instruments GmbH
Heiglhofstrasse 5
D-8000 München 70
(089) 714-40-65
Telex: 521 21 60

Keithley Instruments, Ltd.
1, Boulton Road
GB-Reading, Berkshire RG2 ONL
(0734) 86 12 87

Keithley Instruments SARL
44, Rue Anatole France
F-91121 Palaiseau Cedex
01-014-22-06
Telex: (8421 204188
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Graghill Switch
Modules
stack
this
wag

Customize your
circuitry, legends and colors
with the versatile "Mix and
Match" Grayhill Series 82
Talk about versatility! These unique,
long-stroke, wiping contact switch
modules are offered in horizontal or
vertical legend formats, with 6,3,2, and
single buttons, so you can strip them
or stack them in the exact array you
need, while maintaining constant
center-to-center button spacing.
More versatility! Standard circuitry
is SPST thru 4PST—your choice under
any button. Or, choose any code up
to 7bits, such as: BCD, BCD complement, octal, hexadecimal, 2out of 7or
2out of 8.
Appearance versatility, too! Choice of
legend, button and housing colors—
hot stamped, molded-in, or slip-in
legends—or any combination thereof.
For detailed information, consult
EEM or ask for data from
Grayhill, Inc., 561 Hillgrove,
La Grange, Illinois 60525:
phone (312) 354-1040.
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memory for its new model 8100
minicomputer system for $18,000
per megabyte [Electronics, Oct. 26,
p. 88]. This price sharply undercuts
the heretofore lowest price of
$32,000 per megabyte, charged for
its minicomputer-system memory by
Hewlett-Packard Co.
At the same time it was dropping
mainframe memory prices, IBM said
it has developed a new 4-K static
RAM that will replace its old standby,
a 2-K chip. The new RAM will allow
double the memory capacity of the
top-of-the-line 3033 computer to 16
megabytes, the company says.
(These new memories will be available during the third quarter of next
year.)
No surprise. Industry observers
had been expecting the price cuts by
Ism, as areaction both to the aggressive pricing of the independent
vendors of add-on memory and to
the falling prices of semiconductors.
Traditionally, the add-on vendors
have sold memory for 30% to 50%
under IBM's price.
However, the price cuts may have
come at an inopportune time. "They
are already production-limited on
System/370 memory, so they probably would have preferred not to cut
prices," says William Becklean, an
IBM watcher in the Boston-based
technology analysis group of the
Wall Street firm of Bache Halsey
Stuart Shields Inc. "But customers
were aware of the lower prices available and IBM had to pass along the
declining costs of semiconductors. I
view it as a move Ism would have
preferred not to make."
Price cuts by the add-on vendors
are not likely to follow immediately.
The vendors are counting on insufficient IBM capacity to supply new
customers. Their prices now range
from just about even with IBM's to
30% below.
Moreover, they feel they can
continue to compete effectively if
they stay ahead in employing denser
chips. "We're planning to go to 16-K
dynamic chips next year, which will
help us remain price-competitive,"
says Richard Andrieni, marketing
vice president at Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

Communications

U. S. wants more
broadcast space
Major spectrum increases for a-m
radio broadcasting and two-way
domestic communications satellites
will be proposed by the United
States in January to the International Telecommunications Union in
Geneva. At the same time, the U. S.
will push for increased sharing of the
ultrahigh-frequency band by broadcasters with both fixed and mobile
communications services and for
expansion of high-frequency shortwave allocations for amateur, maritime, and broadcast users.
The proposals were adopted by the
Federal Communications Commission earlier this month and endorsed
for the executive branch by the
Department of Commerce's National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NT1A). The
telecommunications union will circulate the U. S. position paper among
the 153 other member countries
before the World Administrative
Radio Conference convenes in September. The conference meets every
20 years to agree on common regulations for international telecommunications. The proposals adopted by
the FCC in Docket No. 20271 are
expected to run about 300 pages
when finally submitted by the State
Department, which will negotiate for
the U. S. at Geneva.
5300 stations. Redesign of all a-m
radio receivers would be required
under the American plan, which
would add about 14 new channels
and some 700 new stations, a 15%
increase from the nearly 4,600 now
licensed. The existing 535-to-1,605kilohertz broadcast band would be
enlarged by a 1,615-to-1,800-kHz
band to be shared with other services
and an 1,8004o-1,860-kHz band
exclusively for broadcasting.
More controversial is the proposal
to share nearly the entire uhf band,
470 to 890 megahertz, among fixed
and land-mobile services as well as
television broadcasters. Beyond
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We made Schottky faster-acting
and easier to take.
Until now, to get Schottky speed, you had to live with certain design headaches. Heavy power consumption and noise sensitivity, to name acouple.
But those days are over. Fairchild has made awhole Schottky TTL
logic family called Fairchild Advanced Schottky TTL. Or, FAST. It delivers
up to 75% more speed
than Low Power
Schottky. Up to 20%
more speed than
Schottky. With only
25% of Schottky's
power requirement.

High-Potency look

So now you can
drive more circuits
with less power. And
put the power you
save to work somewhere else. But the
best part is, FAST
extends the life of your
TTL logic designs and
equipment by cutting
the difference between Schottky and 10K ECL to almost nothing. And with
FAST, there's no need to learn anew logic system.
FAST gives you external gate
Part#
tPHL (ns)
tPLH (ns)
delays of 4-4.5 ns over the full
74FCOPC
2.6
2.9
commercial and military temperature
74F02PC
2.6
3.5
and voltage ranges while driving
74F04PC
2.5
2.7
74F08PC
50 pF load capacitance. Internal
3.6
4.1
74FlOPC
2.7
2.9
gate delays are 1.5 ns and power
74F11PC
3.7
4.2
consumption is typically 4mW per
74F2OPC
2.8
2.9
gate function. Input thresholds are
74F32PC
3.5
3.9
1.5 Vand output drive is identical
74F64PC
2.8
3.6
Typical 15 pF Gate Delays
to 20 mA Schottky.
FAST
Yet, as revolutionary as FAST is,
it's proven. It's manufactured using Fairchild's patented, time-honored
Isoplanar process. You can depend on it.

The bask ingredients.

These nine FAST parts are available now, with many more familiar
functions coming soon. To get FAST facts,
just call toll-free (800) 227-8158 or
(800) 982-5805 in California. Or, contact
your Fairchild sales office, distributor or
representative. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, P.O. Box 880A, Mountain
View, CA 94042. TVVX: 910-379-6435.
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MITEL
CMOS/LSI DIGITAL
TONE :eillkTa;
CIRCUIT MT8820

Featuring:
•CMOS Low Power Consumption
• Wide Operating Ranges
—Supply Voltage 5to 15 volts
—Temp Ranges -55 to 125°C &
40 to 85 C
• Decodes all 16 OTMF Digits
• Has 3Selectable Output Codes.
• Latched 3-State Buffered Outputs.
• Uses Std 3.58 MHz TV Crystal
• Detect Times 10 to 30 MS
• Adjustable Detect & Release Times.
• Std 24-Pin Plastic & Ceramic DIP
• Immediate Delivery
• LOW PRICE
S15 00 ea in Qty's of 100-up.
Contact the leader in tone receivers and
CMOS technology for more information
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1745 JEFFERSON DAVIS HYVY
SUITE 611
ARLINGTON, VA. 22202
TEL 703-243-1600
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heightening the long-standing dispute between these two diverse interests in the domestic marketplace, the
proposal is likely to anger Canada.
Canadian TV broadcasters use uhf to
reach markets near the border.
Potential TV interference by U. S.
land-mobile users is expected to stir
Canadian protests.
Satellites. The FCC also wants to
double the available satellite communications spectrum in the Western Hemisphere to accommodate
new domestic satellites in the 12to-14-gigahertz band. It wants to
make the entire range of geostationary orbits available equally to both
broadcast and two-way services, separating the assignments of each into
500-MHz segements.
Large-scale, direct two-way satellite services using large numbers of
very low-cost earth stations to
bypass existing terrestrial systems
are also covered in the plan. It seeks
changes in WARC allocations and
technical specifications to permit
these new services in the 2.5-to-6-,
10-, and 12-to-14-GHz bands as technology is perfected. Such services
would include electronic mail, voice,
fascimile, and slow-scan television.
Possible development of a landmobile satellite using some 20 mHz
of the 80-to-890-MHz band for twoway digital voice and data communications in mountainous and rural
areas is also suggested by the U. S.
The FCC also concurred in aproposal
to permit increased use of the 3to-30-MHz shortwave band by amateur, maritime, and broadcast interests by tightening specifications for
satellite antenna pointing and for
spurious emissions from transmitters
and by converting shortwave radio
broadcasting to single-sideband.

small computers and word-processing gear.
It has combined the two functions
in what it calls an Image Printer. Its
purpose is to give big users of wordprocessing equipment the fastest
output device yet.
The printer turns out 18 pages per
minute—a rate equivalent to 4,500
characters per second [Electronics,
Dec. 7, p. 35]. Similar electrophotographic, nonimpact printers are
available that are considerably faster, but the Wang machine sells for
$35,000, notably less than their
$200,000 price range.
Microprocessor-based electronics
that control the unit fit in acolumn,
shown in the photo on page 44,
attached to a dry-toner xerographic
copier. Added to this machine is a
cathode-ray tube that creates an
line of information at a time to be
printed. An array of fiber-optic
cables transmits the picture to the
reusable image-transfer medium—
the photomaster —that is at the
heart of axerographic copier.
There are two photomasters in the
unit, alternately receiving a page,
and each transfers the electrostatic
image formed on its surface to plain
bond paper. The paper then picks up
dry toner in the shape of the image
and heat fuses the two. (The company acquired the technology for forming images from the CRT from
Coburn Corp., East Hartford,
Conn., last year.)
The fiber-optic array transfers
some 90,000 dots per square inch
with quality, Wang says, as good as
that of any typewriter, as well as of
the daisy-wheel and ink-jet printers
often used to print documents in a
word-processing system. The firm is
not emphasizing its use as an office
copier, however.
Word processing
The microprocessor—a Zilog Inc.
Z80 —directs the flow of work to the
printer from the word-processing
system and controls which of four
fonts and six type styles will be used
in the printing process. "The work in
the system will be automatically
An office copier is one thing, and a queued on a first-in, first-out basis,
printer is another, right? Wrong, or the timing can be programmed by
says Wang Laboratories Inc., the users," notes Joseph J. Sapienza,
Lowell, Mass., manufacturer of product manager for peripheral

Wang combines
printer, copier
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE?
NOT FOR HUGHES.
The mission:
Build two different kinds of
spacecraft. lb take two different
flight paths to Venus. And send
back to Earth astream of new
information.
Orbiter arrives.
The first spaceship was Orbiter.
Crammed with adozen scientific
instruments, it was launched last
May by NASA. 300-million miles
later, it arrived at Venus. But it's still
traveling. It's now on aseries of 243 one-day
elliptical orbits around the planet—studying its
atmosphere and mapping its terrain, close in
and far away.
Multiprobe arrives.
The second spaceship was Multiprobe.
Carrying 18 instruments, it was launched
in August by NASA on amore direct
220-million mile trip. At apoint 7.8
million miles from Venus, it divided
into five fact-finding probes. And
then these probes, including the
parent "bus" that took them there, entered Venus'
atmosphere to explore five widely separated
planet areas. The information they beamed back
about the planet's
winds, clouds, and
atmosphere
will help clarify
the mystery of
how our own
weather operates
here on Earth.
A hostile neighbor.
The twin mission
was the most complex unmanned space venture ever
undertaken. What made it still
tougher was the downright hostile nature
of our nearest planet neighbor,

as experienced firsthand by
Multiprobe.
920° hot.
Venus has a
surface temperature of 920°F—hot enough to melt tin
or lead. Its surface pressure is as crushing
as the ocean 3,000 feet deep. Its atmosphere is
almost pure carbon dioxide. And its dense clouds
aren't innocent water. They're sulfuric acid.
Aluminum blankets.
But scientific ingenuity at Hughes took
up the challenges. Fbr example, Multiprobe's
fragile internal electronics were guarded
by blankets made of special aluminized plastic
sheets with great resistance to intense heat.
Titanium shells.
Special titanium shells proved
to be ideal pressure vessels.
Light in weight, they still could
resist corrosion and 1,400
pounds of pressure per square inch.
A diamond window
Finally, our designers needed an unusual
window for an instrument that senses radiant
energy. Typical window materials weren't rugged enough. Sapphire windows used for other
probe instruments would block infrared wavelengths. Solution: a13-carat diamond window
the size of two pennies stacked together. It
worked.
90 revealing minutes.
In 90 minutes, the twin mission managed
by NASA's Ames Research Center told 115
scientific and technical investigators more
about Venus than astronomers have learned in
the five centuries since Galileo.

Mission impossible?
NASA didn't think so.
And neither did Hughes.

Creating anew world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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WHEN HEWLETT.
-PACKARD WANTED
TO PROTECT THEIR MEMORIES,
THEY REMEMBERED US.
When acomputer
loses power, its volatile memory goes blank.
Plain, simple, and costly.
It doesn't have to
happen.
Because Gates Energy
cells and batteries provide dependable standby
power. They furnish the
energy when the local
power company can't.
That's why more and
more major computer
,
manufacturers are mak-'
ing Gates an integral part
of their products.
Our energy cells have
outstanding capability for float

charging. So,they're always at peak
power for emergency situations.
And, for portable instrumenta tion. Gates Energy cells offer safe,
reliable sealed lead-acid construction and extended discharge
service.
Learn more about Gates
Energy. Send for our comprehensive information
packet full of design data,
spec sheets and application
notes. Circle our Reader
Service Number, or write us
directly.
Gates Energy Products,
1nc.,1050 South Broadway,
Denver, CO 80217. Phone
(303) 744-4806.

Fast
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MINIATURE INFRA-RED PHOTO-REFLECTION SWITCHES
FULLY AMPLIFIED VERY LOW COST,18 DIA.x8OMM
MAIN

FEATURES ARE:

—SUPPLY
— OUTPUT

VOLTAGE

: 10 i'30VDC -24VAC -48VAC-110VAC

TYPE

NPN ,PNP

TRIAC

— SENSITIVITY TYPE

80 MM

2M WITH REFLECTOR

— MAX CONSUMPTION:

1,2W

— BUILT- IN

OR

FOR ALL

MODELS HAVE

CUTIVE

HOURS

BEEN

PRIOR

TO

FACTORY

CONSTRUCTION
TESTED FOR

STRADA

CURTATONA

LOCALITK

FOSSALTA

TEL.: (059) 387057- 371050
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word-processor

turns out 18 pages per minute.

GATES ENERGY
Circle 44

printer.

market. Wang's new $35,000 Image Printer

IN

products, Office Systems group. The
printer has a two-page buffer and
prints documents in collated order. It
also has two paper trays, from which
it can mix types of paper.
Information from one of Wang's
word-processing systems—either an
Office Information System 100 series unit or one of its series 2200
computers—is transferred at a rate
of 400,000 bauds over conventional
coaxial cable to the printer.
With its printer, Wang Laboratories also announced two companion
word processing systems: the Office
Information System/130 and
OIS/140. With more capacity and
performance than earlier models,
they have up to 924 kilobytes of
memory, and disk capacity to 170
million bytes (up from 10 million
bytes). They can support 32 peripherals, up from 14. Prices for the
01S/130 start at $22,600, including
a 10-megabyte disk, central processing unit, and an archive diskette.
Deliveries begin next March. The
01S/140 prices start at $26,000 for
a master disk, CPU, archive diskette
and 26.8-megabyte disk drive, with
deliveries beginning in June.

ALL MARKETS
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Fast, 10-Bit Monolithic
A/D Converter
The Ferranti Model ZN432 is atruly
complete successive approximation A/D
system with 20 sconversion time
guaranteed.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
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SHAPE
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Features:
• On-chip reference, reference amplifier,
comparator, D/A converter and logic
II Bipolar or unipolar operation
• Parallel and serial binary outputs
• TTL/CMOS compatible
• Diffused resistor network, no trim
required
• Guaranteed monotonic over operating
temperature range
• Commercial and military temperature
ranges available
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FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS. CONTACT FERRANTI ELECTRIC. INC /SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
87 MODULAR AVENUE. COMMACK. NEW YORK 11725 /PHONE (516) 543-0200
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new
new cctoapci mends

MICROCOMPUTERS
TO MAINFRAMES
Men..
design

11fectro.,

Bectrunrs
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1. Microprocessors What you must know about available microprocessor technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95
2. Applying Microprocessors 2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to video
games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration Covers the basic technology, new

el etectoonrc,
new
new

new

new
runt-x.1,one

co. s,•

Be:tonics
Boot Wes

5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers Contains 306 circuits
arranged by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Volage Regulating
Circuits Saves design drudgery. $15.95

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers Nearly
300 articles drawn from "Engineer's Notebook." A storehouse of
design problem solutions. $15.95
7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes

[SI devices, LSI testing procedures, plus system design and
applications. $9.95

The technology, devices, and applications that link memory components and system design. $12.95

4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from

8. New Product Trends in Electronics, Number One

Data Communications magazine covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Electronics Book Series P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
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1. Send me
copies of "Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
2. Send me
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95
per copy.
3. Send me
copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95
per copy.
4. Send me
copies of "Basics of Data Communications" at
$12.95 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers"
at $15.95 per copy.
6. Send me
copies of "Design Techniques for Electronics
Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
7. Send me
copies of "Memory Design: Microprocessors
to Mainframes" at $12.95 per copy.
8. Send me
copies of "New Product Trends in Electronics"
at $14.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
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From "New Products, - state-of-the-art materials and equipment,
arrangea according to function. $14.95
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book
is returned after ten-day trial examination.
Payment enclosed
Charge to my credit card:
ID American Express
D BankAmericard/Visa

D Bill firm

0 Bill me

re

Diners Club
El Master Charge

Acc't No.

Date exp

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

Title

Company
Street
City

State

Zip

Signature
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60% savings.
PART
NUMBER

FIXED
POSITIVE

FIXED
NEGATIVE

.5A

LM341P

LM320MP

.25A

LM342P

LM320MLP

1A

LM340LAZ

LM32OLZ

ADJUSTABLE ADJUSTABLE
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
LM317MP

LM337MP

Contrary to popular belief, aTO-220 voltage
regulator package isn't the only thing that will do
the job in the less than 1amp requirement. It may
even be the least cost-effective.
Because if you're plugging in more amperage
capability than you're using, it's overkill.
That's why we invented the TO-202. It increases
efficiencies and decreases costs in low current electrical systems. And it's pin-compatible with TO-220
sockets.
By substituting the TO-202 for aTO-220 package, you can save up to 60%. And that kind of
savings comes in both a.5A and a.25A output
version. But only from National.
In the .10 amp capacity, we've got aTO-92
package that's also very economical.
In fact, since we invented the first 3-terminal
regulator 10 years ago, we've developed awhole
range of cost-effective voltage regulators. Today,
National has the broadest line in the business.
For full details, send in the coupon.
National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive, M/S 520
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Sounds very interesting. Please send me your free data sheets and
Voltage Regulator Guide. I've enclosed a$4 check for the Voltage
Regulator Handbook.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip
E 12/21 8-31

M National Semiconductor
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ce cost, space
and driving friction
with Duncan
Resolon® CP
elements

Resolon
conductive plastic
elements offer a multitude of advantages.
Infinite resolution and
long life, for starters. After
50 million revolutions, a
Duncan Resolon element will still
be operating at optimum performance. Lab and field tests prove it.

But, perhaps, the state-of-the-art
manufacturing techniques Duncan has
developed for Resolon are the biggest advantages. These techniques enable the Resolon
to be co-molded with, laminated to or direct
screened onto a substrate of virtually any configuration to produce a rectilinear or rotary element. When used with an appropriate wiper, this
eliminates the need for a complete pot assembly. You save space, reduce cost and driving
friction. Of course, complete Resolon precision
potentiometers are also available in a variety of models.
Write us for information on how
Duncan Resolon conductive
plastic elements can work for
you. Or call direct for engineering assistance.
SLIDELINE
CONTROLS

MINIATURE
TURNSCOUNTING
DIALS

p

DUNCAN ELECTRONICS
SU es 01

SYSTRON
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DONNER

2865 Fairvtew Road •Costa Mesa, Callforma 92626
PHONE (714) 545-8261 o TWX 910-595-1128

Washington newsletter
U. S. pressures Tokyo
to open telecomm
market to imports

15% sales rise
for aerospace

A team of six high-level American telecommunications industry specialists
have been called to Tokyo at the "urgent request" of U. S. deputy special
trade representative to counter Japan's refusal to open its telecommunications system to U. S. products. Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public
Corp. has refused for what it calls technical reasons to be included in any
listing of Japanese organizations subject to anew General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. Alan Wolfe, the deputy representative, responded by
calling on the Electronic Industries Association to send ateam of specialists to answer specific Japanese concerns. Included in the group making the
week-long visit are representatives of Western Electric, GT&E, ITT, Northern Telecom, and Rockwell International's Collins Telecommunications
division, plus an EIA staff executive.
At the same time, the EIA says it has postponed indefinitely its selling
mission to Japan scheduled for February, pending resolution of the
telecommunications issue. Mixed reports from the U. S. export mission td
Tokyo in October, led by Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps and Texas
Instruments' chairman Mark Shepherd, "indicate continued difficulty
under today's conditions in successfully selling into the Japanese market,"
the EIA explains.

U. S. aerospace sales of $42.9 billion next year will maintain the 15%
growth achieved in 1978 and result in the number of jobs topping the
1million mark for the first time since 1970. That is the year-end forecast

forecast for 1979

by the Aerospace Industries Association, which sees civil aircraft sales
volume, led by commercial transports, soaring by athird to $10.8 billion
from the 1978 level. Military aircraft sales will still account for the
industries' largest single market, however, rising 6% to nearly $14 billion.
Space hardware sales, strengthened by the space shuttle, will top the $4
billion mark for the first time in a decade with an 11% increase. The
missile market of $6.5 billion will reflect an 8% gain on 1978, while
nonaerospace equipment business will climb by 12.5% to $7.5 billion, the
AIA says. Electronics represents more than 40% of aerospace volume,
according to Government economic estimates.

FCC to weigh

General Telephone & Electronics Corp.'s $59 million plan to buy its way
into the packet data-transmission market by acquiring Telenet Corp. of
Vienna, Va., is raising more questions at the Federal Communications
Commission than at the Justice Department's antitrust unit. The acquisition would effectively give the Stamford, Conn., company a turnkey
capability in the new market while American Telephone & Telegraph is
still trying to get FCC clearance for its Advanced Communications
Service, which includes packet switching [Electronics, Dec. 7, p. 83].
Although Justice Department officials see no immediate antitrust threat in
the GTE takeover because Telenet is small, the Federal Trade Commission
still must sanction the plan. The FCC also will review the proposal and is
not expected to move quickly.
Telenet's agreed sale price of nearly $22 per common share is well above
the open market price of approximately $18, amark of support for packet
switching technology's viability. That is especially true since Telenet
continues to be a losing operation, dropping $3.5 million in 1978's first
nine months on $6.5 million in revenues from operations in 170 U. S. cities
and 22 foreign countries.

Telenet acquisition
plan by GTE
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Washington commentary
How OMB is killing the reorganization of Federal data processing
reorganization study. While he found the draft
Time has run out for the Federal Data Processing Reorganization project. The program is a document "highly stimulating," he seriously
doubts that the President will ever get to read it.
flop, say an increasing number of participants in
the 18-month effort, even though the President Granquist and OMB director James McIntyre,
he points out, "could forward the report [to the
does not yet have the final report. They are
placing the blame squarely on the Office of President] untouched, but they will be listened
Management and Budget, which the White to more than the report itself."
House charged with determining how the
Mismanagement at the top
Government can make more effective use of the
There is acertain irony in the fact that White
11,000 computers on which it spends $4 billion a
House handling of the Carter-mandated study is
year.
President Carter is getting his report late showing precisely the same symptoms that each
because the OMB has been busy rewriting its of the 10 reorganization teams separately identified as the Government's outstanding problem
1,500 pages of 100-plus recommendations.
with computers: bad management at the top.
These were submitted by 10 study teams staffed
by 55 volunteers, 20 of whom were senior people The report's "discussion draft" is loaded with
histories of senior agency managers who, intimifrom industry, universities, and local government. Critics contend that OMB is watering dated by the technology, delegated major
down the recommendations to the point where systems design and acquisition duties to middle
managers, rather than integrating data processany changes will be largely cosmetic in nature.
ing into the agency's overall requirements.
For example, a strong recommendation that
But not all thoughtful bureaucrats are
the President create a new post of Special
Assistant for Information Technology is being depressed at the prospect of presidential inaction on the computer reorganization plan. The
dropped, says oms's Wayne Granquist, associate director for management and regulatory Treasury Department's Paul Oyer, former head
policy. And, while Granquist says he agrees of the Federal computer user group, suggests
that one way to clean up what he calls "the
with the study teams' goal of improving oversight and management of Federal information veritable junkyard" of computers in the Government inventory would be declaration of a twotechnology, he disagrees with their recommendation that OMB should do it by naming a new year moratorium on procurement rules. "Let
agencies buy whatever they want and can
information technology chief within its own
afford," Oyer declares. "The worst that could
ranks. So much for expert recommendations.
happen is that users might wind up paying 10%
The dissenters
to 15% more than they should. But in return
Dropping those recommendations from the they would gain two years in available technolofinal report is already troubling some team lead- gy," compared to the five years now lost during
the prolonged procurement process. Oyer coners. The Pentagon's Robert Cooper, who as an
army planner in the office of the Secretary of cedes that his recommendation is unlikely to be
Defense served on the study's national security adopted and "could get me thrown out on my
tail." Nevertheless, it is a concept that fasciteam for ayear, believes the changes will result
nates the Department of Defense, where the
in adissenting minority report for the President.
"Management of information technology is average system is six years older than comparable hardware in the private sector.
broken in the Federal government," says CooRealist Reiche, who also chairs the Governper, and it will take astrong presidential initiament's inter-agency committee on data processtive to repair it. But President Carter is unlikely
to get that message from OMB, partly because of ing, believes he has a better idea for Federal
its own frequent leadership changes and partly computer managers who would salvage somebecause it has always played the adversary of thing from the study. "Don't wait for management to move at the top," he counsels, "but go
other agencies in its attempts to curb their
ahead and do whatever you can do. You will be
spending plans.
The Department of Interior's Harris Reiche, surprised at what can be done." The success of
that formula depends of course on the compewho chaired the study's acquisition team,
concurs in OMB's leadership failure with the tence of the manager in each case. In any case,
observation that "the `M' in OMB is about as it is no substitute for the clear national policy
meaningful as the 'S' in General Services and program for Federal data processing that
Administration." Reiche, a realist, does not should evolve after 18 months of expert analysis.
expect much "top-level action" as aresult of the
Ray Connolly
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MASKMAKING SERVICES
E-Mask, the maskmaking services division of Electromask, has been serving the
semiconductor manufacturers and the major semiconductor users for over 17 years.
It is the only maskmaking company with its own equipment group—an equipment
group that was developed for the express purpose of keeping E-Mask capabilities
a step ahead with the latest state-of-the-art maskmaking equipment.

For immediate service,
call (213) 884-5050.

For more information,
send for our brochure.

ELECTROMASK

The Technology Leader in the Masking Industry
A subsidiary of TRE Corporation,
6109 De Soto Ave., Woodland Hills, Ca. 91367, Phone: (213) 884-5050, Telex 67-7143
Electronics/December 21, 1978
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Electronics Magazine
is part of the curriculum
for more than 2,000
electronics engineering
students.
And so is the product
you advertise there.
Anyone with aproduct or
service to sell in the Electronics
'Ibchnology Marketplace should
be communicating now with the
students in the field. Your customers today may well have first
learned about you when they
were students.
By paying to read Electronics, our student subscribers tell
you how serious they are about
their profession. They tell you
more about themselves in our
student subscriber profile study
(available from your Electronics
district manager ).
Examples:
El Over 60 per cent of student
subscribers will be out of
school and working in the
market within one year; over
40 per cent within 6 months.
El They have strong opinions
about who are the technology
leaders in various product
areas.
Student years are formative years. Right now, students
are deciding which companies
they want to work for and buy
from. Advertising in Electronics
will help form those decisions
in your company's favor.

Electronics Magazine

1221 Avenue of the Americta
NewYork, N.Y. 10020

Student readership.
Another reason your ad sells best in Electronics.
Electronics/December 21, 1978

Suddenly your last year's
Electronics Buyers'Guide is
as outdated as last year's
phone book
1978 Electronics Buyers' Guide. Completely new listings
of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in abook—four directories in one!

3.

1.

Directory of products. Over
4,000 products, over 5,000
manufacturers.

Directory of manufacturers.
Local sales offices, reps, and
distributors, with phone
numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar
volume, name of company
contact.

2.

4.

Directory of catalogs.
Includes six post-paid catalog
inquiry cards for 10-second
ordering.

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the
coupon now.

Directory of trade names of
products and their manufacturers. You can trace aproduct by its trade name only.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(ies) of 1978 EBG.
I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the USA or Canada.
0 I've enclosed $35 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($47 if
shipped by Air). Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name
Company
Street
City
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Printing Data and Graphics on the same card
to throw, 1,
g oes« tee
'chi acurY e •
Our DMTP-9 programmable card
printer/plotter does both —
prints the full alphanumeric ASCII
character set, and prints graphics
for plotting too.
All it took was combining our long-life
5 x7dot matrix needle head with a stepping motor that controls ticket positioning
until the message (alphanumeric or graphics) is complete. Result: both analog and
digital data. on the same card.
Use it with blood — gas and other medical
analysis instruments. Extend the capabilities of a weighing system. Add a new
dimension to time card and production
control. And, print on either multi-part forms
or single cards ... on impact-sensitive paper or
with ribbon. Even program character pitch for
standard or enhanced printing for up to 32 characters per line, and approximately 39 lines.

Adjustable for table-top or wall
mounting. the DMTP-9 is available with controllers, power
supplies and interconnect
cable systems for complete
microprocessor,'microcomouter compatibility. For more
details, call or write:
Practical Automation, Inc.,
Trap Falls Road,
Shelton, CT 06484;
(203) 929-5381

PRACTICAL
AUTOMATION
INC.
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"When are you going to get yours?"
When are you going to get your very
own, personal subscription to Electronics?
It could be very important to you.
And we're not just referring to your status in the
office hierarchy.
You (and we )are in aquick-moving
business. News breaks frequently. Change is the
name of the game. Awareness is the way to win
You've got to follow what's going on
beyond your specialty Your career may have to
last longer than your specialty
If change is the game, obsolescence is
the penalty for losing. Obsolescence of products,
of technology and, unfortunately of people. We
can't change this fact. But we can help you cppe
with it.
Give us one hour of reading time every
two weeks and we will keep you aware of what's
going on around you and around the changing
world of electronics technology
Move up. Fill out one of the subscription postcards in this issue.

Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
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International newsletter
Another video player
to be introduced
Into the U. S.

Solar-power station
with 160 panels
to deliver 2 kW

Chip for phone
keeps user
up to date

Single-chip
transversal filter
uses 256-stage CCD

NEC adds
low-end model
to mini series
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Coming in February from Universal Pioneer Corp. is a laser-readout
video-disk player intended for commercial users. Like Magnavox's justintroduced home-entertainment player (p. 33), it uses Philips' Industries
technology; in fact, it comes from a joint Japanese venture of Pioneer
Electronic Corp. of Japan and MCA Inc., the U. S. firm that is Philips'
partner in developing the technology. Universal Pioneer Corp. will start
shipping the first players to MCA at the rate of 500 a month and will
market the unit elsewhere in the world itself. The unit uses disks playing
for 30 minutes on a side and features microprocessor-controlled random
access, playback of stills, and slow and fast playback.

One of Europe's largest solar-power generation stations, comprising 160
photovoltaic solar panels and capable of delivering 2 kw dc in good
sunlight, will be built by Ferranti Electronics Ltd. Output from the
Oldham, England, solar bank is stored in a battery and inverted to a
240-v, 50-oz supply. The station will use Ferranti's newly introduced
MST300 36-cell solar panels, which can deliver 1.1 A at 14.4 yeach. To
be in operation by the middle of next year, the station is financed by the
European Economic Community.

A one-chip 4-bit microcomputer that will make push-button telephone sets
much more versatile will be available in sample quantities in mid-1979
from West Germany's Intermetall GmbH, lead house of the ITT Semiconductors Group. Built into the set, the SAA6002 complementary-mos
microcomputer figures the time of day, the number dialed, the length of
the phone call, and elapsed rate pulses. It feeds this data to an eight-digit
liquid-crystal display. For automatic dialing, its random-access memory,
with acapacity of 96 4-bit words, can store four often-used numbers with
up to 14 digits and as many as 10 numbers with 22 digits.

Now in layout at Edinburgh University's Wolfson Microelectronics Institute is a 16-pin, 256-point programmable transversal filter for extracting
signals from a noisy background in medical, sonar, and telecommunications research applications. The 180-by-150-mil chip has a 256-stage
charge-coupled-device delay line and 256 single-mos-transistor fourquadrant multipliers. Input samples are successively delayed and multiplied by aset of weighting coefficients programmed in by the user, and all
products are summed within each 2-MHz clock period. Just a year ago,
Reticon Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., introduced a64-element programmable
transfer filter using CCDS that was the first commercially available device
of this kind [Electronics, Dec. 8, 1977, p. 34].

Nippon Electric Co. has started sales of its NEAC MS10 minicomputer, a
step-down model of the MS30 and MS50 introduced in February. It
features the same bipolar bit-slice—based architecture, instruction set, and
700-ns memory-cycle time as the larger MS30, but with a maximum
memory of 64-K 16-bit words. At 6.6 megabytes per second, the MS10
has the fastest bus transfer speed available in Japan. About $15,000 will
buy asmall system with 32-K words of memory that can handle distrib55
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uted-processing, communications- and industrial-control applications.
Housed in alowboy rack, it includes CPU, power supply, and controllers for
afloppy disk, teletypewriter, and other input/output equipment.

Facsimile service
set between U. S.
and Switzerland

Hitachi shows
single-mode

RCA Global Communications Inc. is expanding its international digital
facsimile service to include Switzerland, as well as Japan. Users can
typically transmit 81
2 -by-11-in. graphics in less than a minute and non/
Roman script can be accommodated just as in the Q-Fax service to and
from Tokyo. Any specialized common carrier interconnecting with Q-Fax
can tie into the new service without modifications. Radio Suisse Inc. will
serve as the Switzerland link.

To demonstrate the performance of its new buried-heterojunction
gallium-aluminum-arsenide laser diode, Hitachi Ltd. used it to transmit
the entire very-high-frequency television band in Tokyo. Using frequency-

laser diode

division multiplexing techniques, a composite multichannel signal was
sent through an optical fiber and received by an avalanche diode. Second
harmonic distortion of the modulated carrier was more than 60 dB below
the fundamental signal. The highly efficient device can achieve 10-mw
continuous-wave output and pulse output of 100 mw while maintaining
good linearity. Initial production of the HLP3000 series will be 1,000 units
per month, with the price ranging from $1,000 to $1,750 each.

Western companies join

Britain's General Electric Co. Ltd. and Japan's Hitachi Ltd. are about to
form an English joint venture to manufacture TVS and audio equipment for
the UK and European markets. The agreement follows hard on the heels of
a similar tieup between Britain's Rank Radio International Ltd. and
Japan's Toshiba Corp. Meanwhile, Hitachi has agreed to provide the U. S.
firm General Electric Co. with video tape recorders using the Video Home
System format, replacing aGE pact with Matsushita Kotobuki Electronics
Industries Ltd. The VHS format, developed by the Victor Co. of Japan, has
picked up another supporter in Europe. Telefunken GmbH, the entertainment electronics arm of the AEG-Telefunken group, will market JVC video
recorders under its own label.

with Japanese companies
on consumer products

Addenda
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The Carrollton, Texas, semiconductor maker, Mostek Corp. is looking at
possible sites in Eire and Scotland for aEuropean production unit. It has
also decided to build aplant in Colorado Springs, Colo. (p. 26). ...Hard
on the heels of a Brazilian tieup for German computer maker Nixdorf
[Electronics, Dec. 7, 1978, p. 65], the Italian state-owned telecommunications group, STET, says it is signing a $100 million pact with Brazil's
Telebras for the supply of equipment and know-how for the extension of
the telephone system. ...Siemens AG will supply about $50 million in
teletypewriter equipment to Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the United
Arabic Emirates, including aTelex switching center and several thousand
electronic typewriters. ...Sweden is ordering $110 million of Sky Flash
air-to-air missiles from British Aerospace's Dynamics Group. ...Israel firms will build radar, electronics, and other systems for the 75
General Dynamics F-16As the country has ordered.
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VAX-'An implementorg dream:

—Dr. Brian Ford, Director, Numerical Algorithms Group
Oxford, England/Downers Grove, Illinois
•

For the Numerical Algorithms Group,
the plain fact is this: "Software implementation was faster on the VAX-11/780
than on 25 other major machines."
Before VAX, Dr. Ford's staff had implemented NAG's complex FORTRAN
Mark 6Library on 25 major machines
ranging from minis to mainframes, including the Burroughs 6700, CDC 7600,
58

Univac 1100, and IBM 370. The average
implementation time was 13
man-weeks.
VAX took five.
In Dr. Ford's words, "The NAG
FORTRAN Mark 6Library consists
of 345 subroutines covering the major
areas of numerical mathematics and
statistics. It's used in applications such
Electronics/December 21, 1978

as structural design, nuclear physics,
economic modeling, and academic
research.
"A successful implementation requires the correct functioning of the 345
library routines to aprescribed accuracy
and efficiency in execution of NAG's
suite of 620 test programs. Whilst the
activity is asignificant examination of a
machine's conformity to the ANSI
standard of the FORTRAN compiler, its
main technical features are file creation,
file comparison, file manipulation and
file maintenance."
And then there was the record of VAX
reliability: "No problems were encountered in the VAX/VMS software even
though approximately 3000 files were
being handled. The operational availability time for the machine was close to
100%, an outstanding statistic for new
hardware and anew operating system."
What all this demonstrates is that
some of the most sophisticated FORTRAN routines in the world implement
easily on VAX. That VAX capability exceeds that of many machines far more
expensive. That the VAX-11/780 is more

than the most powerful 32-bit computer
in its price range. That VAX is truly
"an implementor's dream."
For more information, simply clip
the coupon.
E Please send me your new VAX-11/780 color
brochure.
U Please send me your detailed Technical
Summary.
El Please contact me.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone
My application is:
Education
Medical
Laboratory
Engineering

Government
Resale
Other

Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, NR-2/2,
Communication Services, 146 Main St.,
Maynard, MA 01754. Tel. 617-481-9511, ext. 6885.
liz 12.-Az§

VAX. Ask any user.

o!Man

d
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

Mail-sorting system
reads typed addresses
and verifies zip codes
Latest such system in Europe
reads many fonts;
multiprocessor setup
routes by zip and destination
To put more zip into its service, the
Bundespost (West Germany's post
office) has installed a letter-sorting
system that automatically scans
typed addresses, picks out the zip
code and the associated postal destination, and checks whether the two
agree. Now in service at the main
post office in Wiesbaden, the system
handles the most labor- and costintensive part of mail service.
The German system, like one set up
by the French postal agency, marks
letters and postcards with fluorescent ink and uses this coding to route
the items into their destination bins.

Processing mail at a rate of some
60,000 items per hour, or nearly 17
per second, it misroutes no more
than 4out of 1,000 items.
At the heart of the system are two
address-reading machines, each handling per hour about 30,000 items
with typed addresses. These machines are the result of a Bundespost-funded $10 million research,
development, and production contract that started in 1969, according
to Heinz Müllauer, head of the AEGTelefunken team that developed
them.
The address reader scans the
address, and amultiprocessor system
developed by AEG-Telefunken recognizes and classifies the characters of
the zip code and the postal destination. Mail is fed to the reader from a
stacker that uses the stamps' fluorescence as a guide to ensure that all
items are oriented the same way.
In the Telefunken reader's scan-

High reading score. Mail-sorting system at Wiesbaden post office routes 60,000 items per
hour, misrouting only 4in 1,000 items. Machine at right reads typed addresses.
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ning section, two high-power lamps
illuminate a 60-by-150-millimeter
field in which the address is certain
to be found on the mailed item. The
darkness of the characters determines the intensity of light reflected,
which then goes through a beamshaping lens and hits a linear array
of 512 integrated photodiodes.
Scanning. As the mail races
through the scanner at 3meters per
second, the array scans the 60-by150-mm field in 1,250 vertical
columns spaced 120 micrometers
apart. In this process, the array
produces some 640,000 picture dots.
Each dark picture dot represents a
tiny part of one scanned character.
All picture dots whose darknessdensity pattern indicates the whereabouts and the position of the
address within the field are fed into
a random-access memory and subjected to a number of processes
executed by the multiprocessor system. Any impurities or specks in or
on the paper are recognized by their
irregular topological characteristics
and are suppressed so that they
undergo no further processing.
Next, the multiprocessor picks
from the address block those lines
that most likely contain the zip code
and the postal destination. It then
operates on small areas having a 16by-16-dot format. The character in
each area is segmented and normalized. In this step, an approximation
algorithm determines whether a
character is a capital or lower-case
letter or adigit. These three classifications are weighted, and a subsequent comparison tells what the
character's most probable status is. A side-by-side arrangement of the
characters yields the zip code and
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the associated destination. This result, Müllauer explains, is verified as
being correct only after being compared with memory that contains all
postal destinations and zip codes
used in West Germany—about
15,000 in all—as well as the most
common foreign destinations and
codes. By checking whether the zip
code agrees with the destination, the
system all but eliminates errors.
Finally, the multiprocessor triggers a mechanism at a printing
station that marks the item with a
bar code of fluorescent red ink corresponding to the destination. The
sorting equipment uses this code to
route the mail along high-speed belts
into destination bins.
Others. Since 1976, the French
Postal Ministry has used similar
machines, built by Recognition
Equipment Inc. of Dallas, Texas,
that sort over 80,000 letters per hour
each. According to Frank Bray,
manager of postal systems development at REI, these machines (called
LI/PAP for lecteur, indexeur, prétrieur
d'adresses postales) read zip code and
street address, and mark the item
with two bar codes so that mail can
be automatically sorted locally.
Two earlier sorters, installed in
1973 and 1974, recognize a limited
number of fonts. On the basis of
their performance, the French post
office ordered four LI/PAPs, specifying the ability to read all fonts
used in the French mail. REI is also
supplying optical-character recognition subsystems to the French and
Dutch postal services. These will be
attached to native transport and
sorting systems. And the company
has a contract to define a specification for an automatic sorter for the
United States Postal Service by
April of 1979.
In Canada, the post office uses no
fewer than 44 machines, built by
Leigh Instruments Ltd. of Ottawa
under license from Nippon Electric
Co., to sort mail at its main sorting
centers. These machines read zip
codes only, which in Canada include
capital alphabetical characters.
If the Wiesbaden system works
well, West Germany will automate
its 60-odd main sorting centers.
El
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France

Government expands developmental aid
to include communications and computers
Signaling its determination to make
France competitive in electronics,
the government is committing more
money to the fight. The fast-developing plan for government aid to the
semiconductor industry is being supplemented with a series of measures
that will benefit the communications
and computer industries as well.
France will spend some $500 million
over the next five years on research
and development projects and direct
grants to manufacturers, on purchases of advanced electronics
equipment, and on stimulating use of
electronic equipment.
The government has not yet
announced exactly how it plans to
allot its aid. However, it seems clear
that part of the money will help to
develop advanced data-processing
equipment and to stimulate the
growth of data processing in business, industry, and government.
The government also is moving
ahead with its integrated-circuit
plans by putting its seal of approval
on ajoint venture between National
Semiconductor Corp. and the Saint

Gobain Pont à Mousson conglomerate [Electronics, Dec. 7, p. 66].
Moreover, it is providing a new
market for its electronics industries
by signing an industrial cooperation
agreement with China (see "Chinese
pact to benefit electronics firms").
Plans. Among the projects likely
to benefit from the $500 million are
large data-storage devices and existing time-shared computer networks
where the French see agap. However, a hefty chunk will accelerate the
arrival of new technologies in everyday life.
For example, the minister of
industry, André Giraud, says the
government will install at least
10,000 microcomputers, costing
around $2,000 each in French
schools by 1984. This project is a
major part of plans "to inculcate
familiarity with information-processing techniques and digital logic.
The posts, telegraph, and telephone service also will play a key
role in the new plan, and Norbert
Ségard, secretary of state for posts
and telecommunications, says the

Chinese pact to benefit electronics firms
Another boost to France's electronics industries may be found in the industrial cooperation agreement signed with China. "The deal covers the whole
range of electronics and data-processing equipment," as well as software
and know-how, says Jean-Claude Pelissolo, director of the industry ministry's electronics and data-processing agency. One Chinese aim is alicense
to make the Level 64 computer of Cil-Honeywell Bull.
Official French sources say the volume of business looks significant, even
taking a worst-case view. The firms involved, which include some of the
country's biggest electronics firms, are hopeful if slightly less confident.
The full list of the companies and major product lines are: Benson SA
(computer graphics), CAP-Gemini-Sogeti (software), Cil-Honeywell Bull, and
its subsidiary Réalisations Etudes Electroniques (data processing), Compagnie Générale d'Electricité and subsidiaries (heavy electrical equipment and
telecomms), F.R.B.-Connectron (connectors), lsostat (switches), Logabax
SA (small computers and peripherals), Pyral SA (magnetic media), Sagem
(telexes and telecommunications), Société Anonyme de Télécommunications (communications), Thomson-CSF and subsidiaries (products in almost
every electronics sector), and TRT (radioaltimeters, modems, etc.) The
government says that no specifically military equipment was included in the
deal, though France may supply devices such as radar.
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PTT will introduce fast copier service,
using PTT lines and a new facsimile
unit. Estimated market in the 1980s
is several million units priced between $450 and $700 each.
Other communications plans include a pilot videotext project in
Vélizy, southwest of Paris. It will
give some 3,000 subscribers access to
information over TV receivers.
A piece of advanced equipment
for the telephone system will be a
multifrequency lc for handsets. The
goal is to turn every set in the phone
system into an inexpensive data
terminal by the end of the 1980s.
The government sees considerable
French assets in hardware and software for computer-aided design, so
part of the $500 million will go to
encouraging industry to use CAD.
The money will be used for for a
variety of purposes with a view to
seeing 2,000 systems installed in the
country by 1983.
Similarly, industry minister Giraud hopes to encourage the automation of industrial processes. He estimates the installed base for electronic process-control equipment at $9
billion, with an $0.9 billion annual
market. With the new loan program,
he is forecasting for 1983 a $14.4
billion installed base and $1.8 billion
annual market.
Another big boost for electronics
industries could come from a decision to launch a French communications satellite, rather than participate in a joint European project.
"The government is due to make a
decision at the beginning of the
year," says Gérard Théry, director
general of telecommunications.
For semiconductors. As well as
setting the computer and communications plans, the government has
approved the planned joint venture
between National and Saint Gobain.
The two companies are negotiating
on a firm to be 51% French-owned
that will manufacture metal-oxidesemiconductor circuits in France.
They are hoping for at least $45
million in government loans for the
$114 million startup costs.
The French lc plan includes
setting up aspecialized research unit
of CNET, the national telecommuni-
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cations research center. Money also
will go to Thomson-csF and to EFCIS,
the lc maker jointly owned by
Thomson and the state's nuclear
energy agency, for development of
very large-scale ics, with targets of
2-micrometer minimum dimensions
by 1981 and 1-µm by 1983.
Moreover, Thomson and EFCIS are
spending an estimated $10 million in
government subsidies on Motorola
mos technology for lc production in
Grenoble [Electronics, Nov. 23,

p. 170]. State contracts also are
supporting Thomson's work in linear
bipolar circuits and the fast bipolar
logic development being carried out
at the Philips subsidiary, La RadioTechnique Compelec (sTc).
As well as the National—Saint
Gobain linkup, the French hightechnology company Matra is dickering with the U. S. semiconductor
maker Harris Corp. Chances for a
deal appear dim, but Giraud says it
has not been abandoned.
EJ

Japan

Disk packs in bits, spindle packs in disks
to boost capacity to 804 megabytes
Increased recording and track densities, plus more disks on a spindle,
give a new line of mass-storage
systems coming from several Japanese companies better than 800
megabytes on a spindle. The new
disk units also feature a new coding
scheme and an improved magnetic
head core, both of which contribute
to the capacity hike.
Engineers at the Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory
say spindle capacity for their new
design is 804.39 megabytes. The just

introduced STC 8650 disk system
for Storage Technology Corp.,
Louisville, Colo., can put 635 megabytes on a spindle by doubling track
density over previous STC models.
The same capacity is achieved in the
new 33502 from Control Data Corp.,
Minneapolis, by hiking both tracking
density and the number of recording
surfaces. Ism Corp.'s biggest present
disk system, the 3350, holds 317.5
megabytes on each spindle.
The recording density amounts to
8,500 bits per inch times 650 tracks

Well-packed cabinets. Boosted capacity is a feature of disk systems to be used in an NTT
information processing system. Each spindle can store disks holding 804 megabytes.

Teradyne finds the practical solution.
No. 8in aseries.

Real-time bit mapping
Adazzling new way to evaluate semiconductor memories.

12L0
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as arule) and real-time display of the
resulting bit failures. The display is
in full color, with the accumulating
.HAROCOPY
layers of bit failures shown from
X FUNCTION one end of the spectrum to the
UDD
5 83
other. An address descrambler ensures that the bits are shown in their
correct topological positions. The
operator uses ajoystick to pilot a
Y FUNCTION cursor around the screen, changing program levels and timing, selecting operating modes, recalling
patterns, and in general feeling
like Luke Skywalker at the controls.
The display also reports operating
mode, level values, x-y addresses,
bit-fail counts, and various other
A visual presentation of failing bits under varying test items of interest. The 19-inch screen is big enough to
conditions is essential to any understanding of a serve as both scoreboard and bit map for most memsemiconductor memory's failure mechanism. To ories, but if greater resolution is needed, any portion
date, the most any test system has had to offer in this of the display can be instantly expanded.
respect is aCRT raster scan, which displays failing
bits in real time but which usually lacks any means for The color terminal and the joystick are the most
storing the data. As the dots disappear from the CRT spectacular aspects of RTBM, but the basic ability to
screen, the data and any possibility of computer anal- catch, accumulate, and process bit-failure data is
available with or without the color terminal. The
ysis disappear along with them.
RTBM capability opens up all kinds of possibilities.
Real-Time Bit Mapping, recently developed by
One can, for example, use it as abit-masking device
Teradyne, goes so far beyond the conventional tech- in asearch for "soft" errors. One bit-fail pattern can
niques for bit-fail analysis that it is sure to become de be used as the mask for subsequent passes, or the
rigeur in any evaluation of memory performance.
mask can be inverted so that all bits except those
Beyond that, it is of major value on the memory masked are ignored.
production line, where it serves as areal-time monBut to the engineer, nothing can match the sensaitor of device quality.
tion of shifting into checkerboard and watching a
Available as an option with the J387 Memory Test kaleidoscope of bit failures change before his
System, RTBM permits on-the-fly modification of a eyes. From now on, anything less will be distinctly
test program (the standard production-test pr)gram,
second class.
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New products International
to the inch. A key improvement that
makes this possible is adouble coating of the gamma-iron ferrite
recording medium, the developers
say.
For high densities, the ferrite
coating must be applied in an
extremely thin layer and then polished highly. However, crippling
defects in the coating may result.
The Musashino solution is two even
thinner coatings, totaling 0.7 to 0.8
micrometer thick. The second layer
tends to cover defects in the first,
while its defects tend to be over
usuable areas of the first layer.
Also contributing to the high
density is a newly developed coding
scheme, which improves the data
readout margin. A flag bit is inserted
between bits 4 and 5 of each 8-bit
byte. This bit is 0if the byte has five
or more Is; with four or less Is, the
data's complement is recorded and
the flag is I.
In the nonreturn-to-zero-invert recording method, each 1is a transition from agiven voltage level to its
opposite and Os are not recorded.
The Nil' coding scheme maximizes
the number of Is recorded, increasing the number of transitions and
thereby improving the recovery of
the clock and of the margin.
Another aid to the density hike is
the improved magnetic core for the
read/write head. Crosstalk and inductance are cut, which contributes
to closer packing of the bits.
In use. The disk system will be
used in computers for the TSS information processing systems of the
lab's parent, the Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Public Corp. It
provides 20 recording surfaces per
spindle (the top systems from CDC
and IBM have 20 and 15 surfaces,
respectively), with maximum configuration of 32 spindles per system for
atotal of 25.6 gigabytes.
The new disk systems will be
made for NTT by the three firms
supplying the computers: Nippon
Electric Co., Hitachi Ltd., and Fujitsu Ltd. While the companies are not
willing to telegraph their marketing
plans, they undoubtedly will offer
similar systems with their own computers eventually. •
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has been designed and specified.
The hardware list is the end product of Hartran. At this stage the
printout is handed over to a masklayout engineer, who usually completes the mask set on an interactive
graphics terminal. LSI design thus
Efforts to use computers to simplify becomes' an exercise in logical
the design of very large-scale inte- programming, says Geoffrey Bown,
grated circuits have been directed at who heads the CAD group at Wemthe layout process. Now GEC's Hirst bley. He adds that software engiResearch Center has developed a neers tend to take to Hartran more
language that allows a designer to easily than hardware engineers.
The aim of the language "is to get
describe his ideas concisely at an
early stage and check them by an LSI design right the first time by
computer simulation before a single systematizing the design procedure,"
Bown says. Hartran allows an engigate has been specified.
The language was developed, says neer to describe his ideas precisely,
General Electric Co. Ltd.'s comput- and automatically generates docuer-aided design group, because "the mentation charting the design procedesign of digital VLSI microcircuits is dures. Thus a company that has
fast approaching alevel of complex- automated layout can use it at the
ity that is beyond man's intellect to conceptualization stage to produce a
handle." Because the language, circuit schematic, then use its own
called Hartran for hardware transla- program to lay out the gate array
tion, is close to Fortran, the group on the chip.
Hartran also eases communication
believes it will eventually find wide
between designers and allows comapplication.
Using Hartran, any logic system parison of two different approaches
can be described in terms of register to the same problem. Initial experitransfers and combinational logic ence with the language justifies
blocks with a series of Fortran-like Bown's confidence: so far the CAD
statements. Once the system has group has produced two Tv-game
been specified, asimulation is run to microcircuits of about 1,000 gates
that worked right the first time.
see if it behaves as it should.
Familiar language. Starting point
This stage of the program also
points up untestable circuit ele- for Hartran is the scientific language
ments, thus allowing test functions Fortran, which already includes simto be defined and incorporated on ple logic and arithmetic statements.
the chip. This may well be one of the Additional statements were created
tool's most significant features, since to define register-transfer operations
circuit designers are saying that one and other functions specific to digimajor problem of ust is identifying tal logic design.
Because Hartran is so close to
untestable nodes and providing some
method of testing them [Electronics, Fortran, the Hirst research group
was able to write a compiler that
Nov. 23, p. 115].
Shopping list. Once the system is translates all the statements into
checked, a logic synthesis program basic Fortran. This means that
converts the designer's software con- programs written in Hartran can be
cepts into a listing of hardware — run on virtually any scientific comgates, flip-flops, adders, counters, puter using the resident Fortran
and so on—called up from a library compiler.
Fortran compatibility and Harof standard logic functions. U. S.
tran's use of the standard typewriter
CAD efforts, notably at Rockwell
International Corp. and American set of characters are two features
Microsystems Inc., have been di- that will promote use of the
rected further downstream in the language. Initially, though, Bown
design process. They aim at auto- thinks that the concept will be taken
mating chip layout after the logic up within the GEC group.

Great Britain

CAD language aids

design of VLSI chips
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Whatever you need in an IC socket...

has 'em allf

and with “side wipe' reliability
PRODUCTION SOCKETS

BURN-I

TEST SOCKETS

TS Series

NEW! ICI. Series

very long contact
e. Very low insertion
force. Ideal for inoming inspection. With
14 to 40 contacts. Also
strip sockets up to
11114 21 positions.

26% lower profile—.150"
Ideal for high density, high
volume configurations,
provides maximum vibration
resistance. Solder type; single leaf
"side-wipe" contacts. 8to 40 contacts.

e

11P% -

4

ICN Series h

eliability generalpurpose sockets. Low insertion
force allows automatic IC insertion.
In solder or wire-wrap. 6to 64
contacts. Dual leaf
Jib
"side-wipe" contacts.

RN HIGH RELIABILITY eliminates
trouble. "Side-wipe" contacts make
100% greater surface contact with the
wide, flat sides of your IC leads for
positive electrical connection.

IC Series

moderate cost, long life.
Designed for general test and
burn-in up to 350°C.
With 14 to 40
contacts.

ICN/S2 Series

ICA Series

lowest cost burn-in
.
socket available.
Designed to accept IC
extraction tool. With 8 to 40
contacts, with strip sockets
up to 25 positions.

high reliability pin
socket contacts. Low
profile in solder
or wire-wrap.
8 to 40 contacts.
Production DIP Sockets

WRITE TODAY
for latest R-N "Short Form" Catalog...

AWF

4111;p‘'

••• of R-N production DIP sockets. Contains
full specs, dimensions and material data.
Get yours now.

60,
111r
Agr
allegEirefte
n

ROBINSON-NUGENT. INC. • 800 East Eighth Street • New Albany. Indiana 47150 • Phone :(812)945-0211

Circle 64 on reader service card

There may be apP board
out there we can't test.

•• ••••••••••
••••
•••

•
-••••••
...
• •• • •• • VI, •

••
•• • ••••
• •• 1•0111111.1.14•11•1••
•••• • ',II, ••

•••1••••11.101.•:».1,•11:•••••
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But we haven't found it yet.
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Chances are we won't.
Dozens of different p.P boards have
run through our new 3040A Logictester in the first six months, with
100% success.
You never know what our
rapidly changing technology will
produce tomorrow though, and you
need assurance your tester can
handle it. The 3040A delivers that
confidence, and more.
Like testing at full data
and clock rates. Four bi-directional
buses handled at one time. And
four processors test
your board's pS) instructions, RAMs,
ROMs, PlAs ...all
at multi-MHz rates!
All this and
programs finished in
days, not months.
To us, the most
important consideration
is that boards passing
our tester will work in your
product. .. every single IC and component. That's confidence, and it
keeps both of us in business.

If confidence is important
to you, look into the Fluke logic
testers priced between $13,000
and $60,000. Features like dynamic LSI diagnostics and AutotrackT,m
the guided clip system that reduces
your operator's probing time and
error, and saves money.
We've got more logic test
systems operating in the world than
anyone. For data out today, CALL
COLLECT (415) 965-0350. Or, circle
the number below for general data.
For acomplete technical
package, drop a
line on your company letterhead to
Don Harter, Fluke
Trendar Corporation, 630 Clyde
Avenue, Mountain
View, California
94043.
In Europe, write
Fluke (Nederland) B.V.,
P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg,
The Netherlands. Or, telephone: (013) 673973.
Telex: 52237.

The Microcomputer Testknowledgists
Circle 66 for literature

FLUKE

Circle 67 for demonstration

Probing the news_
Analysis of technology and business developments

APL makes splash in small computers
Programming language is growing in popularity among makers
of personal and hobby systems as replacement for Basic
by John G. Posa, Microsystems and Software Editor
manager for VideoBrain, feels APL/S
A combination of strong computational power, efficient memory use, can outpoint Basic. "APL/S is strucand relatively easy programming are tured whereas Basic isn't," he says.
making alanguage called APL popu- "Every segment of the program has
lar on a growing number of small, a unique entrance and exit. The
inexpensive computers—even per- result is aprogram with no need for
line numbers that is easier to read,
sonal computers using pint-sized
microprocessors. Some say it may write, and debug." Moreover, APus
is more memory-efficient than Basic.
one day surpass Basic.
The first maker of personal com- "For the same tasks, it uses about
puters to implement API —which •one third as much random-access
stands for, logically enough, A memory," says Haynes.
The VideoBrain cartridge contains
Programming Language—was the
13 kilobytes of read-only memory
VideoBrain Computer Co. of Santa
and I kilobyte of RAM, and the
Clara, Calif. VideoBrain, a division
of Umtech Co., offers a version of interpreter allows two modes of use.
"In the immediate mode, the VideoAPL dubbed APL/S for its machine,
Brain acts like asophisticated calcuwhich uses the F8 microprocessor.
lator," says Wang. "This allows the
"The S stands for two things: subset
user to execute rather elaborate
and structured," explains senior software engineer Frank Wang. The APL computations without actually writcartridge is VideoBrain's first to ing a formal program. In the
programming mode, one designs
allow user programming.
The company's use of the APL complete APL/S programs, and the
RAM is used during this mode for
derivative is a departure from the
common practice among makers of parameter storage. APL itself is very
applications-oriented," he says. "It is
personal computers to use Basic. But
Ted Haynes, product marketing strong with respect to computational

power the way Pascal is strong with
regard to general-purpose programming. Basic is in between."
For some time now, Bill Gates of
Microsoft Co. has been talking
about introducing his own version of
APL, to be called API -80. According
to Gates, president of the small
Alburquerque, N. M., software
house. "The project has been under
way for about 21
/ years and we plan
2
to announce it in about 21
/ months."
2
Aims at 8080. Gates plans to
target the 8080 microprocessor, as
he has done with other languages.
He hopes to offer a majority of APL
features found on lárger computers,
probably omitting those portions of
the language that have to do with a
multiuser environment. "APL-80 will
be 99% real APL," he says.
Gates sees interest in the language
mounting. "There's an incredible
amount of enthusiasm out there," he
states. "If people like APL, they really like it and they get hooked on it."
But Gates does mention that APL
users are often not first-time programmers. "It isn't meant for beginners," he says. "It's more for people
who've had a touch of the language
on large machines." As for APL'S
potential, he is slightly dubious. "It
is not going to take over the world,
but it does have its place. It's best
suited for things like statistical
processing and economic forecasting." As for compactness, Gates puts
it succinctly: "It's super-terse."
Vanguard Systems Corp. of San
Antonio, Texas, recently announced
an API interpreter for the Z80
Bullet. APL/S cartridge gives such systems
as VideoBrain capability of performing complicated computations in simple language.

microprocessor on floppy disk that it
now designing integrated circuits are Vanguard system. According to Paul
licenses for $300 [Electronics, Oct.
not that software-oriented yet. But Terrell, marketing manager, "we
12, p. 172]. John Howland, chairthe new 16-bit devices are headed in don't know if Basic is the right
man of the computer science departthe right direction."
language and we don't want to
ment at San Antonio's Trinity Uni"We're now evaluating 16-bit ma- restrict our users. So if you want
versity, formed the firm 21
/ years
2
chines, and within ayear we'll have another language, you just plug in
ago for consulting projects.
APL running on a 16-bit microproanother cartridge."
With Philip VanCleave, who did
cessor," he predicts. "We're looking
Won't fit. The Sorcerer's ROM
much of the coding, Howland
at Intel's 8086, Zilog's Z8000, and packs have room for four, 24-pin
designed APL/Z80, in many respects
Motorola's 68000. At first glance, read-only memories. This means
the first full-blown version of APL to
the 68000 looks the best, but the that even with 16-K ultravioletbe offered for a microprocessor.
others have their own strong points. light—erasable programmable Roms,
Using 27 kilobytes, it implements
For example, the 8086 has good the 27-K Vanguard system will not
just about all of the primitive funcdecimal arithmetic capabilities, so fit. But Exidy is determined to make
tions and operations for APLSV (for
we will just have to wait and see."
it go. "We're looking at the bigger
APL, Shared Variables—see "A simSumming up. Howland feels ROMS, the 64-Ks," says Terrell, "But
ple, elegant system"). The few prim"there have been some Fortrans, I'm told that we'll have to wait at
itives not offered are easily written
Cobols, and some operating systems, least 12 weeks for delivery. It
as defined functions.
but with APL there exists a level of appears the whole world is getting
Howland picked the Z80 for many
sophistication that just can't be into Roms. Vanguard has already
reasons. "It has 16-bit arithmetic
reached with those systems."
partitioned its system into 16-K and
capabilities, binary-coded-decimal
Exidy Inc. of Santa Clara, maker 11-K parts, just in case. If we have
instructions, instructions for moving
of the Z80-based Sorcerer personal to, we'll read in the 11-K portion
and comparing blocks of memory,
computer, already plans to use from a cassette tape or some other
and multiple index registers," he
Vanguard's APL. Like the Video- medium and write it into the Sorcersays. Unlike Microsoft's Gates,
Brain, the Sorcerer uses aread-only- er's RAM until we get the bigger
Howland says he probably will not
memory cartridge to house silicon ROMS."
develop APL for any other 8-bit
software. The package, which is
"There's a big market out there
machines because they just do not
actually an 8-track stereo cartridge that IBM has created," he continues.
have what it takes to yield an
fitted with aprinted-circuit board, is "There are a lot of computer
adequate response time during pro- also where it plans to put the
programmers in love with APL."
D
gram development.
Power and fun. "APL is the most
powerful programming language in
A simple, elegant system
terms of ease of programming. It's
fun in APL," says Howland. "Now
APL, which stands for A Programming Language, was developed in the late
that it can be offered on a system
1950s by Kenneth Iverson, a professor at Harvard University. He invented
with atotal cost of $5,000 to $6,000,
this simple, elegant notational system to fill a need for a pithy way to
it's areal boost to APL programming
represent mathematical expressions, describe and analyze various topics in
and it will make available applicadata processing, and teach his classes.
tions that were not cost-effective in
In 1960, Iverson joined IBM Corp. There, with the help of Adin Falkoff and
the past—for example, for educaother interested researchers, an interpretive version of the language was
adapted for the System/360. In 1973, IBM released APLSV. The appended
tional institutions that couldn't afSV stands for Shared Variables—a means whereby anumber of users may
ford the time-sharing costs on a
communicate information. More recently, the language has surfaced on less
mainframe."
expensive machines: IBM's 5100 series of business computers, Digital EquipVanguard Systems is negotiating
ment Corp.'s DECsystem 2020, Hewlett-Packard Co.'s 3000, and the newly
contracts with various hardware
introduced Interactive Computer Systems Inc.'s System 900 (see p. 125), to
manufacturers. "Nearly all Z80name afew of the computers in question.
system vendors are interested, inAPL's primitive functions, of which there are about 60, fall into two
cluding Cromemco, Digital Group,
categories, scalar and mixed. Scalar functions can be used with scalar
and Zilog itself," says Howland,
arguments and arrays on an item-by-item basis. Mixed functions apply to
predicting that "in avery short time,
arrays with various ranks and may produce results that vary from the original
arguments in rank and shape. The scalar functions can be subclassified as
APL will be widely available, like
monadic and dyadic, which are defined for one and two arguments, respecMicrosoft's Basic." He also envisions
tively. The primitive operators, which currently number five, modify the action
hardware made for APL. "As we
of scalar dyadic functions and some mixed functions, resulting in agreat
reach larger degrees of integration,
number of new functions.
one will see a processor or set of
APL uses alphanumerics, Greek letters, and some uncommon mathematichips for APL'S exclusive use," he
cal symbols to represent the functions and operators. These make APL
says. "We'll see more devices like
programs appear cryptic to the beginner; in fact, the language is easy to
Western Digital's Pascal machine
learn. With alittle practice, powerful routines can be generated with afew
[Electronics, Oct. 12, p. 155]. The
simple key strokes.
only impediment is that the people
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Probing the news
Solid state

ISSCC advances on all fronts
Spotlight at February's meeting in Philadelphia will be
on the coming generation of digital and linear circuits

by Raymond P. Capece, Solid State Editor, and Nicolas Mokholf, Components Editor

A look at the program for the 1979
International Solid State Circuits
Conference will likely cause people
to forget that 1978's session was held
on the West Coast and say that on
the whole they'd rather be in Philadelphia. Those attending the conference in the stately old City of Brotherly Love from Feb. 14 through 16
will hear about developments in
several circuit areas that are significant, if not breakthroughs. The listings on these pages, only highlights
at that, are proof of the progress in
memories, logic, analog, and dataacquisition circuits, as well as in
functional large-scale integration.
Glimpses of the future. Integratedcircuit technology is far from stagnant, and if the developments to be
reported at the Philadelphia Sheraton Hotel do in fact provide asneak
preview of future products, then next
year's market will be equally active.
Glimpses of next-generation circuits
appear in several areas. Besides
three papers on 65,536-bit randomaccess memories (one with redundant bits), for instance, avery highspeed 16,384-bit static RAM and a
128-kilobit read-only memory are
presented. Hearken, also, to a4,096
bit RAM built with emitter-coupled
logic for eye-popping 15-nanosecond
access time and dissipation under a
watt.
In the logic area, an 8-bit microprocessor slice and a bipolar 5,000gate array are new. Echoing the
emphasis on very large-scale integra
tion that was the theme of the International Electron Devices meeting
earlier this month, is an entire
session at the isscc devoted to
computer-aided design techniques. It
includes papers on graphics tools,
70

ISSCC DIGITAL HIGHLIGHTS
Session

Source

Circuit

MEMORY

Features
,

1.1

65-mW 128-K
ROM

Nippon Telegraph
& Telephone

200 ns ROM with 2-pm patterns
uses direct-electron-beam data
writing.

1.3

Self-refreshing
4-K RAM

Intel

200-ns pseudo-static RAM draws
only 6-mA active, 10-pA standby
current.

1.4

Full-wafer
1-megabit RAM

NT&T

Polysilicon die-interconnects and
defect-tolerant design build a
350-ns million-bit RAM.

1.5

Taper-isolated
dynamic-gain
RAM cell

Texas Instruments

Capacitorless one-transistor RAM
cell is simplest yet.

9.2

25-ns 4-K
static RAM

Intel

Single-5-V n-channel designs
yield 200-ps gate delays.

9.3

ECL 4-K RAM
with 15-ns access
time

Siemens

ECL 1,024-by-4-bit RAM is
compatible with 100-K family,
draws 900 mW.

9.4

16-K C-MOS-onsapphire RAM

RCA

Buried contacts build small (1.78mil 2 )cells using 5-pm features.

9.5

16-K-by-1-bit
static RAM

Intel

45-ns n-channel RAM dissipates
550 mW.

12.3

5-V-only
2-K-by-8-bit
dynamic RAM

Mostek

Pseudostatic design with 120-ns
access time dissipates 150 mW.

12.4

64-K dynamic
RAM

National
Semiconductor

Design uses triple.polysilicon
stacked-capacitor cell.

12.5

64-K V-MOS
RAM

Siemens

Design employs V-groove n-channel
MOS.

12.6

Fault-tolerant
64-K RAM

Bell Laboratories

Industry-compatible 100-ns RAM
has redundant bits.

3.1

3-gigabit ECL
multiplexer

Philips Industries

Emitter-coupled-logic design for
super-high-speed multiplexing,
demultiplexing.

3.2

ECL subnanosecond 8-bit
slices

Fairchild Camera
and Instrument

8-bit-wide slices (1,000 gates/chip)
build a64-bit processor with 25-ns
cycle time.

3.5

Comparison of
ISL and I
2L

Philips Research
Laboratories

Integrated Schottky logic outperforms injection logic.

6.1

5,000-gate 1
2L
masterslice

Hitachi and
NT& T

Oxide-isolated 1
2 L yields 10 ne/gate
in 124-block cell array.

6.3

1-pm MOSFET
PLAs

IBM

Programmable logic arrays emulate an
8-bit microprocessor with 13-21-ns
gate delays.

6.4

Subnanosecond
masterslice array
offering logic plus
memory

Siemens

Bipolar 512-gate arrays with 128 bits
of on-chip RAM build an 80-MHz
4-bit slice.

8.1

Silicon MESFETs
for VLSI

Texas Instruments

Subfemtojoule power-delays can be
measured on amplifier, oscillator, and
divider circuits built with 1-pm FETs.

LOGIC

SOURCE. ELECTRONICS
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ISSCC LINEAR HIGHLIGHTS
Ss

r,

Circuit

Source

Features

ANALOG CIRCUITS
2.6

7.1

Dual-tone multifrequency receiver

Silicon Systems

Chirp Z-transform

Texas Instruments

uses switched-capacitor filters
to detect tone pairs.

processor

7.5

Programmable
analog second-

Gallium-arsenide

N-MOS chip calculates
discrete Fourier transform
from 1kHz to 1.5 MHz.

University of California,
Berkeley

order filter
10.5

Single metal-gate C-MOS chip

Rockwell International

FET circuits

N-MOS switched-capacitor
filter has programming of gain
and Q.
GaAs substrate is used for
microwave transmission lines
with 0.5-dB/cm attenuation
at 12 GHz.

11.5

N-MOS operational

Signetics

amplifier

16.3

Microprocessor
with on-board

Chip uses body effect cancellation to achieve open-loop
gain of 25,000.

Intel

E-PROM-programmed pro-

a-d and d-a

cessor takes analog inputs,
processes them digitally,

converters

outputs analog.

DATA ACQUISITION
11 1

11.2

C-MOS-on-

RCA

Monolithic 6-bit expandable

sapphire a-d

converter operates at video

converter

(15 -MHz) speed.

Fully parallel

TRW

a-d converter

Bipolar 8-bitter can convert
35 million samples per
second.

11.4

14.2

14.3

14.5

Two-step parallel

Philips Research

2.4-by-2.5-mm chip samples

a-d converter

Labs

inputs up to 5 MHz to yield
7 bits.

12-bit d-a

Advanced Micro

Bipolar part insures mono-

converter

Devices

tonicity to 12 bits.

13-bit a-d

Matsushita Electric

converter chip

Industrial

Mixed-process IC resolves
13-bits to '/-LSB accuracy.

Simultaneous

Nippon Electric

Si-gate C-MOS chip uses single

integration

+5-V supply, achieves 12-bit
resolution.

a-d converter
14.6

12-bit a-d metal-

University of California,

Chip uses 4-bit resistor network

gate n-MOS chip

Berkeley

and 8-bit capacitor array.

DEDICATED LSI CHIPS
15.4

Signal processor

Stanford University

IC multiplexes and amplifies
six real-world sensors up to
100 dB.

15.5

16.1

Monolithic
pacemaker

Penn State University
Arco Medical Products

C-MOS chip incorporates
programmable pace-making
system.

Automatic
character

Catholic University
of Louvain

Device detects and outputs
data on character contour of a

reader
16.2

Sound
generator

32-by-24-bit digitized pattern.
General Instrument

N-MOS IC stores sound effects
in either program or data ROM.
SOURCE
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device simulation, testing, and automatic test-pattern generation.
However, the digital developments
hardly overshadow the linear circuits, as evidenced by the progress in
digital-to-analog converters, filters,
and microwave circuits. Besides
monolithic d-a converters that feature high speed and monotonicity
over afull 12 bits, afew other gems
worth mentioning will surface at two
data-acquisition sessions: such as a
100-ns strobed comparator that resolves down to 100 microvolts and a
monolithic bi-FET quad analog
switch able to withstand overvoltage
surges of 20 volts.
Communications. What the various coder-decoder chips were to last
year's telecommunications session,
the filters and associated peripheral
chips for codecs are to this year's.
Attendees will learn the superiority
of switched-capacitor techniques in
integrated-circuit filter designs from
at least three papers: an n-channel
metal-oxide-semiconductor filter
chip, a complementary-mos device
for atwo-chip pulse-code-modulated
codec, and a single-chip dual-tone
multifrequency detector built with
metal-gate c-mos.
Also on the telecommunications
agenda are an eight-channel codec
and charge-coupled-device filter subsystem built with only five ics and
an optically coupled cross-point array that can directly tie to aconventional telephone.
The digital telecommunications
industry, just coming into its own,
will have its participants hold afullfledged evening panel session, centered around integrated filters. Moderated by P. R. Gray of the University of California at Berkeley, the
panel participants will include experts from Bell Laboratories, Texas
Instruments, Intel, Bell Northern
Research, Mostek, and Siemens.
That panel is just one of the evening sessions (a carryover from a
successful program at last year's
Isscc) that are studded with various
industry stars. Topics include very
large-scale integration, millimeterwave and microwave la, high-density RAMS, next-generation microprocessors and microprocessor support
circuits, lithography, pr,eçision ana-,
log techniques, and even technology
for the home computer.
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Probing the news

Electronics abroad

Clouds part for West Germans
Recovery expected to continue, with makers of consumer,
computer, industrial, and communications gear to benefit
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

For West Germans, the summer of
1978 was very rainy. But with the
rains came achange in the economic
climate: the low that had lingered
from early 1977 through mid-1978
passed through, followed by the
leading edge of ahigh.
That was enough to lift the economy 3% this year. And the recovery
will continue next year, economists
expect. Confidence has picked up
among industrialists, exports are
rising, consumer spending remains
high, and the pump-priming started
last year by Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt's coalition government is
becoming effective. With all that
going for it and with inflation solidly
under control, the West German
economy should be good for a 4%
gain. The sole chill factor is high
unemployment, almost a million out
of awork force of 26 million.

With the improved economic climate, the country's electronics markets will prosper. "The new year
should develop more positively,"
remarks Hanno Gauger, director of
sales and marketing policy at Siemens AG. A cursory look at the major
market sectors shows why.
Given the national craving for
home entertainment, consumerequipment makers should register a
gain. Computer manufacturers are
wallowing in orders, and that means
they will be busy throughout 1979.
After years of sluggish growth, the
industrial electronics sector is finally
picking up as the newly confident
industrialists invest in plant and
equipment. Furthermore, the Bundespost, West Germany's post office
which runs the public communication lines, will continue its massive
spending. Benefiting from it all will

WEST GERMAN ELECTRONICS MARKETS FORECAST
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS(

Total assembled equipment

1977

1978

1979

9,489

10,315

11,349
3,757

Consumer electronics

3,568

3,676

Communications equipment

1,145

1,305

1,570

Computers and related hardware

3,267

3,754

4,336

Industrial electronics

602

622

675

Medical electronics

587

605

624

Test and measurement equipment

222

248

274

98

105

113

2,658

2,774

2,856

1,190

1,213

1,247

Discrete semiconductors

424

434

445

'Integrated circuits

393

448

491

Tubes

651

679

673

Power supplies .
Total components
Passive and electromechanical

(Exchange rate: $1 =1.95 Deutsche marks)
Note: Estimates in this chart are consensus estimates of consumption of electronic equipment obtained from a
survey made by Electronics magazine in September and October 1978. Domestic hardware is valued at
factory sales prices and imports at landed costs.
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be producers of test and measuring
gear. About the only market expected to stay flat or post moderate
gains at best is that for medical electronics equipment.
All this spells asizable increase in
next year's total electronics consumption. Manfred Beinder, chief
economist at the ITT subsidiary Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, pegs the
rise at between 8% and 9% in real
terms. That tallies, essentially, with
the results of Electronics' annual
survey, which evaluates markets in
current monies. The consensus forecast: equipment markets of $11.35
billion in 1979, up 10% from this
year's $10.32 billion; components
gaining much less, up just 3% to
$2.86 billion next year. (Dollar
amounts are reckoned at $1 equals
1.95 Deutschmarks.)
Computers. West Germany's computer makers sailed smoothly
through the last patch of rough business weather, registering real gains
of 8% to 9% according to market
researchers at Siemens AG. Next
year there is a spurt in the offing,
according to Electronics' survey. It
forecasts consumption of computers
and related equipment at $4.34
billion, more than 15% better than
this year's $3.75 billion.
Small systems will bound upward
to 20% or more, and terminals will
do even better. For terminals, the
computer consultant Diebold GmbH
pegs the increase in incoming orders
at 30% to 40% this year. Large
systems are alive and well, too,
reports Jochen Riissner, amarketing
specialist at Sperry Rand's Univac
division.
The Soccer World Cup made
1978 a reasonably good year for
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color television, so that entertainment electronics sales edged up to
$3.68 billion, according to Electronics' survey. Next year there is no big
event to hype sales of color sets, a
market "showing signs of saturation," in the words of Johanna von
Ronai-Horvath, head of market research at Schaub-Lorenz, an rrr
entertainment-electronics company.
Since color TV is dominant in
consumer electronics, only slight
growth looks likely for 1979—to
$3.76 billion. About 45% of the
money can be credited to sales of
color sets, which should run about
2.85 million units, von Ronai figures.
Although it is still at its beginnings, the market most watched next
year will probably be the one for
video cassette recorders (vcRs). Estimates vary, but everybody agrees
that sales will go up sharply.
Wieland A. Liebler, a marketing
specialist at Saba Werke GmbH,
checks in with 80,000 units for 1978,
150,000 for 1979, and 240,000 for
1980.
Communications. Next year, the
Bundespost will boost its spending
for telecommunications by 12.5%
with an outlay of $2.77 billion. As
always, much of the money will go
for cables and nonelectronic gear,
but there will be plenty to keep
communications hardware makers
busy. There is lively ordering from
nongovernment sources, in addition,
for things like private automatic
branch exchanges and data-transmission equipment. Electronics' survey forecasts communications markets at $1.57 billion next year, up
better than 20% over this year's.
West German components markets perked up alittle this year after
a fairly dismal 1977 but no one
expects them to bubble much next
year. The markets should rise 3% to
4%, predicts Helmut Schütt, a market researcher at Siemens. Electronics' survey puts sales for next year at
$2.86 billion, up only 3% over 1978's
estimated $2.77 billion.
As always, semiconductors will do
better than passives and tubes. Sales
of discrete devices will stay flat, but
integrated circuits will post a rise
that will lift semiconductor markets
to $936 million, some 6% over this
year's estimated $882 million.
El
Second in aseries examining European markets.
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Companies

Computers help HP near $2 billion
Sales of data products now top instrument totals, and
coupled with foreign business have fueled 1978's 27% rise
by Robert Brownstein, San Francisco regional bureau
Only adecade ago, Hewlett-Packard
Co. had sales of $275 million, with
$11 million of that in electronic
data-processing products. Now, according to just released fiscal 1978
results, the Palo Alto, Calif., company's EDP sales have multiplied an
astounding 68 times to become the
leading element in HP'S $1.73-billion
year. Add to that the strength in
international sales—orders jumped
35%, $88 million—and it is easy to
explain the 27% increase over last
year's numbers for a gain of $234
million. It's also easy to see why HP

will soon be a$2 billion company.
Overseas orders account for 48%
of 1978's total bookings of $1.87
billion. Furthermore, says John A.
Young, president and chief executive
officer of the company, "our international business should help offset any
downturn in U. S. business later on
in 1979." Thus he is confident that
HP will continue to grow in the
coming year.
No shift. With the emergence of
data products as the major sales
factor, will the company devote more
resources to research and develop-
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ment in that area and concentrate
less on what had been its traditional
bread-and-butter lines—instruments? "Absolutely not," Young
says, "not when instruments are
growing at about 25% per year and
keeping pace with the growth in data
products."
But industry analysts question
whether HP can continue that policy
over the next several years, since the
computer market is growing much
more rapidly than the instruments
business. "They'll have to answer a
philosopical question in the next five
years of which business they want to
be in," says Charles T. Casale, vice
president at Bache Halsey Stuart
Shields Inc.'s Boston-based technology market research group.
Test and measurement instruments truly have been keeping up;
they have stayed at 40% or more of
total sales for the last five years.
However, while instrument sales
over the last 10 years have grown a
respectable three times from $236
million in 1968 to approximately
$727 million in this year, the rise of
data products sales to 43% of the
total from 4% over that same period
has been nothing short of meteoric.
As with any new product area,
however, pretax earnings tended to
fluctuate considerably, mirroring the
ploughing back of profits, and the
vagaries of the learning curve. In
1974, for example, pretax earnings
were $71.5 million on sales of $371.8
million worth of data products. The
following year, with sales increasing
to $386.8 million, pretax earnings
fell to $54.5 million. In 1976, with
,ales increasing to $447.1 million,
earnings dropped to only $52.6
million, while earnings for the more
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Has your
power supply
vendor
left you
up in the air?
Just when you need him most,
your power supply vendor can't deliver.
Maybe he's unable to meet your interface
requirements. Or your performance
needs. Or you found claims for his
product to be somewhat "inflated".
Whatever the problem, you're in
afix. What to do? Call Powercube.®
Our Cirkitblock® power supply
modules are readily available from stock.
And you can use these miniature
modules to design systems that fit (or
retrofit) almost anywhere you want
them. You can also count on them to do
what you want done. Used for over a
decade in major Military and Space
programs, these proven 1" x 1" X 2"
modules meet the toughest specs for size,
weight, performance and environment.
If you have apower supply
problem — or want to avoid one — check
your requirements with Powercube. Just
call us at (617) 667-9500 or circle the
reader response card.
It beats finding yourself in abox!
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mature instrumentation product areas increased steadily.
Staying ahead. HP was buying
future earnings with its reduced
returns because it was committing
itself to advanced technologies. It
was one of the first to jump on the
semiconductor memory bandwagon
while others were still relying on
core and was therefore able to benefit from the rapidly decaying costs of
that memory technology. This year,
HP scientists shrunk the bulk of the
logic on nine central-processing-unit
printed-circuit boards into three
complementary-mos-on-sapphire
chips [Electronics, Oct. 12, p. 39],
and those chips became the kernel
for two new computer systems—the
model 300 and model 3000 series 33.
Meanwhile, helping EDP development was the cross fertilization
between the computer and instrumentation groups. Computer system
development has often depended on
design tools that did not exist.
Consequently, the instrument group
invented them and in doing so
created a new product area for
itself — logic analyzers.
The 'next bench.' These analyzers
sprung from what William E. Terry,
vice president and general manager
of the instrument group, calls the
"next-bench syndrome," in which a
product is spawned by thinking
about another group's problem.
As HP moves closer to the $2
billion mark and Young completes
his first year at the helm, he must
choreograph the interplay of resources—material and human —to
keep HP on the track established
during the leadership of David Packard and William Hewlett. "There
will be no surprises," he says. "Much
of what is happening now has been
planned for years in advance." The
basic mandate to "sell solutions to
problems rather than hardware"
remains in effect, he adds.
Asked if HP'S success in the
computer market will cause ashift in
its basically conservative approach
to new markets products, Young
answers with a Packard quote:
"More companies died of indigestion
than died of starvation —they bit off
more than they could chew."
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Consumer electronics

Radio control: more than atoy
Hobbyists' demand for authenticity and performance
is driving force behind trend to product sophistication
by John Javetski, Consumer Electronics Editor
Almost lost in the blitz of electronic
games that defy players to match
wits with a tiny computer is the
steady popularity of radio-controlled
toys. Unlike their newer cousins,
these cars, boats, and planes are not
just seasonal sales phenomena—they
enjoy good year-round sales, particularly among dedicated hobbyists.
Not only do people who enjoy
"driving" scale-model Porsches or
Corvettes around the living room
want their models when they want
them, but they want realism. So
manufacturers are forever searching
for inexpensive ways to add car-,
boat-, or plane-like features to their
products. And this usually means
applying electronics.
Suppliers are sold out. What kind
of features? Lewis Polk of Polk's
Hobbies in New York City reports
that this year's crop of radiocontrolled toys is loaded with frills
like honking horns and blinking
lights and performance features like
proportional steering, whereby the
car is driven remotely with a handheld steering wheel. The performance features, explains Polk, are the
main reasons why "consumer demand has kept suppliers sold out all
year long. That's in all categories,

4.00

mu. N

Not quite Detroit. Radio receiver over rea
axle uses discrete devices to decode and
implement model-car operator's demands.
from the $12.88 toys that just start
and stop to the proportional-steering,
proportional-speed hobby machines
that cost $70 and up."
One of the reasons for the spread
in price is that almost all the electronic components in the cars are
discrete bipolar transistors. Most
vehicles use what is called a digital

Turning aphrase
Certainly unique among radio-controlled cars is Heuristics Inc.'s Robot 1, a
foot-long racer that follows spoken directions. Retailing for $199, the car is
designed to work with an Apple Il personal computer and Heuristics' $189
SpeechLab voice-recognition plug-in peripheral-control card. The computer
controls the car, but the operator controls the computer. After training it to
understand pronunciation of simple commands like left, right, and stop, the
operator can program the computer with more complicated commands like
"Come here." A standard control module is also supplied for manual
operation. Robot l's range is 300 feet.
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proportional-control system. In this
system, the operator's hand-held
transmitter sends a 27-megahertz
radio-frequency signal to the receiver in the car. The transmitted signal
contains up to eight commands,
which are encoded as the widths of
pulses in a train that amplitudemodulates the carrier. The commands are from scanned switches
(on/off control) or potentiometers
(speed and steering).
The receiver is usually a superheterodyne circuit that detects and
decodes the command signals, then
applies them to drivers or servo
amplifiers for each channel. A typical receiver has 40 transistors and is
powered by C or AA batteries. In
toy cars, the receiver is mounted on
the same pc board as the discrete
servo drivers. In hobby models, the
servo-driver functions are performed
by integrated circuits.
What next? The existence of these
servo-driver Ics, first produced by
Signetics Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
indicates the direction of the radiocontrol and related electronics market. Several semiconductor manufacturers are believed to be working
on linear chip sets that will do some
or all of the coding/decoding and
modulating/demodulating functions
for the vehicles.
Earlier this month, National
Semiconductor Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., announced a two-chip,
four-channel transmitter-receiver for
remote control [Electronics, Dec. 7,
p. 36]. Signetics, Texas Instruments
Inc. in Dallas, and Sprague Electric
Co. of North Adams, Mass., are
reported to be working on similar
parts, which should sell for $1 to $2
in large quantities.
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Totally new concepts in calibration and maintenance
combine to reduce your
costs and equipment downtime, while improving measurement accuracy and capability.
DigicalTM Digital Calibration permits the Series 6000 to be automatically calibrated to NBS traceable standards from the front
panel...at the simple touch of a
button.
Its ECM Tm Exchangeable
Cal-Module contains all circuits
affecting calibration traceability.
On-site calibration of all function
and ranges is as simple as removing the existing ECM and
replacing it with a recently calibrated one.
Predictive MaintenanceTM
is possible, because the Series
6000 can actually predict many
types of common failures before
they affect accuracy or operation. And its Non-Volatile CalibrationTM concept allows any circuit outside the ECM to be repaired or replaced without invalidating calibration certification.
The Series 6000 is so versatile it may well be the most
important new instrument development in recent history. Its
capabilities only begin where the
most advanced digital multimeters leave off. This is an
instrument so unique it
will change your concept of instrumentation. Call or write
today.
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4-bit,
one-chip
microcomputers
Brainy enough
for anything
from TV games
to industrial
controls.
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with on-chip, 1024x8-bit ROM.
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Now Panasonic offers you a whole family of TTL
compatible, one-chip microcomputers. So you can
choose the combination of features and capabilities
that are most cost-effective for your application.
From appliances to gas pumps and electronic
scales, to copiers, POS and intelligent terminals,
tractor controls and countless others.

Why pay for costly I/O interfacing when
Panasonic puts it all on the chip?
Our MN1400 family is ideally suited for control
functions with its extensive array of on-chip I/O
facilities. There's an 8-bit presettable counter/timer, a
clock generator, an arithmetic logic unit, and several
input and output ports. Units are available with a
self-contained 1024x8-bit ROM and a 64x4-bit
RAM memory.

Still more flexibility and
efficiency from Panasonic.
For flexibility, our instruction set contains up to 75
instructions. To give you TTL compatibility, all our
family members operate on +5V. And for extra
computing speed, we've utilized N-channel EJD MOS
construction.

Panasonic can help you cut
development time and costs.
Our Evaluator, the MN1499, can help you design,
evaluate and debug programs quickly. In addition,
software is available for a number of applications.

The Panasonic family
of one-chip microcomputers.
Package

MN1400
40-Pin
Plastic DIP

MN1402
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16-bit microprocessors, too.
They're ideally suited for a wide variety of computer peripheral and business machine applications.
Designed with minicomputer architecture LOCOS
MOS N-channel construction for optimum speed and
thruput efficiency.
For complete information and prices, write to
Panasonic Electronic Components, One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094; or call (201) 348-7269.

Panasonic
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Technical articles

Two versions of 16-bit chip span
microprocessor, minicomputer needs
Larger, 48-pin package addresses 8 megabytes of memory;
regularity of instruction set makes programming easy
by Masatoshi Shima,
A microprocessor would gain ready acceptance if it
could fit immediately into applications of current 8- and
16-bit microprocessors and at the same time have an
advanced architecture that was expandable to ensure
long product lifetime. The Z8000 from Zilog Inc. meets
the first goal easily—and does so with 10 times the
throughput of existing microprocessors. To meet the
second goal, the Z8000 has departed from the traditional
byte-oriented microprocessor design and moved toward
the more regular architecture of minicomputers.
With many of the architectural features of minis and
some pluses as well, the Z8000 is designed for minicomputer as well as microcomputer applications. To begin
with, it handles seven data types, from bits to word
strings, and offers eight selectable addressing modes. Its
81 distinct operation codes combine with the various
data types and addressing modes to form a rich 414instruction set more powerful than that of most minicomputers. Moreover, the set exhibits a high degree of
regularity: more than 90% of the instructions can use
any of five main addressing modes with 8-bit byte, 16-bit
word, and 32-bit long-word data types.
Among its architectural resources are alarge number
of on-chip registers-24 16-bit registers in all—that
dramatically reduce the number of memory references
needed in programming. Sixteen of those registers are
general-purpose, and all except one can be used as index
registers without restrictions.
Also aiming at minicomputer applications is the
Z8000's large direct-memory-addressing capability of 8
megabytes. Instead of treating it as linear space, however, the Z8000 organizes memory into a set of 128
segments of up to 65,536 bytes each. A segmented space
is closer to the way the programmer uses memory—each
procedure and data space, either local or global, resides
in its own segment. To further facilitate use of all that
space, a memory-management chip will work with the
Z8000 in performing the dynamic relocation and memory protection needed in alarge system.

Zilog Inc.. Cupertino, Calif.

Expansion is guaranteed from the 40-pin to the 48-pin
version: the segmented Z8000 can run any nonsegmented code in any one of its 128 segments using a
load-program-status instruction.
Finally, the Z8000 boasts two operating modes,
system and normal, that keep operating-system and
applications programming separate, as in computer
systems. Each mode has a separate stack, and the
arrangement isolates global features like privileged
instructions from normal programming.
An n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor chip built
with scaled-down depletion-load silicon-gate technology,
the Z8000 squeezes about 17,500 transistors into an area
of 238 by 256 mils. Its density-148 gates per square
millimeter—surpasses that of previous microprocessors
(see also "Genealogy of the Z8000," p. 83). The chip
uses a 5-volt supply and requires a single-phase
4-megahertz (250-nanosecond) clock for timing. As at

Two versions
But because the Z8000 must satisfy existing microprocessor needs, two versions are offered. Besides the 48-pin
memory-segmented version with 23 lines that addresses
8 megabytes, a 40-pin chip is offered with 16 lines to
address 64 kilobytes—the equivalent of one segment.
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Dense. The 16-bit Z8000 central processing unit is built with scaled
n-channel depletion-load silicon-gate technology. The chip, which
crams about 17,500 transistors into a 238-by-256-mil or 39.3millimeter-square area, has adensity of about 148 gates/ mm 2.
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least three clock cycles in the central processing unit are
required for one memory cycle, the Z8000 needs memory devices with acycle time of 750 ns and an access time
of 430 ns.
As shown in Fig. 1, the Z8000 has in addition to its
address and data buses and clock and power-supply
inputs six types of control buses: bus-timing, status,
CPU-state, interrupt, bus, and multiple-microprocessor
control. The three bus-timing control outputs coordinate
the data flow over the chip's address/data lines. An
address strobe signals that addresses are valid, and a
data strobe times the window for valid data in and out of
the CPU. The memory-request line is atiming signal that
eases interfacing to dynamic memory.

PROGRAM
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1. Two versions. The Z8000 fits microprocessor sockets with its
40-pin
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2. Registers. Sixteen 16-bit registers are organized into high and low
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Four words,

including the program counter,

contain the

program status and two more point to the new-program-status area.

time the first word of an instruction is fetched.
A pair of lines governs the control of all the Z8000's
buses. Driving the bus-request input low instructs the
CPU to put all its address/data, bus-timing, and statuscontrol lines into a high-impedance state so that other
devices can use them. The CPU signals it has relinquished
control with its bus-acknowledge output.
Another pair of lines is used with certain instructions
CPU status
to coordinate multiple-microprocessor systems. The
multi-micro output line issues a request, while the input
The next bus provides information on the CPU'S status.
A read/write line gives early status of the forthcoming line recognizes outside requests. Thus any CPU in a
cycle, while anormal/system line indicates which of the multiple-microprocessor system can, for example,
two modes the CPU is in for the current cycle. A exclude all other asynchronous cPus from being able to
word/byte line indicates whether the CPU is accessing 16 access acritical resource.
Finally, there are three interrupt inputs and, in the
bits of data or 8bits. The four status-control lines form a
4-bit word that indicates several bus statuses, including segmented version of the Z8000, atrap input. Interrupts
memory-request, stack, first- and subsequent-word are asynchronous events triggered typically by peripherinstruction fetch, interrupt acknowledgments, internal als needing the CPU'S attention, and traps are synchronous events resulting from the execution of specific
operation, and others.
The next of the control buses are three CPU-state instructions that occur each time the instruction is
inputs. The reset line initializes the CPU. A wait line executed with the same set of data. The two are handled
signals the CPU that data transfer is not ready. The stop in asimilar fashion by the Z8000.
The Z8000 is a register-oriented machine, placing
line halts internal CPU operation (although dynamic
little constraint on the use of its 16 general-purpose
memory is still refreshed). The CPU can be stopped each
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Genealogy of the Z8000
The changes in microprocessor architecture from the firstgeneration 8-bit devices to the fourth-generation Z8000
have been both swift and dramatic. Developments have
been guided alternately by technology limitations and by
the hardware and software demands of users.
Thus, the shortcomings of the first 8-bit microprocessor,
the 8008 developed in 1971, were technological. Metaloxide-semiconductor processing was relatively new and
set limits to circuit complexity. Also, microprocessors were
actually offshoots of calculator designs, being developed
by semiconductor and not computer houses. So performance and features left much to be desired.
Advances in processing technology gave microprocessor designers a powerful tool with which to build the next
generation of microprocessors— n-channel silicon-gate
MOS that boosted circuit speeds by a factor of four over
previous p-channel technology. Thus, the 8080, born in
1974, began the second generation of microprocessors.
By the time the third generation of microprocessors
entered the design stage, users had become more sophisticated and were involved in high-level languages. Dataprocessing applications grew in popularity, and the diskoperating system was introduced. It was those software
requirements that indicated the areas needing improvement, and the Z80 addressed the problem with softwareoriented features. It added a large number of new instructions and a second register set, two index registers, and
better interrupt handling. Still, because the Z80 maintains
source-code compatibility with the 8080, many critical
bottlenecks were inherited.
The Z80 marked the final exploitation of the original
microprocessor structure and instruction format. Attempts
to add capabilities would require two or three 8-bit instruction fetches—and exceedingly poor use of memory bandwidth and space. Moreover, the increasing popularity of
high-level languages, plus a demand for much larger
addressing space fueled by the plummeting costs of
memory, outstripped the capabilities of an 8-bit microprocessor. The various trends toward large programs,
complex distributed intelligent systems, and advanced

memory management all pointed to a 16-bit architecture.
But it was Zilog Inc.'s conclusion that a chip with
minicomputer performance could not last a decade without 32-bit operations and memory segmentation. Thus it
chose the more advanced approach of the Z8000.
The table compares microprocessors. The companion
graph indicates relative performance; though the equation
provides no absolutes, it serves as an indicator for both
hardware and software since it takes instructions,
addressing, data types and speed into account.

PERFORMANCE = NUMBER OF
DISTINCT INSTRUCTIONS x
DATA TYPES x ADDRESSING
MODE + AVERAGE EXECUTION
TIME

COMPARISON OF MICROPROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS
8080

Z80

Date of initial production

1974

1976

Power consumption (WI

1.2

1.0

1.5

Number of transistors

4,800

8,200

17,500

Number of gates

1,600

2,733

5,833

Chip size Imm 2 1

22.3

27.1

22.4

39.3

Density (gatesimm 2 )

72

101

122

148

Number of distinct instructions'

34

52

81

Combination of number of distinct instructions
and data types'

39

60

149

Combination of number of distinct instructions,
data types and addressing modes'

65

128

414

•The

Z80A

Z8000

1977

1978

numbers represent aconservative counting method. The user sees much larger number of instructions in assembly-language notation.
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FLAGS
INSTRUCTION
REGISTER
ALU
CONTROL

INSTRUCTION
DECODER

ARITHMETIC
AND
LOGIC UNIT

INSTRUCTION
ENCODER
REGISTER
CONTROL

REGISTER
FILE

ADDRESS/
REGISTE
DA TA R

4.4

ADDRESS/
DATA BUS
AD0-AD,5

SEGMENT
ADDRESS
SN 0- SN 7

CPU
CONTROL
REGISTER

3. Architecture.

LOOKAHEAD
INSTRUCTION DECODER
AND
ACCELERATOR

PROGRAM COUNTER OFFSET
REFRESH COUNTER
REFRESH TIMER
AND
INCREMENTER BY 2

The Z8000 boosts throughput with a look-ahead instruction decoder and accelerator on its internal bus. Thanks in part to

the regularity of the instruction set, an instruction actually begins execution while it is entering the instruction register.

registers. Indeed, with but one exception (the stack
pointer), no registers are ever implied in an instruction
and none whatever have special restrictions. Bottlenecks
found in early microprocessor designs, like dedicated
accumulators, are thus avoided, so that programming is
efficient and straightforward. All 16 of the 16-bit registers (R o-R 15 )can be used as accumulators. All except Ro
can be used as index registers, base registers, and as
memory pointers for indirect addressing.
A flexible register architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, the flexibility of the registers is
afforded by a unique arrangement of overlaps and pairs.
The 16 8-bit registers (RH 0-121-1 7 and RL o-R L7), all of
which may be used as accumulators, are overlapped with
the first eight 16-bit registers (R o-R 7). The eight 32-bit
long-word registers (RR o-RR 14) are register pairs, and
the four 64-bit quad-word registers (RQ 0-RQ 12 ), which
are used by a few instructions such as multiply, divide,
and extend sign, are register quadruples.
In the nonsegmented version of the chip, the last
16-bit general-purpose register, Ri5, is the stack pointer.
In the segmented version, the last two registers, Ri4 and
R15 (or long-word register RR 1
4), are needed to hold the
stack pointer, with Ri4storing the segment number while
Ri5 contains the offset. The only instructions that use the
stack pointer exclusively are call, call relative, return,
and return from interrupt; the push and pop instructions
can use any register as a stack pointer. However, all
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instructions can manipulate the stack pointer, since it is
in the general-purpose register group.
The two running modes of the Z8000 each have acopy
of the stack pointer—one for the system mode and
another for the normal mode—as implied by the primed
registers R14' and R15 'in Fig. 2. Although the stacks are
separated, the normal stack registers can be accessed in
the system mode by using the load-control-word instruction. Having two sets of stack pointers facilitates taskswitching when interrupts or traps occur. The normal
stack is always kept clear of system information, since
the information saved on the occurrence of interrupts or
traps is always pushed on the system stack before the
new program status is loaded.
In addition to the general-purpose registers, there are
the program-status registers, which contain the flags,
control bits, and program counter. In the 40-pin nonsegmented version of the Z8000, the program status is
held in two 16-bit registers: the first is the flag and
control word, the second is the program counter. In the
segmented version, program status is a full four words:
the flag and control word, a two-word program counter,
and aword reserved for future use.
Another register holds the pointer for the newprogram-status area. It comprises two words in the
segmented version and one word in the nonsegmented
version. Lastly, a refresh register contains a 9-bit counter for automatic refresh of dynamic memories.
The Z8000 executes instructions by stepping through
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Z8000 ADDRESSING MODES
Mode

Diagram

Operand value

(register)
Register

the content of the register
operand

instruction

(register)

the content of the location whose
address is in the register

Indirect register
instruction

address

operand

Instr 11CtIoll
.

Direct address

the content of the location whose
address is in the instruction
operdnd

address

instruction
....

Immediate

in the instruction

operand

(register)
instruction

the content of the location whose

displacement

address is the address in the

Index

instruction, offset by the content
of the working register
address

±

operand

(program counter)
instruction

the content of the location whose

address

.

Relative address

address is the content of the
program counter, offset by the
displacement in the instruction

displacement

-1
—

operand

(register)
instruction

the content of the location whose
address is the address in the register,

address

Base address

offset by the displacement in the
instruction
displacement

—1
--

operand

(register)
instruction

address

the content of the location whose
address is the address in the register,
offset by the displacement in the
register

Base index
(register)
displacement

±

operand

Many modes. Over 90% of the Z8000's instructions work with any of five main addressing modes, proof of the chip's software regularity. A
load-addressing instruction that accepts all eight modes accommodates any other operand-addressing scheme desired.
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NEW PROGRAM STATUS AREA POINTER

TIGHT INSTRUCTION FORMAT
LOAD IMMEDIATE BYTE
(LB)

1 1 0

SEGMENT
NUMBER

R

1

1

0

1

IMPLIED

OFFSET

1' 1 1 0

OFFSET
/
NONSEGMENTED
Z8000 (BYTES)

OFFSET

CC

DECREMENT AND JUMP ON NON ZERO
(DJNZ)

111

0

USED

JUMP RELATIVE
(JR)

W/B

e

4
PRIVILEGED
INSTRUCTION

OFFSET
12

(a)
GENERAL INSTRUCTION FORMAT

16
1

BYTE OR
WORD
WORD OR
LONG WORD

ADDRESSING
MODE

OP CODE

I
ADDRESSING
MODE

w/B

I

1

SOURCE

1

OP CODE

SOURCE

1

I

1

20

DESTINATION

1

1

24

T

DESTINATION
28

ADDRESSING
MODE

30

-

1.
32

REGISTER

1 0

IMMEDIATE
DIRECT

0 0
0 1

FOR SOURCE = 0 0 0 0

INDIRECT
REGISTER
INDEXED

0 0
0 1

FOR SOURCE # 0 0 0 0

OFFSET
SEGMENTED
Z8000
(BYTES)

NEWPROGRAMSTATUS
AREA

0

f\

OFFSET

CALL RELATIVE
ICALR)

00

UPPER

b

VECTOREDINTERRUPT
JUMP TABLE

PC =PROGRAM COUNTER

SYSTEM CALL
INSTRUCTION
SEGMENT
TRAP
NONMASKABLE
INTERRUPT
NONVECTORED
INTERRUPT
VECTORED
INTERRUPT

24

32

40

48

56

NEW PC
NEW PC

64

34

68

36

72

NEW PC

4. Instruction formats. Tight format (a) uses only one 16-bit word, is

5. Program status. The new-program-status area pointer is two

executed quickly, and saves memory. General format (b), used for

words long; the 7 most significant bits in the second word specify the

bytes, words, or long words, specifies the addressing mode using the

beginning of an area in memory from which the new program status

2 address-mode bits and the source register number.

is fetched in response to interrupts and traps.

aset of the following basic machine cycles: memory read
or write, input/output-device read or write, and internal
data execution. Since the memory cycle uses three clock
cycles to fetch the instruction or data from memory or to
write data into memory, each machine cycle also uses a
minimum of three clock cycles, though for complex
operations it can extend to as many as eight.

tion has been optimized to require only the three clock
cycles of its memory access. In most instructions, in fact,
the data-manipulation time is fully overlapped with the
fetching of the first word of the next instruction.
Throughout the design of the Z8000, meticulous
attention was paid to accelerating and optimizing each
instruction in proportion to its statistical importance.
Some instructions and data references are aligned in a
single word to speed execution, simplify logic, and get a
larger range when the relative addressing mode is used.
To further increase execution speed, as well as to
reduce memory usage, the most frequently used instructions in the Z8000 have been coded as one word. Among
these are jump relative, decrement and jump on nonzero, load immediate byte, load immediate word, and
call relative. Moreover, the sophisticated, interruptible,
preprogrammed block and string instructions can
execute memory-to-memory data manipulations as fast
as 888,000 bytes per second.

The matter of timing
Ideally, for optimum throughput, all instruction time
should be memory-cycling time; no clock cycles should
be wasted on other phases of the instruction cycle. Simulations of a wide variety of benchmark programs have
shown that, on the average, the effective memory cycle
time (also called the bus-utilization time or bus efficiency) of the Z8000 is 80% to 85% of the instruction time
and up to 90% if jump instructions are excluded. This
efficiency is a significant improvement over the 65% to
70% of the 8-bit Z80 microprocessor.
One reason for the high efficiency of the Z8000 is its
look-ahead instruction decoder and accelerator, shown in
the architectural block diagram of Fig. 3. Since the
look-ahead is tied to the internal bus, and since the
instruction set is very regular, an instruction can actually
begin execution while it is still being stored in the
instruction register. The look-ahead makes for a significant improvement in throughput, for example, in the
case of direct and indexed memory addressing (the most
frequently used addressing modes after register address),
in which the Z8000 does not require any additional clock
cycles to decode the instruction in deciding whether it is
short or long offset. The load-register-to-register instruc-
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Extra instructions
A number of powerful instructions not found on
previous microprocessors were added to the Z8000
repertoire. There are those that handle the new data
types—instructions like multiply and divide that manipulate 32-bit long-words—and other instructions that
load and store multiple words. And there are instructions
that increment and decrement the contents of any register or memory location by any number from 1 to 16.
Finally, multiple addressing modes for the push, pop,
load, and store instructions enhance performance.
An important part of microprocessor design is the
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The Z8000 family
Even aminimum system based on aZ8000 microprocessor executes instructions fast and is easy to program.
Soon to be available is afamily of associated chips that
will extend these advantages to complex Z8000-based
computer systems and networks.
The members of the family include:
• The Z-MMU memory-management unit that takes care
of memory segmentation and protection and address
translation.
• The Z-UPC universal peripheral controller, aZ8 singlechip microcomputer used as ageneral-purpose programmable peripheral device with the Z8000.
• The Z-C10 counter and parallel-I/O chip, with three
programmable 16-bit counters, two 8-bit bidirectional I/O
ports, and a4-bit I/O port.

instruction format, since logic complexity (and hence
chip size) depends heavily upon its complexity. Designing into the instruction set total software regularity
(where all instructions can use all data types and
addressing modes) is ideal, and that goal is one towards
which the Z8000 has striven.
Of the eight selectable addressing modes (see table),
the five main modes—register, indirect register, immediate, direct address, and indexed address—can be used
with nearly all instructions, excepting a few such as
rotate and shift instructions. The three other addressing
modes—relative address, base address, and base indexed
address—have been added to all load and store instructions. To save memory space, the relative addressing
mode applies additionally to jump, call, and decrement
and jump on non-zero instructions. Some instructions
have built-in autoincrementing and auto-decrementing
addressing modes. Finally, a load-address instruction,
which can use all of the eight addressing modes, supports
even the most sophisticated operand-addressing schemes.

• The Z-SIO serial-I/O circuit, which has two full-duplex
channels and is capable of handling asynchronous and
bisynchronous protocols at data rates of up to 880 kilobytes per second.
• The Z-MBU microprocessor buffer unit, a 128-by-8-bit
first-in, first-out buffer that can be cascaded to any depth
to connect asynchronous parallel processors to the Z8000
when multiprocessing.
• The Z-FIFO first-in, first-out buffer memory, also 128 by
8bits, for expanding the Z-MBU depth or interfacing I/O
ports to user equipment.
• The Z-bus RAMs, a pair of random-access memory
chips—a 2,048-by-8-bit fully static RAM and a selfrefreshing 4,096-by-8-bit pseudo-static RAM—for small
local storage.

provides a more compact instruction format with more
op codes available for additional instructions than would
be possible with the general memory-to-memory
addressing mode used in the Digital Equipment Corp.
PDP-11 minicomputer, which has two sets of addressing
modes and register fields.
Interrupts and traps

The Z8000's seven interrupts and traps, both internal
and external, are arranged in priority. The three interrupts are all external inputs: nonmaskable interrupt,
vectored interrupt, and nonvectored interrupt. The
vectored and nonvectored interrupts are maskable. Of
the four traps, the only external one is the segment input,
which is found in only the 48-pin segmented version of
the chip. The remaining three traps occur when certain
instructions limited to the system mode are called in the
normal mode, or for the system-call instruction, or for an
illegal instruction. The descending priority order of the
traps and interrupts is: internal traps, nonmaskable
interrupts, segment trap, and vectored and nonvectored
Instruction formats
interrupt.
The formats for Z8000 instructions are shown in
When an interrupt or trap occurs, the program status,
Fig. 4. The 2most significant bits in the instruction word which is contained in two 16-bit words in the nonsegdetermine whether the tight instruction format (a) or the mented version and three words in the segmented
general instruction format (b) is used. Use of the tightly version, is pushed onto the system stack followed by an
coded instruction—a single word—reduces instruction- additional word. This extra word typically indicates the
memory usage and speeds execution.
reason for the occurrence.
As long as the 2most significant bits are not both Is,
In the case of an internal trap, the reason word is the
the general instruction format applies. Those 2 bits in
first word of the trapped instruction. In the case of the
conjunction with the source-register field in the instruc- segment trap and for all interrupts, the reason is the
tion are sufficient for specifying any of the five main vector on the data bus that is read by the CPU during the
addressing modes. As shown in Fig. 4b, an all-zero interrupt- or trap-acknowledge machine cycle.
source specification distinguishes immediate or direct
The previous program status thus having been pushed
addressing from indirect and indexed addressing, both of on the system stack, a new program status is fetched
which require asource register. Source and destination- from the new-program-status table (Fig. 5) that is speciregister fields in the instruction format are 4 bits wide fied by the new-program-status area pointer. As in Fig.
for addressing the 16 general-purpose registers.
2, that pointer is the most significant byte in the newThe Z8000 does not have memory-to-memory arith- program-status area pointer register. In the case of the
metic instructions. However, it performs memory-to- segmented version of the Z8000, the pointer is two words
memory transfers on asophisticated set of preprogram- in all—the segment number is specified by the 7 most
med block-transfer and string-manipulation instructions significant bits of its second word. After the interrupt or
and offers store immediate, push immediate, and the trap has terminated, a reset sequence is entered. A
compare immediate instructions. That arrangement new program status is then fetched from afixed location
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6. Address representation. Segmented addresses appear as along

24 BIT PHYSICAL ADDRESS

L_
7. Memory management. The Z-MMU memory-management chip

word (32 bits) when represented in aregister or in memory (a). In an

carries out the memory relocation from logical to physical address by

instruction, however, an address can be a single word (b) or a long

adding the 16-bit offset value to a 24-bit base address associated

word (c) if it is within the first 256 locations of asegment.

with each segment. Two Z-MMUs handle all 128 segments.

in memory at the beginning of segment O.
Facilitating the separation of operating-system programming from applications programming are the
system and normal operating modes of the Z8000. The
distinction is made by privileged instructions, which can
only be executed in the system mode and are trapped
when encountered in the instruction flow of normalmode operation. Those instructions include all
input/output instructions, halt, enable/disable interrupt,
load control word, store control word, load new program
status, return from interrupt, and all multiple-microprocessor instructions.
High-level languages, sophisticated operating systems,
large programs and data bases, and decreasing memory
prices are all accelerating the trend towards larger
memory space in microcomputer systems. But even when
it is available, questions are raised: how is it best
accessed by aprogrammer? and what memory-management mechanism best allows the system to manage its
memory on the user's behalf? In answer, the Z8000
proposes asegmented addressing scheme.
The segment number is an unsigned 7-bit integer
ranging from 0 to 127; the offset is an unsigned 16-bit
integer ranging from 0to 65,535.
When represented in aregister, asegmented address is
always a register pair or long word (Fig. 6a). The two
words may be manipulated separately or together by any
of the word and long-word register operations. All
segmented addresses exist in memory as along word.
A segmented address in an instruction, however, has
two different forms: either with along offset (Fig. 6c), in
which the address occupies two words, or with a short
offset that is one word. The short offset, which, as shown
in Fig. 6b, implies that the most significant 8bits of the
offset are all zero, can be used whenever the address is

within the first 256 locations of a segment. That representation permits very dense encoding of addresses and is
convenient not only for indexed addressing, but for direct
addressing when short data segments are used or when
subroutines start at the beginning of asegment.
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Memory-management chip
Those addresses manipulated by the programmer,
used by the instructions, and appearing at the output of
the Z8000 are called logical addresses. Transforming the
logical addresses, which comprise the segment and offset
concatenation, into a24-bit physical address is the job of
the Z-MMU memory-management unit (see "The
Z8000 family," p. 87).
That transformation of logical address into aphysical
address, called relocation, is performed by this chip as
shown in Fig. 7. A 24-bit origin or base is logically
associated with each segment. To form the 24-bit physical address, the Z-MMU adds the 16-bit offset to the
base for the given segment. (In operation, the Z8000
sends out the segment number half aclock period ahead
of the 16-bit offset address to compensate for the time
the unit needs to do this.) Thus the Z8000 can directly
address half of a 16-megabyte physical memory space.
In addition to relocation, the Z-MMU provides
segment management and protection from undesired
writeover. Each such unit stores 64 segment entries that
consist of the segment base address and its attributes,
size, and status. Segments can vary in size from 256
bytes to 64 kilobytes in increments of 256 bytes.
Using apair of these units with the Z8000 accommodates all of the 128 segment numbers. Moreover, several
Z-MMUs can be used together to accommodate several
translation tables, although only a single pair may be
enabled at any one time.
El
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What designers should know about
off-the-shelf fiber-optic links
In choosing between available links, would-be users need to be aware
of possible tradeoffs, says Part 3of this fiber-optic design series
by Harvey J. Hindin,

Communications & Microwave Editor

LI Over a dozen companies have already invested many
thousands of hours and a lot of money in building
fiber-optic links that are ready to go. So most new
would-be users are better off buying one than attempting
to build their own. That decision, however, still leaves
them with the problems: which model? and from whom?
The purpose of every fiber-optic link (Fig. 1) is to
accept either digital data or analog waveforms at its
input and transmit them to the receivers at its output,
preferably without any alteration—that is, in a "transparent" fashion. Fiber optics' talent for this job is far
more marked than its relatively intangible drawbacks
(Table I). But being a new technology, it presents a
rather confusing picture, especially to the novice.
To quote Irwin Math, president of Math Associates in
Great Neck, N. Y.: "In many cases, the concept of a
complete ready-to-go link is not quite what the user
thinks it is. For example, everything from a lightemitting diode in a connector mount to a complete

module with power supplies, modulation circuitry, interfaces, and buffers is called atransmitter, and everything
from a poor-response-time, nonlinear phototransistor
useful only at low data rates to astandard package with
an avalanche photodiode, demodulator, and reshaping
networks is called a receiver." Most industry observers
agree with Math and explain the confusion by saying
that "what is complete to one user is only parts to
another."
A cautionary word
Table 2, which is based on data sheets from and
interviews with representative manufacturers of fiberoptic links, is intended to give the user a handle on this
situation. But it can only be considered a starting point.
Key electrical, mechanical, and optical specifications are
listed. However, they can be and are interpreted differently by different makers; test conditions are many and
varied; and there are many restrictions on the data. So it

TYPICAL SIMPLEX DATA LINK
POWER SUPPLY

11

LED OR
LASER DIODE

..L
MOD
ULATOR

SPLICES OR
CONNECTORS ••

p-in OR AVALANCHE
PHOTODIODE
1

AMPLIFIER
IF NECESSARY)

7e
GLASS OR
PLASTIC FIBER CABLE

COOING
CIRCUIT
OF NECESSARY)

11

DEMOD 11
DECODER
ULATOR
IIF NECESSARY)

DRIVER

TRANSMITTER
ELECTRICAL
OATA INPUT
(DIGITAL OR
ANALOG)

RECEIVER
4-LINK LENGTH -›
1

1

POWER SUPPLY

ELECTRICAL
DATA OUTPUT
(DIGITAL OR
ANALOG)

1. Typical. A fiber-optic data link may be digital or analog. The transmitter converts an electrical input into an optical signal by modulating an
optical emitter drive current. The light travels along the fiber to alight-sensitive diode that changes it back into an electronic signal.
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TABLE 1 FIBER OPTIC DATA LINK PROS AND CONS"

WHY ?

• handles high voltages without
isolation transformers

WHY NOT?

• cannot short-circuit
• is explosion-proof

• as anew technology, may suffer
from customer acceptance
problems

• has an effective bandwidth
orders of magnitude greater
than copper

• may cost more if advantages
do not have sufficient cash
value

• needs few repeaters because
of low loss

• may need personnel to be
trained to handle it properly

• weighs less than copper system

• may have inferior product
support, compared to older
systems

• eliminates ground loops
• does not attract lightning
• is noninductive
• will not pick up any electromagnetic, radio-frequency
or electromagnetic-pulse
interference
• does not radiate any signals
and has no noise emission
problems
• is difficult to tap since link
would have to be broken
• is free from cross-talk
• is free from sparking

• has fewer storage problems
because smaller than copper
system
• can be extensively multiplexed
• can be easily upgraded in
bandwidth
• has no need to comply with
electric codes

is all-important to deal directly with amanufacturer and
ask how suitable agiven link is to a particular application (Table 3). If answers are not forthcoming in understandable terms, then another vendor should be tried. A
user should not have to be an expert in coding techniques
or optical technology to buy alink for apurely electrical
application.
To keep Table 2 to a reasonable size, only typical
models and options from the manufacturers represented
are included. The overall aim was to list general-purpose
systems low enough in cost for use on avolume basis in
relatively simple applications. On the one hand, this
criterion ruled out units with extensive multiplexing
capabilities and special-purpose transmitter and receiver
sets designed for, say, studio-quality color television
transmission. On the other hand, it excluded kits from
companies like Augat Inc. and AMP Inc., since they
would seldom be ordered in volume to meet a system
requirement. Moreover, although kits allow the designer
a great deal of flexibility, they hardly fall into the
ready-to-go category.
Most of the entries in Table 2 are self-explanatory.
But to tie them together, some supplementary background information is useful.

chart shows which links are suitable. The other system
parameters that the manufacturer quotes should also be
maintainable up to the maximum link length. If not,
there may be some unpleasant surprises, so that it is
better to find out in advance what the tradeoffs are, if
any. Conservative practice indicates careful link margin
calculations (Fig. 2), and a vendor should be able to
provide them.
The link's environment is also important. Temperature, dust, humidity, shock, and vibration all have to be
considered. How are the connectors and housings
sealed? Most links are contained in metal boxes, some
are potted, and only a few are hermetically sealed.
Moreover, though the fiber cable itself neither radiates
nor picks up electromagnetic radiation, the electronics in
the transmitter or receiver does and may need shielded
enclosures. Also, if the fiber link is replacing an older
system, it may have to use the existing power supply
voltages. Power converters may be necessary or, alternatively, certain of the available links may be eliminated
from consideration.
Not so obvious

Performance requirements are often less easy to identify and satisfy. For example, take the question of whethPreliminary considerations
er the receiver module should be direct-coupled. This
If data must be both entered and received at either capability is important if the system is being designed for
end of alink, the system must have duplex capabilities; unknown data formats that might have components
otherwise a simplex, or one-way, system will do. Since down to dc or include long runs of binary Is or Os or data
bursts, which correspond to strong dc components.
either awaveform or adata stream must be reproduced,
Straight dc coupling is perhaps best here, but there are
it is clear whether an analog or a digital system is
needed. In the latter case, if the data source has a ac coupling techniques using special coding (see p. 94)
and dc restoration techniques that can simulate the
standard Electronic Industries Association RS-232-C
necessary dc response, though at the cost of possibly
data-communications interface, then the most efficient
introducing errors for certain codes and configurations.
link will be one that interfaces directly to it without
Still, provided the link lives up to its maker's specificafurther conversion.
tions and these are adequate for the application, it does
Link distance is usually a known quantity, and the
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Don't make it worse
The manufacturer cannot allow the system to degrade
the bandwidth or the bit rate of the transmitted signal.
This also holds for the analog signal-to-noise ratio and
the digital bit error rate. So the manufacturer's specifications for these parameters, provided the test conditions
and measurement techniques used to obtain them are
understood, indicate straightaway whether or not the
product is suitable.
Given the bandwidth or bit rate, the manufacturer has
determined the optical power necessary to provide the
necessary signal-to-noise ratio or bit error rate for the
kind of detector he is using. For some applications, in
which the system must be able to operate over all the
ranges of the variables (including environmental factors
such as temperature), it is extremely important to do this
conservatively.
The fact that all the operating characteristics of the
component parts must be known to obtain this error
information tends to favor the vertically integrated
manufacturers, who have control over all their sources.
But the problem can also be minimized by a reliable
supplier who does adequate designing and testing.
For the transmitter, the manufacturer can choose
between an LED and an injection laser. Both of them can
be selected to emit radiation at the wavelength at which
the matched fiber will introduce minimum loss.
Comparatively speaking, LEDs are the less expensive.
Their drive circuits are less complex and the voltages
they require are lower in magnitude than those of lasers.
Also, LEDS last up to 50,000 hours or more, whereas
lasers last only thousands of hour (although this figure is
improving rapidly in developmental items).
LEDS are somewhat better for analog links than lasers
because their transfer characteristic (light output versus
drive current) is fairly linear. This linearity minimizes
distortion and consequent problems with the signal-tonoise ratio. However, linearization circuits are commonly used with lasers, and their higher coupled power into
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not matter to the user what is happening inside the
fiber-optic receiver.
Digital waveform considerations are important also to
keep errors to aminimum over awide range of operating
temperatures. For example, nonreturn-to-zero waveforms will allow higher transmission rates than returnto-zero. Though the waveform to be transmitted is
predetermined in some systems, in others it may be
possible to use adata formatter to provide different and
more suitable coding.
The waveform may even become distorted (and the
error rate go up) if an LED transmitter is used at the
elevated temperatures at which it is least efficient. As
before, it is necessary to check that the quoted specifications must be maintained over the whole temperature
range. Most of the devices on the chart work up to 50°C.
Even here, there are sometimes tradeoffs to be made.
For example, whereas a wide temperature range may
cause amplifier and comparator drift when the receiver
is dc-coupled, an ac-coupled version using the 50% dutycycle Manchester code should be able to do the job,
because amplifier transimpedance drift is eliminated.

10-dB TRANSMITTER -TOCABLE INTERFACE LOSS
10.5 dB TRANSMITTER -TOCABLE INTERFACE LOSS

10

7

-16-dB/km CABLE LOSS

20 dB/km CABLE LOSS
10

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
SPECIFIED PERFORMANCE
0.1

REQUIRED PULSE FLUX
AT RECEIVER

o

100
CABLE LENGTH (m)

200

2. What's the budget? Adequate energy must reach the receiver to
insure that the bit error rate or signal-to-noise ratio never exceeds the
maximum allowed. The manufacturer (Hewlett-Packard in this case)
must ensure this for the entire operating temperature range.

the fiber —typically 10 decibels—makes them the
preferred source when the application is a broadband,
long-distance, analog link.
For digital applications, LEDS have an upper bound of
about 50 megabits per second. They are not monochromatic emitters, unlike lasers, and their emission spectrum causes pulse dispersion, which either reduces the
effective bandwidth or increases bit error rate, as the
case may be.
In contrast, injection laser diodes are particularly
useful for digital links operating above 50 ?AM. Their
spectral width is typically an order of magnitude narrower than that of LEDs, so that pulse dispersion is less of a
problem and distances and error rates can be better. In
addition, their rise times are faster than those of LEDS
and modulation rates can be higher.
The problem here is that lasing threshold current
depends on temperature and at the same time output
power is not at all linear with respect to input current.
While feedback circuits and temperature compensation
provide asolution, they add to cost and complexity and
worsen reliability. So difficulty of access and service may
eliminate lasers from consideration. In any case, few
makers of simple, ready-to-go links use them.
Making the connection
In general, the less expensive plastic fiber is more lossy
than glass and is used for shorter runs. It is important to
use the right kind of cable, since the different step-index
and graded-index types have widely varying pulsedispersion characteristics.
Here again the manufacturer has to determine the
right choice of cable numerical aperture, diameter, and
so on, in terms of the rest of his system, so that his
recommendations are to be followed closely if the user
has to buy his own cable.
Mechanical specifications are also important if the
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TABLE 2:

Company

Galileo

IPI

Centronic

ITT
Electrooptic
Products

3M Co.

Plessey OptoElectronics
and
Microwaves

Olektron

BurrBrown

TI

Model
number

DL -2

DTI

T-614/
615

3550

OML -40D

AM-DDLAS -10100K

3712T, R

TXED455CO25/489

Type

simplex

simplex

simplex

duplex

simplex

duplex

simplex

simplex
(needs drivers)

Maximum
link length
(meters)

1,000

200

1,500

100

2,000

1,000

options

50

Bit rate or
bandwidth

10 kb/s to
10 Mb/s

dc to
3Mb/s

dc to
5Mb/s
NRZ

100 kb/s to
10 Mb/s

0.1 Mb/s to
30 Mb/s

0to 20
kHz

dc to
20 kb/s

0- 67 Mb/s
AZ or
Manchester

Bit error rate
or signal-tonoise ratio

10 - 9

10

10 -8

10

10 -10

10

10 -9

NRZ or
biphase

RZ

none

50%
duty

AZ, NRZ
possible

RS -232-C

none

none

Calibration
or tuning
needed

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

Coupling

ac

dc

dc

ac

ac

dc

dc

dc

Link monitor

optional

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

1

1

1

1

RS-232-C

1

ma.

Data
format
restrictions

Input loads
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8

10

8

10

13

Output loads

-

1

4

20

1

RS-232-C

2- 4

ma.

Compatibility

TTL

TTL

TTL

TTL
C-MOS

TTL

ma.

TTL

TTL,
C-MOS

Transmitter,
receiver
voltage
and
current

4W at
110 Vac
85 W at
110 Vac

+5 Vdc at
150 mA
+15 and
+5 V

+5 V at
200 mA
+5 Vat
75 mA
-5 Vat
-75 mA

+5 V at
300 mA
±
7to
±
-15 Vat
10-25 rnA

+5 V at
300 mA
+12 Vat
150 mA

10 W at
110 Vac

+5 V at
60 mA
±
-15 Vat
+20 and
-17 mA

2V at
100 mA
5V

Transmitter
and receiver
dimensions

2.7 x4.2
x6in.
both

2x1.25
x1.5 in.
both

1.9 x0.80
x0.3 in.
both

2.7 x1.25
x0.385 in.

105 x28.5
x33 mm
both

4.5 x6
x2in.
transceiver

1.6 x3
x0.64 in.
both

0.35 x0.6
x0.48 in.
both

Package

metal case,
pc-boardmountable
optional

potted and
pc-boardmountable

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

plastic,
pc-boardmountable

metal case

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

plastic,
pc-boardmountable

Operating
temperature
(°C)

0- 50

0 - 75

- 20

0- 50

-20 - 50

0- 50

0- 70

<80

Small-quantity
price (approx.)
(S)

950

495

750

695

1,950

1,200

132

188

- 50
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RCA

Math
Associates

VaIt«

HewlettPackard

Meret

Siemens

Canoga
Data
Systems

Nippon
Electric

Radiation
Devices

C-86003E

XD -1000
RD -1000

TTK

MDL-4211

HFBR
-0010

A5/010
analog or
digital

CRS-1000

Neolink
100

FAT-4H
FAR-3H

simplex

both

duplex

simplex or
duplex

simplex

simplex or
duplex

both

simplex

simplex

1,500

2,000

1,000

2,000

100

5,000

1,000

500

1,000

dc to
20 Mb/s,
NRZ

dc to
2.0 Mb/s,
NRZ

dc to
10 Mb/s

dc to
2Mb/s,
NRZ

dc to
10 Mb/s,
NRZ

dc to 10 Mb/s
or 1Hz to
5MHz

0-56
kb/s

0-10
Mb/s

15 Hz to
10 MHz

10 -9

10 - 9

10 -9

10 -1°

10 -9

10 -1°
60 - 70 dB

10 -9

10 -9

52 dB

AZ or
NRZ

none

50%
duty

none

none,biphase
under certain
conditions

none

RS -232-C

none

none

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

-

no

yes

dc

dc

dc

effective
dc

effective
dc

dc or ac

dc

dc

ac

no

optional

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

3

1

1

6

1

-

RS -232 -C

1

n.a.

4

1

1

6

20

-

RS-232-C

10

n.a.

TTL, C-MOS
optional

TTL, MUS,
ECL

TTL

TTL

TTL

TTL

n.a.

TTL

n.a.

+5 Vat
250 mA
1-.5 Vat
30 mA

115 Vac at
<100 mA

115 Vac at
6VA

+5 Vat
10 mA
±12-±15 V
at 30 and
10 mA

5Vat
125 mA
5Vat
120 mA

2,000 VA

115 Vac

+5 V at
300 mA
+5 V at
100 mA

15 - 24 V at
<100 mA
15 - 24 V at
<75 mA

1.75 x2
x1in.
both

6.4 x12
x3.2 mm
both

6.5 x4.5
x2in.

0.5 x0.75
x1in.
both

1.7 x0.650
x0.312 in.
both

125 x158
x51 mm
both

7.4 x4.7
x2.1 in.

43 x17
x17 mm
both

5.75 x2.0
x0.9 in.

potted case,
pc-boardmountable

metal case,
pc-boardmountable
optional

metal case

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

plastic

metal case,
pc-boardmountable

metal case

metal case

0-50

0- 50

0-55

0-70

0-70

-10-40

0-50

0-50

850

415

1,200

800

570

625

825
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TABLE 3 FIBER-OPTIC DATA LINK APPLICATIONS

• interfacing computer peripherals to the central
processing unit
• interconnects for industrial process-control
instrumentation
• avionics, especially for weight reduction

• telephone and other telecommunications in industry
and the military, both long and shorthaul

just half of what could be achieved with aid of NRZ
coding because it requires twice the bandwidth to encode
at the same bit rate.
Which coding scheme is used for the actual optical
pulse transmission is of little interest to the user as long
as the data rates required to be transmitted can be
handled. It is important, though, to look out for restrictions on the data input format. Time and money may
have to be spent doing data formatting, and while simple
and well-known circuitry will do, it is another problem to
worry about and certainly detracts from a link's readyto-go status.
The ideal

• data communications, especially to standard
EIA RS-232-C
• closed-circuit television connections, both
supertrunk and local
• printed-circuit-board interconnects
• broadband distribution systems within one building

cable will be subjected to mechanical stress. Pull
strength, bending radius, and the number of times cable
can be bent must then be considered.
Some cables come furnished with connectors. If not,
the cable manufacturer should be prepared to advise his
customers on which connectors are suitable. But it is up
to the user to make sure they are readily available at a
reasonable price. Fiber-optic connector technology is a
new art and full of surprises for the uninitiated. Tolerances are acontinuing problem, and apoorly attached
connector can destroy insertion loss and the system along
with it. Splices are an alternative, unless the link length
is likely to change, in which case it is of course easier to
disconnect connectors.
Is the signal there?
Most of the links listed in Table 2use p-i -n diodes as
receivers. Avalanche photodiodes generally provide higher signal-to-noise ratios at higher bit rates than p-i -n
diodes, and their internal gain makes them most suitable
for long runs, where high sensitivity is required. But APD
gain is temperature-sensitive, so if the application has a
wide temperature range, some sort of automatic gain
control should be built into the receiver module.
P-i -n diodes take lower bias voltages than APDS (1 5to
100 volts compared with up to several 100s) and this
makes them somewhat easier to use. They also cost less
but are slightly noisier and slower to respond. For strong
signals, the APD has no real advantage, since the signalto-noise ratio's limiting factor is quantum noise—the
random times of arrival of the optical signal photons.
What's the code?
Depending on link design, data must be presented to
the input port in either coded or arbitrary format. Proper
data coding affects the link data rate. For example,
Manchester, or biphase, coding often reduces the rate to
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If long streams of Is or Os are expected at the input,
the internal coding must be able to accommodate them.
Ideally the most general link will take digital data at
rates from dc on up to an upper limit without regard to
data format and without dc drift problems.
Hewlett-Packard's system (see table) has avoided the
dc drift problem by being ac-coupled, but a careful
reading of its data sheet reveals that the user does not
have the benefit of arbitrary data-format input capability under all conditions. For example, if synchronous
transmission (both clock and data transmission) is
desired, he must provide Manchester encoding on the
input data, and under these conditions the unit operates
only down to data rates of 2Mb/s.
Other manufacturers state that there are no input
format restrictions, but they recommend Manchestercoded inputs. Here it is necessary to determine how
failure to comply with the recommendations will affect
the bit error rate of the data type used in a particular
application. Still other vendors indicate that the input
data must merely be 50% duty-cycle format, and this
must be interpreted carefully.
Meeting the standard
The Electronic Industries Association's data-communications standard RS-232-C and its later versions RS422 and RS-423 [Electronics, June 8, p. 104] provide
data control in the form of protocols for the inputs and
outputs to computers and remote data-processing equipment such as terminals, printers, and so on. The full
protocols include various handshaking routines that
provide the user with true conversational-mode,
modem-like operation.
In fact, several of the links in Table 2 are really
modem replacements, and EiA-type data can be transmitted from one location to another by using them.
As of now, available links feature the RS-232-C protocol. When the full RS-232-C protocol is transmitted
through the link, various preprogrammed computer
checks can be made on the complete link's operational
capability. Just which parts of the protocol will be essential to this and other particular applications must be
determined in advance by the user, who will have to
work with the manufacturer to see if enough of the
protocol is handled by the link under consideration.
1:71
Parts 1and 2of this three-part series on fiber-optic links, which dealt with how to estimate
their value in use and how to make apreliminary design, appeared in the Nov. 9and Nov. 23
issues of Electronics
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Designer's casebook
forward-biased, enabling the op amp's output signal to
be applied to the noninverting input of the V-f converter.
In this configuration, the gain is negative, so that the
integrator current generated has the same polarity as
before. Thus the V-f converter cannot distinguish positive and negative voltages having the same magnitude,
by Jerald Graeme
and so generates the same frequency for both signals.
Burr-Brown Research Corp
Tucson, Ariz
If DIand D2 are replaced with the emitter-base junctions of any general-purpose transistors and the transisTwo diodes and one operational amplifier will enable a tors' collectors are used to drive lamps or other indicavoltage-to-frequency converter to process bipolar input tors, the polarity of the input signal can be displayed.
signals, thus adapting it for operation in absolute-value Care should be taken to avoid reverse emitter-base
circuits. Using the integrator of the converter eliminates breakdown caused by large input-signal levels by placing
at least one of the op amps normally required for such diodes in series with the base of each transistor.
The accuracy of the converter is determined by the
absolute-value converters. Moreover, the approach is
simpler overall than ones that bias the converter's inputs same factors as affect conventional absolute-value
circuits: resistor-ratio matching and the op amp's input
at avalue midway between supply voltage and ground.
When input signal e, is positive (see figure), diode DI offset voltage.' It is most important that the R1—R4
becomes forward-biased and D2 is reverse-biased. Op resistor values be correct for agiven gain, as they have a
amp Al,which isolates the signal from the offset and part in equalizing circuit gain for both signal polarities.
bias currents of the V-f converter, then acts as a noninThe op amp offset voltage must also be minimized.
verting amplifier with again of 1+ R2/R 1;it creates an The standard trimming procedure will in effect remove
integrator feedback current equal to i
r = 10e,/R3,
any offset at the point where the diodes switch. The
provided that R4 = (
RI+ R2+R3)R 3/(R, + R2—R3).
offset at the output of the V-f converter can then be
The voltage e,(1 + R2/R 1)at the inverting input of the removed by trimming its integrator circuit.
V-f converter is then transformed into a corresponding
Ref•rent»
frequency.
1. J. Graeme, "Applications of Operational Amplifiers—Third Generation Techniques."
For negative values of ei,DI is back-biased and D2 is
McGraw-Hill, 1973.

Diodes adapt V-f converter
for processing bipolar signals

Absolute switchover. D, and

D2

switch on alternately as polarity of input signal changes, thus maintaining direction of integrator current. V-f

converter cannot distinguish between signal polarities of the same magnitude and so generates the same frequency for both.
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amplifies the signal and divides it by 100, and then it is
counted by Az,the Intersil ICL-7216B.
The ICL-7216B contains a counter, a display multiplexer, a seven-segment decoder, and digit and segment
circuits for driving A3, the HP 5082-7441 display. The
chip also provides timing for the system, including the
necessary oscillator circuitry and frequency dividers to
generate the gate, latch, and reset pulses for multiplexing the display and controlling the sampling interval
(selected by Sz).
In the period mode, input signals are limited in order
to protect Q 1,an impedance converter. A simple preamp
and Schmitt trigger, A3, converts the signal to appropriate levels for A2.
The counter also has provision for an external oscillator input. When properly used with an external 10-MHz
standard, it makes measurements with a high degree of
accuracy. S3 enables the measurement.
Calibration is easy. A signal of known frequency is
connected to the frequency input (a 100-MHz signal is
ideal), and the 15-picofarad capacitor, which is in parallel with crystal Y 1,is adjusted for a matching counter
reading. Accuracy is not greatly affected by the supply

Prescaler and LSI chip
form 135-MHz counter
by

Gary McClellan

La Habra, Calif

Combining a prescaler designed for very high frequencies with large-scale integrated circuits and a few other
devices builds amultifunction frequency counter capable
of working at 135 megahertz. The counter, which uses
complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor and emittercoupled-logic chips, has many desirable qualities, including the ability to measure the period of a waveform,
moderate power consumption (100 milliamperes, including displays), good sensitivity (16 millivolts at 135 MHz),
and portability.
In the frequency mode (selected by switch SI), signals
at the input are limited by the resistance-capacitance
network and two diodes (see figure) so as to prevent
overloading of A I,the National DS-8629N prescaler. A I
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Counting high. Three-chip circuit uses prescaler and LSI chip in frequency counter capable of operating at 135 MHz. Circuit draws total of
100 milliamperes, has good sensitivity, is portable. Counter should be built on double-sided pc board for best performance.
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voltage, as the counter holds to within two counts of the
displayed frequency over 4.5 to 5.5 volts.
The counter is best built on a double-sided printedcircuit board. Parts layout is not critical, with the exception of the input leads, which should be positioned away

Clock module supplies
chart-recorder time markers
by G. J. Millard
Volcanological Observatory, Rabaul, Papua, New Guinea

Utilizing the display segments of astandard digital clock
module—or more precisely, the signals that drive
them—this circuit enables a chart recorder to mark
intervals of 1minute or 1hour or both. Use of an already
built electronic clock, such as National Semiconductor's
popular MA1012C, guarantees a chronometer that is

MINUTES

0

1

2

3

from the display. Also, A Ishould have foil running on its
underside, to act both as aheatsink and as shielding. El
Designees casebook is a regular feature h Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Well pay $50 for each item published.

accurate, simple to construct, and low in cost ($25).
The 1-minute markers are developed from the signals
that drive segments d and eof the minutes-unit display
in the MA1012C. These signals, which are readily accessible, drive two frequency doublers, A I—A 4,that in turn
produce a pulse at point C every minute. The pulse then
triggers aone-shot (A 5,A6, RI, C1), which switches the
relay on for 2seconds.
If desired, markers can be generated at 1-hour intervals by connecting segments d and e of the hours-unit
display to a similar circuit, the output of which is
connected to point D. To differentiate between the
minute and hour markers, the relay on-time should be
set at 4 seconds by making RI in the corresponding
circuit 680 kilohms.
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On time. Markers at 1 minute and 1 hour are derived from signals that drive segments d and e of minutes-unit and hours-unit display,
respectively, in MA1012C clock module. Relay's on-time is controlled by RIC,. Timing diagram details operation for minute markers.
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Flyback converters: solid-state solution
to low-cost switching power supplies
For the user, close attention to design detail will yield
ahigh-performance system with low production costs
by Robert J. Boschert,
Ill Long a fixture in high-power applications like mainframes and their peripherals, the solid-state switching
power supply is only now making its mark in low-power
applications where the low-cost linear supply predominates. Momentum for this thrust comes from simplified
switcher designs that lower the cost of converting an ac
input to multiple dc outputs.
Typically, most switching converters have been
custom designs, tailored to solve aparticular problem or
set of problems. When equipment makers ran into size,
weight, or cooling restrictions as they designed supplies

Boschert Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

into their gear, they ordered the custom switchers.
With the new standard converters, these manufacturers are finding they can profit from such advantages as
improved portability and the elimination of cooling fans,
without sacrificing economy. Thus switchers are beginning to show up in volume in such low-power applications as microcomputer systems, home-computer video
terminals, and small commercial computer systems.
Minimizing cost
The new switchers may be the product of acommon
design philosophy, but their different makers do not
agree on how to minimize costs. Nor do they agree on
what cost-performance tradeoffs to make in most cases.
The original-equipment manufacturer, faced with this
controversy, can resolve it for his particular applications—but only if he is familiar with some of the basic
design considerations in this field.
What he will find for his consideration is such designs
as the Boschert OL25 series. These general-purpose,
low-power switching supplies are designed to compete
directly against linear supplies by reconciling the lowest
possible cost with acceptable performance in most cases.
These switchers (Fig. 1) are an adaptation of the
flyback, or ringing choke converter, generally used in
television receivers' horizontal circuits, xenon flash units,
and other very low-cost applications. Other techniques
are used by other switcher manufacturers, but the
flyback approach minimizes the costs of both magnetic
and semiconductor components. The new Boschert line
attacks the problem of high regulation costs by novel
power-control methods.
The initial choice

1. The big punch. The OL25 switcher measures 2.5 by 4 by
inches and weighs 12 ounces; yet it delivers a hefty 25 watts of
switching power. An adaptation of the flyback converter, the design
minimizes both magnetic and semiconductor costs.
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In theory, all switchers are alike; in practice, their
designers can choose among a number of basic
approaches (Fig. 2). Usually they select the one that
provides the required performance with no need for
added components or amajor engineering effort. Often,
a better decision is to select a lower-cost and -performance basic circuit and to design in the higher performance with an engineering effort that also seeks to minimize production costs.
Since the switcher essentially is an electronic system
rather than a traditional power supply, it should be
evaluated as a system, rather than as the sum of its
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components. Coming into play are such considerations as
consolidation of functions, regulation and ripple filtering, the number of power stages, and energy storage.
Most applications require multiple power outputs.
Major savings may be achieved combining a function
necessary for each output stage in ashared circuit. For
example, the filtering required after the power switch
might be combined into afilter circuit at the outputs.
The OEM designer may find that he must allow for
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the switcher's benefits without cost penalties. For example, the designer of a digital system wants a precise
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2. Switching converters. Low cost makes the quasi square-wave

converter (a) attractive. For medium power, the two-stage switchers
(b) excel. Forward and flyback converters (c and d) require clever
design to offset their higher-priced parts.
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Ripple in switching power supplies tends to raise
designers' emotions, for it is inescapable. The fast
switching characteristics of these units means the
phenomenon is inherent, so it is pointless to strive for the
lowest possible ripple at any cost.
However, every converter output has a filter, which
generally can be designed to reduce ripple to an acceptable level at anominal cost. Ripple voltage levels within
2% of the dc output voltage usually are low enough for
the ripple to become buried in the normal system noise.
In most high-power applications, semi-regulation on
auxiliary outputs does not suffice. Therefore, the basic
converter's cost should be minimized, and the savings
should be used for such performance-improving functions as a linear post-regulator and a filter on each
auxiliary output. The quasi-square-wave converter of
Fig. 2a is the choice here, because it requires only one
power conversion, minimizing semiconductor costs.
For medium-power applications, the two-stage switcher (Fig. 2b) is the best choice, because its improved
power conditioning makes semi-regulation practical.
Post-regulators are eliminated and filtering requirements
are minimized, but at the expense of additional semiconductor devices in the basic unit.
However, the costs of medium-power semiconductors
are reasonable, and the two-stage design shown trades
off the cost of added devices against savings down the
line. Also, it needs only one primary inductor, whereas
the quasi-square-wave unit needs one for each output.

Forward and flyback converters (Figs. 2e and d,
respectively) could be used for medium-power applications, but they are too expensive at present component
costs. A forward converter needs alarge inductor in each
output for energy storage. A flyback converter does not
need such inductors, but its utilization of power semiconductor devices is less efficient, requiring the use of
relatively expensive components.
For low-power applications, efficient utilization of
components is less urgent, because the low-power semiconductor devices used are relatively inexpensive. Moreover, the OEM designer can choose a switcher from a
number of converters with a single power switch and
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3. The OL25 power supply. A novel control circuit to adjust current flow during operation is governed by a feedback from the + 5-V output
through A, and Az to transistors Q, and 02. The ± 5-V outputs are regulated; the ± 12-V are semi-regulated.

one output change.
Forward converters have been preferred over flyback
switchers because of their relatively higher performance.
However, a flyback-based power supply can offer equivalent performance to a forward unit if its designer plows
back part of the savings in magnetic and semiconductor
costs into design improvements. The savings in output
inductors more than offsets the slight increase in transformer complexity needed to combine the isolation and
storage functions.
Low-cost energy
Yet this more complex double-duty transformer
contributes heavily to the flyback converter's major
advantage: lower-cost energy storage. Often overlooked
as so fundamental a fact of switcher design, energy
storage represents alarge chunk of total system costs, as
well as being akey to the unit's efficiency.
Energy is stored when the power-switching transistor
turns on and is delivered to the load when the transistor
turns off. Switch-control regulation thus replaces the
highly inefficient energy-dissipation techniques used to
regulate linear power supplies.
However, most switchers must store their energy in
expensive magnetic components. By storing energy in the
isolation transformer, the flyback converter eliminates
this component expense. Moreover, it needs the fewest
components for each basic power-handling function. In
fact, one component suffices for each function, because
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the flyback converter is asingle-ended circuit.
As the Boschert OL25 series shows, the result can be a
versatile design (Fig. 3) that provides 25 watts maximum in four continuous outputs over worst-case linepower conditions. The basic model has ± 5-v regulated
outputs and ± 12-v semi-regulated outputs. A modular
design approach allows outputs to be tailored for optional voltages throughout a ± 40-v range.
The main challenge in flyback design is to minimize
the cost of the control circuitry. In general, controlling
the output power is achieved by a blocking oscillator
power stage that changes state whenever total positive
feedback gain from the switching section through the
transformer exceeds unity. The blocking oscillator then
usually delivers afixed amount of power.
Controlling the power
The OL25 operates as a blocking oscillator under the
following control law: output is linearly proportional to
current flowing in the primary circuit at the time transistor Q 1 in Fig. 3turns off. The simplifying assumption is
made that output power is independent of input line
voltage and operating frequency, so far as the control
loop is concerned. Then the control-loop model for the
power stage is simply acurrent source driving the output
capacitances.
To adjust power flow during operation, the OL25
implements a novel control circuit. The new technique
provides excellent regulation resulting in significant
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CONTINUOUS
MODE

DISCONTINUOUS
MODE

5. Flux modes. The OL25 converter operates in the discontinuous
flux mode because of better cost tradeoffs, despite the greater
average power delivery in the continuous mode operation. Also, the
continuous mode operation requires complex control circuitry.
4. Modulated threshold. The basic oscillator's primary current is
limited by afixed threshold (a), but the OL25's circuit (b) implements
a modulated threshold technique that results in a variable duty cycle;
hence, the power outputs are constantly regulated.

savings in the components required for control circuitry.
Moreover, the circuitry occupies little more than 10% of
the total board area.
In a basic blocking oscillator (Fig. 4a), primary
current rises linearly until a preset current threshold is
reached, then drops to zero until the end of the cycle. In
the OL25 (Fig. 4b), the current threshold is modulated,
resulting in avariable duty cycle and power adjustment.
The control circuit is designed to home in on that duty
cycle, ensuring proper regulation. The circuit programs
the current level at which the power-stage feedback
exhibits a gain greater than unity. Thus, switching
proceeds at the proper duty cycle.
Greater stability
In addition to reducing cost, the technique enhances
stability. It results in a90° phase lag of output currents
at high frequencies, instead of the 180° shift characteristic of direct duty-cycle control.
This primary current control simplifies feedback
compensator design. Switching frequency for this design
is around 20 kilohertz, and operating frequency is
inversely proportional to the output power.
The blocking oscillator turns on when the energy
stored in the magnetic field of transformer T1in Fig. 3is
approximately zero. It turns off at an energy level determined by the base drive voltage, the emitter resistor RE
(the current-sense resistor), and the primary inductor.
Stored energy is released to the outputs via rectifiers D4
through D7. When the energy in T1 has been drained to
approximately zero, the switching cycle repeats.
Transistor Q1 provides the desired adjustment of
power flow. Q1 and Q2 are part of a current-limiting
circuit that varies the duty cycle. The adjustment is
governed by feedback from the ±5-v output through
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amplifiers A1 and A2, so that a rise in voltage above
+5 y produces a compensating reduction in output
power and voltage.
Q1 saturates and the transformer-inductor primary
current starts its linear climb. The current increases until
the rising voltage across RE reduces the base current
enough for Q1to operate in the linear class A mode. QI's
constant-collector-current characteristics cause current
limiting, so the rate of change of current in T1decreases;
the voltages across the primary and base windings
decrease; and Q1is driven off.
Now the energy stored in Ti's magnetic field must
escape. The voltage on the windings reverses in polarity
and increases in magnitude until adecay current path is
found. The output rectifiers D4 through D7 conduct
before input rectifier DIconducts. DIclamps the leakage
inductance spike on the primary switch to the input
source voltage.
Q1 remains off until all energy is drained from T1and
the output rectifier currents go back to zero. T1 then
rings back with the primary inductance and C2's capacitance until Q1 is again biased class A and turns on to
repeat the cycle. Output power is alinear function of the
current flowing in Q1as it comes out of saturation.
Lowering control costs
A major savings was achieved in the feedback control
circuit by using + 5-v—compatible integrated circuits.
One is an adjustable zener diode, the TL 430, a 3-pin
package used as an error amplifier. The conventional
control circuit is a 16-pin integrated circuit. The other is
MCT2E, an optical isolator that does double duty as an
optoisolator and as part of the control circuit.
The TL 430 (A 1 in Fig. 3) meets the requirements for
feedback control in switching regulators with on-chip
functions like the high-gain operational amplifier and a
voltage reference. In this application, the +5-v output
provides both power and feedback signal. The TL 430's
2.75-v internal reference voltage is compared with the
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output feedback signal at the wiper of potentiometer R F.
The optoisolator, A2,provides the necessary ac line
isolation. The alternative would be placing asmall transformer in the control loop. In the main power path, T,
provides the required isolation.
A I, Az, and the current-limiting circuit control the
amount of power flowing to the secondary. Al operates
as an inverting transconductance amplifier. When the
+5-v output voltage rises, A 1 drives the light-emitting
diode in A2 harder, thereby controlling the current
through the latter's output transistor.
The current from A2 prebiases the base of Q2,reducing the current required to turn that transistor on. When
Q2 is biased on by arise in voltage across resistor R E, QI
turns off. The result is output regulation through adjustment of peak current and thereby output power.
The silicon controlled rectifier to the right of Al in IL Safe operation. Q, was chosen from Motorola's MJE 13004 family
Fig. 3is part of atemperature-stabilized crowbar circuit of power transistors because it exhibited areverse bias that allows a
that provides over-voltage protection. The circuit acts as proper margin of safety in the converter design. The 75-W npn
ashort when the 5.1-v zener diode, 13 8,is overcome and transistors are designed for high-speed switching applications.
the voltage at the SCR gate exceeds 0.8 v. The SCR
Selecting the power switching transistor (Q, in Fig. 3)
selected assures the high rate of current change needed
is a matter of determining the required duty cycle. The
to discharge the output capacitances.
limiting factor is the safe operating area of QI's reverse
Accounting for filters
bias. Consider the steady-state design equation:
Each output filter in Fig. 3 is shown as a ,r-section
volts X seconds
volts X seconds
filter with an inductor. This is not ageneral requirement,
turns(off) (on) =
turns
but it may be needed in some applications to minimize
ripple on one or more outputs. Hence, the output stages for the on and off states of the ac-power-line input side
are designed to accept asmall air-core inductor and the of the converter. If just the primary winding of the
transformer-inductor is considered, the number of
additional capacitor required by air-section filter.
The input filter is standardized. It has sufficient primary turns drops out, and the voltage stress on Q1can
capacity to maintain maximum power output for 16 be analyzed.
milliseconds after aline-power interruption.
Using two equations
For energy storage, the flyback converter's transformThe voltage stress equals the source voltage plus the
er must be designed in as a multi-winding inductor
rather than as atransformer. All power-inductor param- primary flyback voltage. If on time equals off time (a
eters become critical, and the winding geometry must be 50% duty cycle), flyback voltage equals source voltage.
Thus, Q, must hold off twice the source voltage plus any
planned carefully to minimize leakage inductance.
In designing the transformer-inductor, some general spike voltage due to leakage inductance.
On the other hand, keeping the duty cycle as high as
criteria must be met. The magnetic circuit path is usually gapped in the one place where energy is stored. For practical reduces the amount of current the transistor
the most part, the path operates over aflux density range must pass. The switch current's dc component is:
from zero to maximum, typically 3,200 gauss for power
power output
ferrite at 100 °C.
'Switch —
X nxduty cycle
Core size determines the number of turns and the
turns ratio can be derived from a steady-state design where nis efficiency. These two equations give voltageequation. For the Boschert OL25, an Electrical Plastics current tradeoffs for various power levels and transistor
M1187-2 core is used. The turns for the primary and specifications.
Since reliable operation is the most important considsecondary coils are shown in Fig. 3.
The OL25 converter operates in adiscontinuous flux eration, peak voltages must be kept within the limits of
mode. This provides a better cost tradeoff then the presently available low-cost transistors. Compensating
continuous mode since it reduces the volume of the for the increases in input voltage by reducing the duty
cycle accomplishes this.
magnetics components, and control-circuitry costs.
One OL25 version for 110-v application operates at a
In the continuous mode, the ac flux is small compared
40%-50%
duty cycle, and another version for 220-v
to the dc component. Hence the current flowing in the
switch transistor at turn-off is much the same as at application operates at a20%-25% duty cycle. For both,
turn-on, and the average power delivered to the load is the transistors are selected from the Motorola
greater than for discontinuous operation for agiven peak MJE13004 family of 75-w npn silicon power transistors.
transistor current (Fig. 5). However, the continuous Designed for high-speed switching in inductive circuit
mode requires relatively complex oscillator and control applications, the MJE13004 has the reverse-bias safe
operating area shown in Fig. 6.
circuitry, shooting costs up.
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Top executives look at 1979
with asprinkling of optimism
despite world economic concerns
While some see downturn, most don't expect
afull-blown recession in the near term;
in the U. S., Carter Administration
receives mixed notices on attitudes and actions

ANDREW C. KNOWLES Ill
vice president, Digital Equipment Corp.
There's no question in Knowles'

moved to bolster the dollar, DEC

mind where 1979's problems will lie.
"The main concern is the economy.

the forces behind capital formation.

was forecasting a flat 1979, but

They're economic illiterates. Carter

Knowles now looks for a recession:

The First National Bank of Boston
predicts a prime rate of 12.5% by

took an adamant position on the
capital-gains tax reduction: he was

the end of the first quarter or the be-

"We think there will be aslide, but
we don't know how big it will be."
The high prime rate will put pres-

ginning of the second quarter, and
tight money affects original-equip-

sure on the economy as the Administration intended. However, the situ-

like [the late Rep. William A.] Steiger

ment manufacturers in that they
don't get bullish in their expansion
plans."

ation should never have been let deteriorate to the point where such
drastic moves were required.

ness over the long haul. From about

The ripple effect is already slowing
minicomputer sales, but the year

"There don't seem to be very
many good economists in Washing-

looks good. "We'll grow, but it won't
be at the 40% rate of the past."

high-technology businesses formed
in the Boston area. Since then, only

ton. Idon't think Carter has agood
Council of Economic Advisers, nor

Before the Carter Administration

does the Administration understand
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going to veto it."
Fortunately, "there were people
[R., Wis.], who pushed through a
capital-gains bill that will help busi1957 to 1969, there were 200 new

about 50 have been started. Ithink
that is adirect result of the restrictive
capital-gains law of 1969."
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SIDNEY L. SPIEGEL
president, Wyle Laboratories'
Distribution Group
That Spiegel looks at 1979 as a
cooling-off period should raise few
eyebrows. After all, he has staked
out aposition as perhaps the sole
bear among usually too bullish electronics distributors. On the other
hand, he does not sense acalamitous downswing, either.
"In late October, Itold my people:
'Let's make plans based on zero industry growth.' " Until then, the
standard 10% annual increase
looked likely, but warning signs of

J. FRED BUCY
president, Texas Instruments Inc.
Next year could be the year of the
tightrope. "A recession is not an absolute certainty," but President Carter "will have to walk avery tight
line" to avoid arecessionary downturn next year or in the election year
that follows. So White House economic policy is definitely a major
concern for Bucy.
While the semiconductor business
should outstrip the economy as a
whole in 1979, "it will be atighter
market." The overall economy will
decelerate until the fourth quarter,
and then begin to turn up. If all goes
well, 1979's real growth will be less
than that of 1978 but will still be a
positive figure.

"business in general is bound to cool

skyrocketing inflation and interest
rates obliterated that.
Tempering adownside tilt, howev-

off some" on capital spending. "We
could see interest rates at 12% to
15%, if things continue at the rate

as bad as in 1974-75." As usual for
distributors, these include double or-

capital investments next year in numerous growth opportunities. But

they're progressing now. That would
put areal squeeze on major expansions," Bucy says.
Though "it sounds like astrange
thing to say two years into an Administration, it's still too early to tell
about the true Carter stance toward
business." In some instances, the
President seems to have reversed his
anti-business attitudes.
An example is the tax bill signed
this year, which contained some

er, is the fact that "excesses are not

dering, ajump in accounts receivable, and delivery stretchouts.
Zero industry growth, surprisingly,
holds no terrors. A stable period is
welcomed because Wyle can "buckle down to the fine tuning that is impossible when business is too
good." Improving inventory control
techniques is one task that gets
overlooked when the priority is to
ship parts out the door.
If adownturn falls into arecession,
Spiegel will do some things different-

good bit of his projection depends

items that Carter had said he would
veto. However, in terms of the Ad-

upon the Carter Administration's

ministration's pro-business actions

ly. Not only will he ride herd on "who
Igive credit to, but no supplier will

That said, he makes it clear that a

ability to avoid triggering a reces-

to date, "it's hard to separate those

talk me into taking a half million dol-

sion. Recent wage and price guide-

taken sincerely from those taken out

lars more [worth of electronics prod-

line efforts, coupled with the Presi-

of political expediency."

dent's money-tightening moves to

"One of the biggest negatives as

support the dollar, have "definitely
pulled the threat of a recession for-

far as business is concerned continues to be an uncertainty about

ward from where we were thinking it

Washington, both about Congress
and the executive branch. Until
that uncertainty is removed, busi-

might possibly come."
With the electronics industries in a
more favorable position than most,
TI is planning to make substantial
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ness is going to be hesitant to make
investments."

ucts] without having better reasons
than last time."
On the plus side, the latest
changes in tax laws indicate a better
government attitude "to make business more productive." On longerrange prospects for the electronics
industries, "I'm not wavering from a
positive outlook."
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RAYMOND W. PEIRCE
president, Oak Technology Inc.
Unbridled optimism about 1979 may
be an unusual outlook this year, but
internal reports lead Peirce to predict that the components divisions
that make up his subsidiary of Oak
Industries Inc. will be able to repeat
1978's record level of sales and
earnings. "Generally, we'll match
this year's sales increases," which
should be "hefty." The rest of the
electronics industries will plod
through either "flat or slightly increased sales levels," and the rest of
the national economy "will have alit-

TIMOTHY C. CRONIN
chairman, Inforex Inc.

tle problem."

Like most other chief executive officers, Cronin sees his Burlington,

A few little problems are cropping
up at Oak, too. Increased costs for

Mass., company in good shape
through 1979, but he is not happy

employees' fringe benefits is one,
and another is ashortage of corpo-

with the Government's policies. "It's

rate development planners that
would work on new projects.
Peirce also says that the Carter
Administration is not much of a
friend, especially when it comes to
export policy. "The Government is
not doing much to alleviate the problems," and doing away with the con-

Interest rates will be a big factor,
Cronin stresses. "The high rates will
influence the rate at which people
acquire equipment and will lead to
an enforced credit crunch. The rental

my judgment that the economic outlook for 1979 is substantially influenced by, if not caused by, Federal policy. We have aCongress and

business is cash-intensive; and,
while we have more staying power

Administration that don't understand

nated debt, small companies don't

basic economics.

have much cash. Ithink that will lead
to more fallouts and mergers."

"I think they'll conclude that with
the measures they've taken to curb

cept of DISC—the domestic interna-

inflation—shoring up the dollar and
hiking the prime rate—and with the

tional sales corporation—will hurt.
"It's an important factor for the en-

election behind them, the pressure's
off. This only addresses the psychol-

tire industry."

ogy of the issue, not the reality, be-

More competition, both in the
U. S. and overseas, is the largest

cause there are still substantial Government deficits."

storm cloud on the horizon. European manufacturers are turning up in

economic stability but not because

the lucrative Far East market, and

of Government policy, "and this

Japanese component suppliers look
as though they might follow that

gives me concern. Isee both upticks
and downticks." On the downside,

Next year will be one of overall

than some others going into 1979
because of our $20 million subordi-

For Inforex, 45% of its revenues
are gained in overseas competition
with government-subsidized foreign
companies, especially in Europe. Yet
the Government is making it more
difficult to do business overseas—
for example, by moving to get rid of
DISCs (domestic international sales
corporations).
How tough are the foreign competitors? Look at Italy, where the
government provided 99% of the
funds to start acompany in the
data-entry business with asystem

country's original-equipment manu-

high inflation and interest rates "will

facturers by moving to the U. S.

clearly dampen the economy. Ithink

built directly to Inforex specifica-

"Their customers are coming to the

we'll see substantial delays of computer-installation decisions that will

tions. "We can compete with them,

States, so they have to consider
coming. If they don't, they're risking
losing business."
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counterbalance all the positive

but not if we're being attacked domestically, and Idon't see that cli-

things we have going for us."

mate changing."
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DAVID H. METHVIN
president, Computer Automation Inc.
Especially galling for 1979 is what
Methvin calls the No. 1problem:
"the anti-business mentality of government, through and through." On

e

the Federal level, President Carter
"is apopulist, dumb on economics."
In California, even tax-cutting Proposition 13 has not significantly turned
••

around a "soak-business mentality."
Moreover, "I am convinced we're
being set up for wage and price con-

HEINZ RoSSLE
general manager, ITT Semiconductors Group
Especially in December, the view
from aBlack Forest mountaintop
can be heady. Heady, too, are the
near-term prospects for the semiconductor business in West Germany, as seen by Missle from his headquarters in Freiburg.
"The year 1978 will end up as a
good one for us, and 1979 will turn
out to be agood one too. To be
sure, in our industry, a lot depends
on pricing, and declining prices will
continue to be anagging problem."
For all the good prospects, however, "doing business is getting tough-

ReSssle's assessment of the market
and business environment pretty
much reflects the feelings of other
German executives. On one subject,
however, his views differ from those
of many in the industry: Japan's
strong presence in world markets.
A tough-minded businessman not
given to fretting over Japanese competition, he declares, "In areas like
very large-scale integrated circuits,
you can't keep the Japanese out of
your markets on technological

trols." Also, he still intends to move
his firm out of the state because of
high-priced housing, scarce personnel, and onerous taxes.
"The only question remaining
about a 1979 recession is when and
how severe." Current and near-term
business, "so far looks good," but
"lots of signals are flying that remind
me of 1973-74," chiefly high inflation and the cost of money. The bellwether indicator is consumer spending: "If it tails off, look out."
The minicomputer industry, booming since its birth, will sail through a
slight recession without ahitch.

grounds. After all, they are good.

However, a "steep drop would slow
the growth rate down." In fact, a

er and tougher." One thing making it

The semiconductor business is a
worldwide business, and you simply

so is the declining value of the U. S.

cannot give one contender an out-

the excesses.

dollar. In effect, that raises the value
of the Deutschmark, which in turn

sider's role if he adheres to accepted

"It could be good for the industry,
because we've outstripped our re-

makes most German products more
expensive on foreign markets.
"Since prices in our business are
calculated in terms of dollars. American producers have adecided cost
advantage in markets that we also
serve. That makes competition pretty tough." He is also abit apprehen-

marketing practices."
Nor is Japan impenetrable. "It
may be tough to do it, but you can
enter that market. Once you learn
how to do business there, you will
find many loyal buyers."
Doing business in Japan involves
emphasizing quality and service.

mild slowdown would cool some of

sources—people, wages, and
parts." Methvin's own company, in
superheated Orange County, has hit
a major roadblock in hiring computer
engineers and programmers.
An overseas thrust is more than a
prospect, with a$3.5 million new

Price is not always the prime consid-

plant in Ireland being the company's

sive over the decline in component
prices and the German labor unions'

eration of Japanese customers.
"Many Westerners have not learned

major expenditure. There will be little
happening in the Orient soon, "be-

demand for a35-hour week and
more vacation time.

the basics of doing business in Japan or are afraid to compete there."

cause fighting asolid front in Japan
has frozen us out."
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CHARLES E. SPORCK
president, National Semiconductor Corp.
What troubles Sporck is that business is booming even as talk about a
recession spreads. "The marketplace has never been stronger, but
at the same time the economists and
the analysts say there's going to be
a recession."
If adownturn comes, it may be
overdue because people have been
saying for the last two years that it
was six months out. Ho,vever, "by
and large, we don't see any evidence in the markets that there's going to be arecession."

doing business is going up, with new
capital investment this year double

age does not just apply to engineers;
it also includes the technicians to

that of any previous year. The research and development budget,

back them up.

historically 8.5% of sales, is going up
both as a percentage and as an

portive of the industry, "I happen to
feel that California [state govern-

amount this year "and will stay the
same next year."
The shortage of electronics engi-

ment] could greatly improve its business atmosphere." He names the in-

neers is another problem. "There
aren't enough being turned out anywhere in the world." Although the
problem is by far the worst in Silicon
Valley, it is troublesome everywhere.

Although local government is sup-

ventory tax, "an antiquated item
that clearly indicates that the state
feels that it's easier to tax business
than tax income earners themselves.
It is a regressive tax that clearly motivates business to go elsewhere."

At the same time, he says that the

To alleviate the problem, "the first

stock market has away of indicating

thing we can do is to expand opera-

a downturn—and it has been acting

tions outside the valley," something

Texas, the home state of Texas In-

troubled lately. "So, Iguess that
somewhere out there, in six or nine

struments. "In Texas, there are no

months or ayear, there's going to be

National has been doing for some
time that might give it ajump on its
competitors, Sporck says. Moreover,

aslowdown, downturn, or recession,
depending on its severity."

the company is working hard at hiring college graduates and generally

Meanwhile, National has no choice

"competing with our competitors in

but to operate at capacity to meet
the demand. However, the cost of
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hiring and training people." He
quickly adds that the severe short-

He invites comparison of California's tax environment and that of

corporate taxes at all, no inventory
tax at all, no capital-gains taxes at
all. All of those things we have in
great abundance in California, and
we have to compete with Ti" However, California is abetter place to
live and work.
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KENNETH WALTON
general manager, ITT Components
Group UK
Britain's components makers in particular, and its electronics industries
in general, must live with two facts of
life. One is increased competition
coming from the Far East, and the
other is athreatened, union-led
domestic wage explosion.
In fact, component imports already account for half the domestic
market. "The only way for UK companies to stay alive is to follow the
Japanese example and specialize.
That way you can improve quality,
increase sales volume, and reduce
unit costs."
Practicing what he preaches, Walton is moving his company increasingly into the professional electronics
sector. Not coincidentally, that is the
only bright spot detectable for next
year. "I see it as aparticularly strong
export-based growth area, with large
order books from companies like
Plessey, the GEC group, and the British Aircraft Corp."
However, the biggest threat to the
competitiveness of the UK electron-

ANDREW S. GROVE
executive vice president, Intel Corp.
capacity to produce, leading to lost

The overall economic picture is blurring into confusion, yet "the seg-

opportunities. Grove looks for strong

ments of the economy into which we
supply products seem to be boom-

growth "if there's no disaster in the
economy" but not at another 50%,

ing," Grove says. "The problem is to
figure out how much of aconnection

which would be "suicidal."

there is between the two."
Generally speaking, Intel should
grow strongly, partly because its
market segments are growing much
faster than the economy. In particular, data processing and telecommunications have produced strong de-

Overseas sales expansion should
be about the same as the domestic
growth, with foreign markets totaling
between 30% and 40% of sales. The
Japanese challenge probably will not
heighten next year, after increasing
"a great deal" in 1977 and 1978.
Moreover, "we don't see as much

mand "two years, back to back."
Also significant is the industrial mar-

change the last half of this year as

ket, where microprocessors have

Japanese probably will not expand
outside memory products, partly be-

the same period of last year. The

ics industries in 1979 could be labor

taken hold for control applications
Although the stock market is

militancy. The unions so far have

down and interest rates are up, a

scornfully rejected the government's

more pressing concern than a reces-

to approach."
Recruitment "over any time period

5% guideline for raises.

sion is "finding the optimum path to
be ready for opportunities for prod-

ing trained engineers. We were trying

"It's going to be well above 10%,

cause "the memory market is easier

is adifficult problem, especially find-

and Ican only predict afurther in-

ucts. The trick is to balance between

crease in unemployment. Idon't
think there is going to be any doubt

commitment and capacity."

to fill a larger proportion of our
engineering needs out of new col-

This balancing act concerns Intel
because it "definitely was unpre-

lege graduates. It wasn't easy, but
we met our goals." Helping to ease

rect taxation and an increase in indi-

pared for expansion" this year,
which saw sales grow 50%. Conse-

recruiting is that Intel now can offer
work locations outside California to

rect taxation are necessary.

quently, demand is well ahead of its

match individual preferences.

about that." To improve the English
economic climate, a reduction in di-
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KAZUO IWAMA
president, Sony Corp.
High on lwama's worry list is the
rapid fall of the U. S. dollar overseas.
"I would like to see the dollar and
the yen settle down at some set
level. We cannot deal with constant
changes in exchange rates."
Over 50% of Sony's $2-billion-plus
net sales are from overseas markets,
which suffer from price changes during currency fluctuations, especially
in the vital American market. HowevJOHN S. SECKER

er, the color TV plant in San Diego

general manager, Micro Switch division, Honeywell Inc.

has been agreat aid in softening the
price squeeze, since it uses almost

What Secker hears about the economy and what he sees in incoming orders are two different things. While
forecasters debate whether the future includes a recession or just a
downturn, the chief of the keyboard,
switch, and components group sees
continued healthy growth.
"I'm confused, along with everybody else. Common sense says that
there should be aslackening, but we
don't see it. No sign of clouds."
The muddled economic picture,
with strong demand but an uncertain

Increased local costs are aproblem, and they are one spur to efforts

100% Americán-made components.
That plant has also helped avoid

to increase productivity. For example, the workman's compensation
tax in Illinois is among the highest in

some of the sting of the Orderly Market Agreement (OMA) between the

the nation, and the pinch is starting
to hurt. "We're fighting increased local costs. We're feeling it, but we
won't change our tactics." In other

U. S. and Japan to limit the imports
of color television receivers into this
country.
Although lwama believes that the
American-based plant deflects some

words, Micro Switch will not run to
the lower-cost southern states.

of the problems of export limitations,
he is still unhappy about the OMA

Government efforts to control inflation—higher interest rates, wage

wan and in South Korea an advan-

because it gave producers on Tai-

future, requires constant surveillance
to avoid the familiar bugaboo of
double ordering. "We're continually

and price guidelines, and reduced
regulatory burdens—are worth ten-

tage they quickly exploited. "We
consider it unfair for American plants

tative high marks. Secker says that
business is inclined to support Presi-

on Taiwan to get the benefits from
restriction on Japanese sets. The

scouting our order books for double
ordering. It is adanger, but we have

dent Carter's programs for controlling inflation, but all bets are off if the

agreement needs adjustment."
Meanwhile, Sony will continue to

not been able to detect duplication."
Attention must go to maintaining
continued profit growth despite high

labor movement fails to limit its de-

promote diversification with its office

mands. As for trade, "the intent is to
encourage exports," though ideo-

dictation equipment. The line has

inflation and increased costs. To do

logical factors cloud the picture.

this, he will concentrate on improv-

While the export rate may be on

become an important companion to
audio tape recording products. "Just
as video tape technology was trans-

ing productivity and controlling costs

the rise, the Japanese threat should

ferred from professional and institu-

next year. Capital-spending plans

not increase. Foreign competitors

tional video cassette recorders to

are for equipment that will cut costs.

have gone about as far as they can

consumer VCRs, audio technology

"The business is getting more capi-

go, and recent unfavorable currency

tal-intensive, and we are making

exchange rates are "giving the Japanese aproblem."

developed in office machines can be
fed back to broad consumer applications."

more use of technologies."
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W. J. SANDERS Ill
president, Advanced Micro DevicesInc.
TARO KUNINOBU
president, Matsushita Electronic
Components Ltd.
A lackluster domestic market, diminishing overseas markets, the weak
U. S. dollar, and growing competition from Taiwan and Korea: yet Kuninobu is optimistic. "We have new
areas for electronic technology,"
such as automotive electronics, industrial equipment, and communications systems. Concomitantly, there
will be less emphasis on consumer
electronics.
Another wellspringlor his optimism is his belief in government action. "Basic economics tells us that,
if you make agood product at alower price, it is good for everybody. But
now that is not true in international
trade relations.
"That is why one company cannot
solve trade problems; governments
must play arole. Yet Ihave great expectations for the future."

For aman in the semiconductor
business, Sanders is unusual in that
"my concerns for 1979 are literally
none." However, that is not the
same as saying that the industry's
growth will be the same as this
year's, because he does join the

JOHN W. ZEVENBERGEN
president, John Fluke Mfg. Co.

chorus in expecting aslowdown to a
rate between 5% and 10%.
There is afly in the otherwise
smooth ointment. "I absolutely ex-

Electronically speaking, the Northwest is pretty much an instrumenta-

pect problems hiring electrical engi-

immune to Japanese competition,
and it appears likely to stay that way

neers. There just aren't enough.
Through the 1980s, we're going to
have atough time hiring all the EEs
we want. We're going to have to develop ways to become more productive with our engineers."
Sanders is not optimistic about
President Carter's attitude toward
business. "I don't think he under-

tion region, rather than asemiconductor area. So it has been relatively

in 1979.
"Our problem is the reverse,"
says Zevenbergen. "We're not worried about Japanese penetration of
our domestic instrumentation market, but rather we're trying to figure
out how to penetrate their market."
He believes part of the problem is
lack of ajoint venture in Japan.
However, "that has not hurt our

stands the way our system works.
He clearly doesn't understand the
American dream and the concept of

sales in Europe," which accounts for

incentives for achievement—he
looks on them as some sort of ripoff

most of the company's 40% of overseas sales. To increase that market,

Trade relations between Japan
and the United States are not as bad

tax benefit for the rich. Carter has

Fluke will build asales and service

as publicized, Kuninobu maintains.

plainly come down on the other side,

facility in Britain.

To improve them, though, he antici-

relative to business, on his attitude

pates shifting some production di-

toward capital gains."
For the nation's 1979 economy as

The vagaries of the economy are a
key concern. Higher interest rates
will tighten the money supply and af-

rectly to the U. S. in order to maintain acompetitive position and to
help America's balance of payments. "We should share some of
the responsibility for [solving] American import problems. We are aware
of it and are changing our strategy to
having overseas manufacturing facilities in America,"
For now, he is hoping that, by the

awhole, Carter's recent fiscal moves
and the rising interest rates will mean
agrowth rate in the Gross National

fect "sales of our big-ticket items."

Product "that isn't going to make

completed long-term capitalization
plans that will be unaffected by com-

3% or even 3.5%. So Iguess we're
assuming for the purpose of planning that the real GNP in the United
States will grow only 2%."

As for expansion, however, Zevenbergen says the firm has already

ing high interest rates.
Carter's most recent bill signings
indicate aslight shift to afriendlierto-business posture. However, more

end of next year, government action

However, the Japanese and European GNPs will grow at twice that

on both sides of the Pacific will sta-

rate. "So Ithink that we can be look-

bilize American currency and the

ing at a4% real GNP growth in the

now exist between the U. S. and for-

Japanese economy.

industrial countries that we serve "

eign nations.
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action is essential in changing some
of the import-export inequities that
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LESLIE F. STEVENS
group vice president, Tektronix In
What recession? asks Stevens. The
effects of an unpredictable economy
on many industries could be worrisome, but he believes the electronics
industries as awhole are practically
immune. "We're in the middle of a
revolution, and Idon't see the economy affecting us much."
However, Carter's dollar-saving
tactics will definitely slow the overall
economy, but not enough to cause a

WILLIAM R. THURSTON
president, GenRad Inc.

recession. "The classical definition is
two consecutive quarters of negative
or less than 2% growth in Gross Na-

Racing to keep up with all the busi-

tional Product, and, frankly, Idon't
see that happening."

prime concern for 1979. However,
staffing to meet those opportunities

Also troublesome are the wage
and price controls companies like
Tektronix will have to adopt in order

is aproblem, and Thurston is not

to safeguard its present and future
Government contracts. "It is going
to be hard to do and at the same
time improve on the delivery of some
of our products," says Stevens.
The increased concern about the
quality of life is making the job of recruiting fresh talent easier for Tektronix than for its California minicomputer and semiconductor counterparts. "However, the price of houses
is rising, but nothing like what's going on down south."
One plus is Oregon voters' defeat
of a Proposition 13-like proposal in
the recent election. That defuses
temporarily the problem of industry
having to pay an even larger chunk
of local revenues. Also, rainfall has
increased in the Northwest since the
slack conditions of ayear or so ago,
and that removes the specter of a
shortage of hydroelectric power in
the region.
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ness opportunities available is the

happy that some openings are going
vacant for months at atime. The reason: high personal taxes in Massachusetts make recruitment from outside the state difficult.
While there is an obligation to
think about a recession after such a
long expansionary period as the current one, any coming dip is farther

moves came across as massive. It
was thought he should have been
doing less massive things sooner,"
but there was relief that something
was finally done.
However, Carter's attitude toward
business is not encouraging. "I see
no sign that he's aware of the relationship between investment and
economic prosperity, and that's incredible. He seems to think that only
the rich invest, and doesn't want
them to get richer. The capital-gains
tax reduction was passed, it not over
his dead body, at least over his pros-

off than expected. "This time last
year, we thought there would have

trate form."

to be a recession in 1979, but at this
point it looks better for 1979 than it

outlook is good. Short-term order

did ayear ago. The threat of a recession has receded farther into the

forecasting is still strong worldwide,
and the big automatic test system

future."
Before President Carter's recent

With all that, though, the 1979

business has not slowed at GenRad,
even in past recessions.

moves to shore up the dollar, Thurston says he felt there would be no

Customers justify test equipment
purchases on the basis of return on

recession until late next year or early

investment. "They're looking for a
payback in three months to ayear,

1980. "It might now come alittle
sooner, but it's likely to be less severe. At least, that's the way it was
perceived in Europe when Carter
made his move.
"I was there at the time, and the

and they'll buy if they have the cash.
It may cost them more, but even if
they have to pay 10.5% interest instead of 8%, that's asecond-order
factor if they can see the payback."
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JACQUES BOUYER
chief executive officer,
Le Radiotechnique-Competec
Growth is not an issue in 1979; competition is, says Bouyer. Markets are
continuing to expand, but competition from the Far East is turning nasty. "Free trade is a magnificent concept —but we prefer fair trade.
"Southeast Asia is threatening
whole sectors of the industry and
bringing about structural changes
that are not very apparent to the
outsider but which are taking place

JOHN W. DIXON
president, E-Systems Inc.
Continued growth will bless the
world of aerospace—yes, aerospace—and the electronics industries in general, says Dixon. However
there are some nagging drags on
that upward trend, one of which is
the acute and growing shortage of
qualified engineers and of trained
technicians as well.
"Just about everybody has had

all the same." The problem is not
with the underdeveloped countries,
capital formation, says Dixon. "The
incentive to form capital is just gradually ebbing away. Most government
regulations and policies are anticapital formation."
The recently passed tax law was
"just alittle bit of amove back" in
the right direction, "but I'm talking
more about regulations than law."
For every step gained one year, it

where in fact the industrialized nations have a responsibility to foster
development.
Japan is the problem, says the
head of the Philips subsidiary. "We
have to have an agreement of coexistence." He cannot understand why
the U.S. lets antitrust legislation
handicap American firms where the
Japanese competition runs free. Yet
another aspect of the problem: European firms do not constitute atrad-

before "peaking out in two or three
years." Thus, more in-house techni-

seems that three steps are lost the
next year, "so in the long run we're
netting out a loss of anything that
promotes the formation of capital."

cal training will be necessary, together with "some real hard-nosed

The only solution is to "get some
sense into government and the

the U. S. dollar. Bouyer finds it diffi-

resource planning to make sure

people who regulate business and

managing to drop its prices 20% to

we've got these kind of people to the

the climate that induces investment.

manpower problems" recently, and
the situation will continue to worsen

ing bloc, but the Japanese firms do.
The big uncertainty next year is
cult to imagine aEuropean company

President Carter said he was going

compete with adevalued dollar.
Clouds on the far horizon are the

to do that, but he hasn't yet."

American economy and any crises

among various operating divisions,
the Dallas aerospace electronics and

In terms of the Carter track record,
however, the President "leans more

centered around the Middle East and
petroleum. "If there is aslowdown in

communications contractor has

toward business than alot of people

been able to lessen the impact of the
shortage. "I think if Ihad asingle-op-

thought he would. On all of the measures where he has differed from

the U. S. economy, there will be
much more pressure from American

eration company, I'd be a lot more
worried than Iam."

Congress, and there have been plenty, the indication has been that he's

and less business for Europeans in
the U. S." The dithering dollar, Far

willing to face the political hazards
necessary to better the business

Eastern competition, and oil shortages apart, he foresees 1979 as rea-

environment."

sonably good.

extent possible."
By shifting technical personnel

A second major problem for business in general, and "one that worries me as much as anything," is
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suppliers on the European market
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JOHN H. RICHARDSON
president, Hughes Aircraft Co.
For acompany with afuture tied to
defense spending, some concerns
loom bigger than others. One is the
jump in front money companies
must put up by Pentagon fiat. It is
set to reach an all-time high for
Hughes in 1979, along with commensurate capital outlays for production equipment and facilities.
Another worry is new rules for the
Government's acquisition of equip-

WILLIAM F. BALLHAUS
president, Beckman Instruments Inc.
If you want no big worries next year,
you might try running an instrument
company that expects its European
sales to "more than overcome any
1979 downturn in the U. S." That is
the position that Beckman's Ballhaus finds himself in, so he expects
a good year.
The company is readying "lots of
new products" to exploit an expected improved business climate in
Europe. These sales should grow at
double the rate of sales in the U. S.
While programming astrong 1979,
managers are "alert for changes and
can act quickly if it turns," as they
did in 1974. The company came
through that recession with only
slightly diminished growth.
At the same time, first effects of
efforts to get tax laws more favorable to individual investors should

ment, always aticklish subject with
the aerospace business. A change in
the procurement process for major
weapons systems also is aconcern.
Pentagon planners now ask prospective contractors to spell out
their hardware answers to a mission
need. Called competitive concept
formulation and source selection,
this change could add years and millions of dollars to weapons development. However, Richardson hopes
the kinks can be ironed out with
practice and cooperation.
Since Department of Defense contractors are especially under the gun
of the Administration's voluntary
wage and price guidelines, these will
hit hard in 1979. Hughes is "taking
them seriously and is going to comply," but it is too early as yet to ascertain their effects.
Others in the industry, however,
already have observed wage restrictions could lead to another round of
job-jumping. But a Hughes recruiting
blitz has succeeded in attracting

make themselves felt. One of the

enough engineers and technicians to

electronics industries' most forceful

fill scheduled programs, so this does

advocates in Washington for
changes in capital-gains taxes, Ball-

not loom as aproblem for 1979.

haus says they are "basic to encouraging investments especially needed
in high-technology businesses." He
was instrumental in helping steer
through 1978's tax laws.
"We made a lot of progress in our

"For the year ahead, we expect to
grow in engineering and manufacturing, but not quite at the 1978 rate,
which was a peak." As high-technology defense systems move from engineering to production, sales figures
tend to balloon. "Hughes was fortu-

fight," but more reforms must be

nate in the 1977-78 period as new

sought in 1979. Then investment
bankers, venture capitalists, and pri-

programs moved into production.
"A DOD budget that continues to

vate investors alike should again become active in helping to form the

grow in real terms, however modest-

kinds of new businesses that characterized the electronics industries be-

ly, means a healthy market that is
stable in the long run." Thus, the
trick is to replace projects that are

fore 1969.

phasing down with new ones.
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THOMAS R. SHEPHERD
president, GTE Consumer
Electronics Co.
In the hurly-burly world of entertainment electronics, volatile change
comes with the territory. However,
looking at the coming year from
Shepherd's command post in Batavia, N. Y., all is calm and bright with a
patina of quiet optimism.
A major concern, as for most chief
executives, is the economy. Still,
now that the "Carter Administration
has become genuinely concerned
over its relations with the business
community," there is reason to believe that conditions that have irritated many businessmen will begin
to get more sympathetic attention in
Washington. "We have seen some
good moves already, so Ihave good
feelings about the President."
There is no recession in Shepherd's view of the short term,
though it is difficult to forecast now
what will be happening ayear from
now. Sales of color Tv sets should
hover around the 10-million mark after a 10.2-million-unit year.
Further inroads by Japanese set
manufacturers are not a matter of
concern. "Price increases will stick;

RICHARD A. CAMPBELL
executive vice president, TRW Flectrnnics TRW Inc.
"Uncertainty about the business and
economic outlook for the year ahead

communications equipment. However, in keeping with the uncertain na-

seems to be amuch bigger factor
now that at any time that Ican re-

ture of prospects, "we keep ashort
string on it," so that changes may

call," says Campbell, who on Jan. 1

Los Angeles. Still, "October booking

be made quickly.
In the government arena, Campbell admits that conflicting policies
are "frustrating to see." On one

rates were a record, so the economy
is not slowing down yet, although we

side, business is exhorted to invest,
export, and be more productive. On

certainly expect it."
For now, TRW is still planning ex-

the other actions like minimum wage
increases, higher Social Security

panded sales for 1979, but "the
odds are increasing for some kind of

taxes, and the Humphrey-Hawkins
full-employment bill make such activities difficult. Just dealing with reg-

takes over TRW Inc.'s widely diversified Electronics operations based in

we have no plans to lower them and

slowdown." Administration moves to
defend the dollar by raising interest

neither do the Japanese; and import-

rates play a major part in raising

ers will be faced with stronger cost

these chances. At the same time,
such aslowdown "would be earlier

pressure."
Also in the cards for 1979 are increased capital spending at both
Mexican and U. S. plants, because

and milder" than previously expected by observers.

housing, especially in California,

Expansion plans reflect the gener-

ue upward. In fact, 1979 will be
much like 1978 —"slightly lower but

board in all businesses:" compo-

not much lower."

nents, data-based services, and tele-
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Hiring electrical engineers for California jobs may be a problem, but so
is promoting them. The high cost of

al uncertainty. TRW contemplates
"big capital outlays across the

Sylvania expects demand to contin-

ulatory matters engages more and
more executive time.

"freezes in place" people who usually would be seeking to move in order
to advance themselves. "In an industry that thrives on mobility, this is
avery serious matter."
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The smart place to advertise for all involved in the microprocessor industry
Business Week editors will write aSpecial Report
on the dramatic boom that is revolutionizing the
microprocessor industry in the March 19, 1979
International and Industrial editions.
The editorial pages of this major report will focus
on how the computer-on-a-chip is rapidly changing
the face of industry. We'll take alook at the 16-bit
microprocessor and more than ahalf dozen chip
manufacturers competing for new markets. We'll
examine markets for controller applications and
microcomputer applications. We'll explore the
implications of semiconductor makers expanding
into the original equipment market. In short, we'll
take an in-depth look at what we think is the industry
of the future. And, of course, there will also be pages
of important advertising messages from the many

companies who are part of the semiconductor
industry.
The Smart Machines Special Report will be seen by
manufacturing, mining, construction, transportation,
communications and utilities management readers of
Business Week's Industrial Edition, and the top
government and business leaders around the world
who read Business Week's International Edition.
Closing for both color and black-and-white
advertisements is February 5, 1979 (issue date March
19, 1979). For advertising reservations or further
information contact: Earl S. Moore, Jr., Director of
International Advertising 212-997-6868, or Leonard W.
Moss, Associate Director of International Advertising,
212-997-2911, Business Week, 1221 Avenue pf the
Americas, New York, New York 10020.

BusinessWeek
The smart place to advertise.
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Circle 117 on reader service card
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Engineer's notebook

address pointers are incremented and the storage operation is repeated.
In the 8080, the stack pointer is available for use as an
address pointer with the ability to increment or decrement itself. When data is stored in memory (known as a
push operation), si is decremented. During any data
by Prakash Dandekar
loading from memory (known as apop operation), Si' is
Tata Electric Companies, Bombay, India
incremented. It turns out that when SP is used as one of
the two address pointers required on the traditional
program, an instruction is saved each time the address
By using the stack pointer register as one of the address
pointers must be incremented.
pointers in this program, a block of data can be transThe new program is shown in the table. The number
ferred from one memory area of an 8080 microprocesof bytes to be transferred should be an even number, as
sor-based system to another in 40% of the time required
the routine transfers bytes in pairs. Note that most of the
by traditional routines. Using the stack pointer (sP)
processor's time is consumed in the copy loop. It will
saves instruction steps, and because it enables the transtake the program 50 clock cycles to transfer two bytes of
fer of two bytes at a time, it is inherently faster than
data; the traditional routine needs 39 clock cycles to
single-byte transfer programs.
The traditional routine for transferring ablock from a transfer just one byte. The new program thus leads to a
specified location to the destined area dedicates one savings of 14 clock cycles per byte copied.
Furthermore, the traditional routine enables transfer
register pair (usually 1-1—L) as a source-data pointer, a
second pair (B—C or D—E) as a destination-address of amaximum of 256 bytes. With minor modification to
pointer, and asingle register or pair of registers (B, C, the new program at the PREP1 portion, it is possible to
transfer up to 256 words, or 512 bytes. Note that using
D, and/or E) as abyte counter. In such aprogram, data
at an address specified by the source-address pointer is the traditional routine to transfer more than 256 bytes
requires that registers B and C be used as acounter and
brought into the accumulator and is then stored in anew
area indicated by the destination-address pointer. The that instructions be added to check for their decrement
to zero. The latter, however, doubles the loop time.
El
byte counter is decremented each time this is done. Then
acheck is made to see if the counter has reached zero,
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
indicating that all bytes have been copied. If the counter design
shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
is at zero, the routine is terminated. Otherwise, the saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

8080's stack pointer
transfers data blocks fast

8080 BLOCK-TRANSFER PROGRAM
LOC

OBJ CODE

SOURCE

ORG 2000H
SSTAD EQU 30001-1
DSTAD EQU 3002H
BYTCNT EQU 3004H

2000
3000
3002
3004
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STATEMENT

LHLD SSTAD
SPHL
LHLD DSTAD
XRA A
LDA BYTCNT
RAR
POP D
MOV M, E
INX H
MOV M, D
INX H

;(SP) = STARTING ADDRESS OF SOURCE

3D
C20C20

OCR A
JNZ LOOP1

;BYTE COUNTER DECREMENTED
;LOOP AGAIN IF ALL ARE NOT OVER

76

HLT
END PREP1

2000
2003
2004
2007
2008
2008
200C
200D
200E
200F
2010

2A0030
F9
2A0230
AF
3A0430
1F
D1
73
23
72
23

2011
2012
2015
2000

PREP1:

LOOP1:

FILE

;(HL) = STARTING ADDRESS OF DESTINATION
;ACCUMULATOR AND CARRY FLAG CLEARED

FILE

;DATA BYTES IN (DE)

;DATA BYTES STORED IN DESTINATION FILE
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A quick march
checks memory
by A. James Laurino
Wilmington, Del.

While forms of what is known as the march test are
commonly used by chip manufacturers to check whether
a random-access memory has its full complement of
independent storage cells, users have no simple way of
detecting RAM faults with a microprocessor. The 14-line
version of the march test presented here provides an easy
way to march memory to check for problems using the
6800 microprocessor. It can also be easily adapted for
any other computer system.
This test will show whether each bit location in memory is capable of storing both Is and Os and whether
storing any bit in agiven location causes achange in the
other locations. The test may not detect marginal failures, but there is no single, simple worst-case test for all
systems.
The program makes two passes through the address
range for each bit in the memory word (for example, 16
passes for an 8-bit machine). Test patterns are produced
by shifting a single logic-1 bit through the accumulator
to see if the bits within each word are independent, and
that each bit location can store both Is and Os.

The first pass for each pattern stores that pattern in
every location. On the second pass each location is read
to see if there has been any change. If there has been no
change, the program marks that location to show that it
has been tested, by performing alogic complement operation. If one location responds to two addresses, then the
complement pattern will found when the test reaches the
second address affected.
The program is entered at START, which must be an
address above the range to be tested. The address range
extends from 0to the value of Top— 1(e.g. Top must be
1000 hex to test addresses 0 through OFFF hex). Upon
entry, accumulator A should contain 1, and the index
register (X) should contain the value of Top.
The locations in the address range to be tested are
then filled with the first test pattern, generated by
program lines 1through 5. Each location is checked for a
proper pattern and appropriately marked during lines 6
through 11. The next test pattern is generated and the
test repeated until all patterns have been used (lines 12
and 13). At line 14, the test is concluded and the results
reported.
If the memory is good, then register X will contain the
value of Top and A will be zero. If a failure occurs, A
will contain the failing pattern and X will have the
failing address.
For example, consider the case where address line 5
(i.e., 25 bit) is stuck. The first failure would occur at
address 20 hex, which would contain FE hex instead of
the expected value of I.
El

6800 MEMORY CHECK PROGRAM
Label

Source statement

Start

DEX

Fill

STA

09
AX

DEX

Test

A7

Get the highest address to be tested
00

09

Put the pattern in the current location
Go to the next location

BNE

Fill

26

FB

STA

AX

A7

00

Put the pattern in the last location

CMP

AX

Al

00

Check pattern in the current location

BN E

End

26

OB

Stop if the pattern is not correct

COM

X

63

00

INX

End

Comments

Go to the next location

8C

Fill in the upper address limit here

#Top

BN E

Test

26

ASL

A

48

BCC

Start

24
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Mark the location as tested

08

CPX

SWI

Continue through the address range

3F

F4

Continue through the address range
Shift the one left to the next bit

E9

Repeat the test until all bits are used
Return to monitor and display registers
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Calculator notes

more than f
l and f
2 as functions of time, provided he
keeps in mind the need to define appropriate time scales
and to specify equal sample-time increments for each.
Sample values for each function, as shown in the example in the figure, should be the midpoint values for the
time interval specified. If discontinuties are present, such
by Fred Fish
as at t = 0 for f
2(t), they should fall on the interval's
Tempe, Ariz.
edges (in other words, f
2(0's value should be specified
for odd values of tin this case).
Using the program is very easy. After loading the
Performing aconvolution in the time domain—that is, a
multiplication of two functions in the frequency program into the calculator, the user simply presses key
domain—this T1-59 program, with the aid of the PC- A and follows the printer's instructions, which asks for
i
(t)
100A printer, easily determines the output of asystem, the minimum and maximum range of tover which f
given its impulse response and an input signal. The and f2(t) are specified the time interval (At), and then
the values of f
i
(t) and f
2(t) for each value of tcalled for
program solves:
by the program. The total number of sampled values for
1' 1(00'2(0 = f f
l(r)f 2(t —7-)dr
fl(t) and f
2(t) should not exceed 45. It is only necessary
-co
to press the R/S key after each entry.
The printer will tabulate 1' 1(00' 2(0 for values of t
where f
l(t) is the impulse response and f
2(t) the input
signal. It uses a graphical (numerical) technique and extending from the minimum tspecified—in this case
tabulates the results directly as asampled-time function.
—10 for f
2(t)— to the total of the maximum tspecified.
In the example, t
max = 20 + 10 = 30 for f
i(t)+ f
2(t).
CI
The user need not supply the program with much

TI-59 program convolves
functions in time domain

Multiplication. TI 59 calculator convolves circuit's impulse function f,(t) with input forcing function f
2(t) to determine total circuit response,
using a numerical technique. Results of the convolution are tabulated as a sampled time function by a PC-100A printer.

t
f
1lt) •f
2(t)
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6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

0 -0.38 -1.48 -3.22 -5.52 -8.3 -3.88 -0.58 1.68

2.98

3.4

3.38

3.28

3.02

2.52

1.7

0.88

0.38

0.12

0.02

0

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4
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TI- 59 PROGRAM FOR NUMERICAL CONVOLUTION

000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058

LBL
8
OP
05
CLR
RS
PRT
RTN
LBL
C
2
1
0
2
5
1
2
1
0
3
OP
01
1
3
3
7
0
0
3
7
OP
02
6
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
OP
03
OP
05
RCL
11
PRT
ADV
RTN
LBL
B'
2
4
3
1
3
3

059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

4
1
3
7
OP
01
RTN
LBL
C'
2
1
0
2
0
0
3
0
OP
02
RTN
LBL
D'
1
3
4
4
0
0
3
7
0
0
OP
03
RTN
LBL
E'
2
4
'I
1
0
0
3
7
0
0
OP
03
RTN
LBL
E
2
1
0
3
0
0
3

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

0
OP
02
RTN
LBL
A
CMS
ADV
5
1
5
1
5
1
0
0
1
5
OP
01
3
2
3
1
4
2
3
2
2
7
OP
02
4
1
3
7
2
4
3
2
3
1
OP
03
5
1
5
1
5
1
0
0
OP
04
OP
05
ADV
A'
8'

1/7
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235

C
E'
B
STO
01
ADV
D'
B
STO
03
ADV
E
E'
B
STO
02
ADV
D'
8
STO
04
ADV
7
5
3
7
0
0
0
0
OP
02
0
OP
03
B
STO
05
4

2
STO
08
A'
RCL
01
SUM
08
1
2
STO
07
LBL
RCL
B'
2
1
0
2

236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294

0
0
1
3
OP
02
3
7
0
0
3
7
6
4
0
0
OP
03
OP
05
RCL
08
PRT
ADV
R/S
ST.
07
PRT
A'
OP
27
RCL
05
SUM
08
RCL
08
X Z'T
RCL
03
GE
RCL
ADV
ADV
A'
RCL
01
4

RCL
02
STO
11
C
0
PRT
A'
RCL
05

295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353

SUM
11
RCL
03
RCL
01
-:
RCL
05
STO
10
RCL
02
+
RCL
05
:
2
STO
08
LBL
CE
RCL
07
STO
00
RCL
10
STO
06
B'
2
1
0
3
0
0
1
3
OP
02
3
7
0
0
3
7
6
4
0
0
OP
03
OP
05

354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412

RCL
08
PRT
ADV
1
2
STO
09
CLR
RS
PRT
X:... T
A'
X--_' T
LBL
1+
+
I
CE
x
RC •
09
/
SM •
00
0
OP
29
OP
20
DSZ
06
1•
RCL
05
SUM
08
C
RC •
07
',
RCL
05
SUM
11
=
PRT
A'
OP
27
RCL
08
X Z. T
RCL
04
GE
CE
RCL

413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466

10
STO
06
LBL
X2
C
RCL
05
SUM
11
RC •
07
›,
RCL
05
PRT
A'
OP
27
DSZ
06
X2
ADV
ADV
AD‘
ADV
RTN
LBL
A'
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
OP
01
OP
02
OP
03
OP
04
OP
05
OP
00
CLR
RTN

Instructions
• Key in program
• Press A
Printer's routine is initialized
• Following printer's instructions, enter minimum and maximum values of tover which
the time-division increment, and the sample values for each function:
ttm,,,f ),
(t ma „f, ), !VS, (trnmf, ), RIS, itmaxf 2 ), WS,
(f 1 (t 4 )), WS, If2It, o, R/S, If2It2)),
... 11214().

RIS,

(t1

R/S,

tIan f
2 t
Iare specified,
R/S

• Press R/S
PC-100A prints results of f1 (t) •f2 (t) from t
m ,,,), or trnInf, to (tmaxf
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Engineer's newsletter

SR-52 program
can be plotted
without a printer

Carbon resistor
do ubles as
low-temp switch

Alumina
m
ay not
be opaque

Packaging workshop
plans to explore
high-voltage circuitry

122

A calculator program that plots mathematical functions with an SR-52 on
companion PC-100 printer [Electronics, March 17, 1977, p. 92] is
useful even if you don't own the printer, says K. S. Birdi of the Institute of
Physical Chemistry in the Technical University, Lyngby, Denmark. He
explains that by replacing the print instruction (*prt) with halt (HLT) each
time it appears in the program, the calculator will display what it would
have printed. Hitting RUN then displays the next point that would have
been printed. Thus each line of the plot appears, with the function's value
indicated by the position of the decimal point amid afield of 1
s. The curve,
of course, can be easily plotted on graph paper by following the position of
the decimal point, Birdi says.

TI'S

The Kitt Peak National Observatory in Tucson is using some simple
electronics to fight a contamination problem due to the evaporation of
liquid nitrogen. The N, cools adiffusion pump using oil to maintain an
optical sensor in avacuum —but if the nitrogen completely evaporates, the
oil warms up and leaks into the vacuum. So Tom McGuire, an engineer on
the observatory staff, put together asensor and control switch that guards
against the hazard.
The sensor, which goes in the nitrogen, is acarbon composition resistor
with resistance of 100 k9 at 300 K and 200 Idl at the liquid N2
temperature of 77 K. A straightforward voltage-divider circuit monitors
the resistor, and its output is buffered and compared to a reference. The
comparator's output drives an optically isolated solid-state relay, which
controls the diffusion pump's heater. The total power consumed by the
circuitry is only 225 mw, allowing use of asimple half-wave power supply.

It's no secret that light waves, particularly between 400 and 1,100 nm, can
cause spurious currents in silicon circuitry. Sometimes the effects are
inconsequential, but they can alter device characteristics. Then microelectronic packaging engineers must look at the spectral transmission characteristics of ceramic packages. They should also bear in mind some
surprising findings at the Technical Ceramic Products division of the 3M
Co. in St. Paul. The study indicates that black alumina has a light
transmission ranging from 15% to 25% in the 300-to-1,250-nm range.
Moreover, brown alumina, usually considered to be opaque, has a6% light
transmission at 1,250 nm.

The mysteries of packaging high-voltage circuitry will be explored at a
two-day workshop held by the International Electronics Packaging Society
at the Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif. Topics to be covered
include the latest advances in packaging, insulation systems, materials and
applications, manufacturing methods, failure analysis, test technology, and
modeling. Registration fee for the Feb. 26-27 session will be $15, and
more information is available from William G. Dunbar, Mail Stop 88-22,
Boeing Aerospace Co., P. 0. Box 3707, Seattle, Wash. 98124.
Jerry Lyman
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New products

Chip checks and compares characters
N-MOS device in 16-pin DIP generates block-check and parity codes,
detects block and parity errors, and recognizes character sequences
by Robert Brownstein, San Francisco regional bureau

Preserving the integrity of data in its
travels within acomputer system or
over communications lines is no easy
task. It requires either extensive
dedicated hardware or a lot of
processing overhead and software.
At least it did until now.
Signetics Corp. is slashing both
hardware and software requirements
with a large-scale integrated circuit
called the model 2653 polynomial
generator and checker. A 16-pin
n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor device, the PGC sits on a microprocessor's 8-bit data bus. There it
monitors parallel data characters
and performs one of the following
functions, depending upon the application: block-check character generation, block-check character checking, single-character detection, twocharacter-sequence detection, or
parity checking.
The chip is the first in aseries of
LSI devices intended to solve problems plaguing data-communications
engineers, according to Everett W.
Cole, product market engineer. Basically, it relieves acentral processing
unit of the task of comparing character data with the contents of asoftware look-up table to determine
whether or not to take some course
of action. For example, aCPU could
be doing other things while ASCII
data was flowing between a keyboard and acathode-ray tube's character generator. If acontrol character was sent, the checker chip would
detect it and interrupt the CPU,
which would then read the character
and initiate some input/output function. "A PGC can often replace half a
board of hardware and significantly
reduce software, while at the same
time lowering design cost and raising
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communications speed," states Cole.
"Subroutines like cyclic, vertical,
and horizontal redundancy checks
are the essence of Bisync block character checking and are the '
,
cc's
main targets," says Alan J. Weissberger who created the device and is
responsible for technical marketing
of data-communications products.
Its Bisync normal and transparent
modes obviate the need for software
usually required to accumulate or
not accumulate characters in accordance with the rules established for
Bisync character-oriented data links,
he adds. (Bisync is IBM'S protocol for
binary synchronous communica-

tions. With it, messages are transmitted in blocks composed of aheader or control field, a body or text
field, and atrailer or error-checking
field.)
In other data-transfer operations,
as when an ho peripheral is communicating with a memory under the
control of a direct-memory-access
controller, the PGC can be used to
monitor the traffic and interrupt the
CPU only if it detects an error.
Programmable. Key to the versatility of the 2653 are its bus-oriented
architecture and its programmability. When it is initialized by the CPU
(using the CEO, CE!, AO, and Al

Efficient. The polynomial generator and checker (PGC) cuts down on the amount of
character comparison and redundancy checking that the processor must perform. It generates an interrupt only when it detects asought-after character or an error.
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New products
control

lines),

the

PGC

is

pro-

grammed to produce an

You don't waste a second
on "mechanics" with
A PAll-Circuit Evaluators.
You figure out the circuit you want,
then plug it in for testing. You decide
to improve your layout and you
make your moves as quickly as you
think them up. There's just no faster
or easier way to prototype.
But just because breadboarding
is now so convenient, don't get the
idea that you don't have electronic
integrity. Our solderless plug-in tie
points are made of a special non-

corroding alloy. Use them over and
over again—they continue to grip
hard, make excellent contact.
How many tie points do you need?
Our smallest ACE has 728, our largest has 3,648. And all of them
accept all DIP sizes.
Everything is quality all the way.
You can even see the difference in
our harder, shinier plastic matrix.
See for yourself. Phone (toll-free)
800-321-9668 for the name of your
local A PDistributor and ask for our
complete A Pcatalog, The Faster
and Easier Book.

AP PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED
Box 110 •72 Corwin Drive
Painesville, Ohio 44077
Tel. 216/354-2101
TWX: 810-425-2250

Faster and Easier is what we're all about.

interrupt
when it detects one or more of the
following conditions: a parity error,
a block-character-check error, a
specified single character, and a DLE
(data-link-escape) character followed by a specified second character.
During initialization the PGC is
also programmed to selectively accumulate data from which it generates
a selected polynomial for one of
several character redundancy checks
or a longitudinal redundancy (parity) check. When data is being transmitted, the chip generates the specified polynomial, storing the remainder, which the CPU reads and
appends to the transmission as a
block-checking character. During a
receive operation, the PGC generates
the same polynomial. However, in
this case, it compares the remainder
with a stored character and generates an interrupt if it detects an
error. For Bisync operation, the PGC
is programmed with up to 128 codes,
which it uses to distinguish between
characters to be accumulated and
those to be ignored. The accumulated characters go to a block-character-check generating unit whose
intermediate results are stored in a
pair of registers. The remainder in
the block-character-check registers
is the basis of the error-checking
scheme.
In addition to ASCII and Bisync,
the model 2653 can handle EBCDIC
(an 8-bit information code set established by IBM) and SBT (a 6-bit information code set). In particular, a
special DLE read-only memory and
comparator allows rapid recognition
of a data link escape in any of the
four codes.
PGCs have transistor-transistorlogic—compatible inputs and outputs
and operate from asingle 5-v supply.
The devices arc scheduled for largequantity shipping during the first
quarter of 1979. The price will be
between $6 and $10 each in lots of
more than 1,000 pieces, according to
Cole.
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 739-7700
[338]
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kilobytes of virtual memory. Available printers range from a 45-character-per-second to a 300-line-perminute unit. Alternatively, an interface card and necessary software are
offered for attaching the System 900
to any Centronics printer.
Users who want the System 900 to
Under-$20,000 system
function as a remote station in a
offers up to 256 kilobytes
distributed network or as an interactive batch-entry device for a timeof virtual memory
sharing system can employ an
optional asynchronous communicaAimed squarely at IBM's model 5110 tions interface. Programmable to
computing system, the System 900 is
meet the needs of several standard
a desktop computer that, in its fullprotocols, the interface accommoblown configuration, not only offers dates transmission speeds from 300
an APL language interpreter, but has to 4,800 bauds.
256 kilobytes of virtual memory as
Though it is a general-purpose
well. The heart of the system is one computer capable of handling both
of three computers: the 908, 916, or scientific and business applications,
924, with respective main-memory
the System 900 shows its greatest
capacities of 8, 16, or 24 kilobytes.
strength in applications involving file
The prices of the three computers access and large data-base retrieval.
are $9,300, $9,650, and $9,950,
According to Ted Berg, president of
respectively.
Interactive Computer Systems, the
All three computers include a machine can perform a typical
12-in, video screen capable of disrandom file retrieval in 1 to 2
playing 21 lines of 96 characters seconds. The Ism 5110 takes several
each, a 48-character keyboard, a minutes to perform the same task, he
numerical key pad with seven func- claims. In less specialized applications and a space bar, and a tions, he says that benchmark tests
programmable audio alarm.
indicate that the System 900 is four
To form a complete computer to five times faster than the IBM
system requires the addition of a system.
model DI5S-1000 dual diskette drive
Complete systems, including dual
and one of several printers. The diskette and printer, are priced
diskettes provide the system's 256
between $15,000 and $18,000. De-

Computers & peripherals

Desktop unit

speaks APL
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livery time is 30 to 60 days after
receipt of order.
Interactive Computer Systems Inc., 310 East
46th St., Suite 16W, New York, N. Y. 10017.
Phone (212) 697-6906 [361]

16-bit OEM computers
pack in features
Although it is best known for its
32-bit minicomputers, the Interdata
division of Perkin-Elmer's Data Systems group has also been marketing
a line of 16-bit machines for some
time. The division has just improved
the price/performance ratio of the
16-bit line with the introduction of
its Series Sixteen—three new computers that incorporate the latest in
LSI transistor-transistor-logic parts
and both 4,096-bit and 16,384-bit
semiconductor memories. The computers that are being displaced—the
5/16, 6/16, and 8/16—use magnetic-core memories.
Several features that were optional on the old machines are now standard, says marketing manager Gary
Doninger. Among them are hardware signed multiply and divide, list
processing, automatic restart after a
power failure, a serial input/output
port, and aline-frequency clock. The
new processors, which use adual-bus
architecture, provide 16 generalpurpose registers, a set of 161 basic
instructions, and 255 interrupt levels.
Resource sharing has been added
to Interdata's OS/16 multitasking
operating system, so it now can
handle as many as 16 terminals for
program development, Doninger
adds. The operating system also
supports batch processing. Two
high-level programming languages,
Basic and Fortran, are offered.
The model Sixteen 10 can have
between 16 and 64 kilobytes of
memory and starts at $4,800. The
Sixteen 20 can support from 32 to
256 kilobytes at prices ranging from
$9,000 to $15,000. Both have acycle
time of 900 ns and use parity checking in memory. Any model 10 can be
upgraded in the field to amodel 20.
The top end Sixteen 30 has a
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memory cycle time of 750 ns and
uses full error checking and correction. Maximum memory size is 256
kilobytes. Prices on the Sixteen 30
range from $11,500 to $17,500.
Doninger notes that memory expansions are priced at an equivalent of
$36,000 per megabyte, which he
says is competitive with the recent
industry trend to lower minicomputer memory prices.
Interdata Division, 2 Crescent Pl., Oceanport, N. J. 07757 [362]
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controller/formatters

and automatic sector sizing.
One single-density subsystem can
store 256 kilobytes of data in a 26sector format, 295 kilobytes in 15
sectors, or 315 kilobytes in 8sectors.
The double-density version doubles
these figures. For increased capacity,
multiple units can be connected in
master-slave fashion. The slave units
require a minimum of control
circuitry and, therefore, permit cost
savings of up to 10% over standard
daisy-chain arrangements. Prices begin at $935 for small OEM quantities.
Delivery time is 30 to 60 days after
receipt of order.
Remex Division of Ex-Cell-0 Corp., P. 0. Box
C-19533, 1733 Alton St., Irvine, Calif. 92713.
Phone (714) 557-6860 [364]

MATROX has the most complete line of
CRT display boards for Inters Multibus
in theindustry. We havealphanumerics;
graphics; color; black and white; variable resolution; external/internal sync;
50/60 Hz; software and much, much
more. Just plug the board in the Multibus, connect video to any standard TV
monitor, and presto, you have added a
complete display to your system at a
surprisingly low cost.

MSBC-2480

24 lines x 80 character
alphanumerics

$ 350'

MSBC-256

256 x 256 dot graphics

$ 650

Kt SBC-5125256 512 x 256 graphics

j 850

PASBC-512

512 x 512 graphics

$1150

1024 x 256 graphics

$1150

hISBC-24/320

24 x 80 alpha; 320 x 240
graphics combined

$1150

RGB-256

256 x 256 x 4: 16 color
or grey graphics

11250

SBC-1024

And we have other uP displays and
display controllers. These include state
of the art OEM alphanumeric LED displays, alphanumeric video RAM's and
CRT graphics controllers. They come
as complete, ready to use sub-systems
(single chips, modules, PCB's). Many
of them are plug-in compatible with
other buses (PDP-11, LSI-11, S-100,
Prolog). If we don't have the display you
require, we will design it for you.

Offered in single- and double-density versions as well as in single- and
multi-drive configurations, a series
of flexible-disk drives comes complete with built-in controller/formatters. Built around a 6800 microprocessor, the controller/formatter is
contained on a single board, which
fits inside the drive enclosure. In the
space usually required for a single
8-inch flexible-disk drive, a systems
designer can now fit a subsystem
compatible with an IBM 3740, 3540,
or System 3that has the intelligence
needed to respond to macrocommands from the host computer.
The command structure of the
new drives is claimed to reduce host
software overhead by as much as
50% and to increase throughput by
20% compared to conventional
drives. Features include fully automatic data block transfers, automatic diskette initialization in IBM standard 26-sector or selectable 15- or
8-sector formats, a copy function,

Auto-answer modem needs no
data access arrangement
The P-202S is a two-wire modem
intended for the automatic answering of computer calls. Capable
of both simplex and half-duplex
operation, the 1,200-bit-per-second
modem connects to the dial-up
switched telephone network with no
need for a data access arrangement
(DAA). Connection is made through
either a97A or 97B jack.
Specifications of the P-202S include a serial binary asynchronous
data format, a transmit level of — 3
to — 12 dBm (programmable by a
resistor in the 97B jack), a receiver
sensitivity of —48 dBm, and frequency-shift keying modulation. The
modem sells for $455 in singles. A
card version, which has no enclosure
or power supply, is priced at $340 in
singles.
Prentice Corp., 795 San Antonio Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94303. Phone Bill Myers at (415)
494-7225 [363]

IF YOU NEED A DISPLAY FOR YOUR uP. LET US KNOW
WE ARE READY TO HELP YOU
'100 Rua' •

eel'

motion electronic

ivotsmi

2795 BATES RD. MONTREAL. QUE N3S 165
TEL f5141487•6838 or (514) 735-1182. TLX 05625651
US ONLY MIMES BUILDING MODERO NY 12950
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Berg's TLC* connector
terminates transmission line cable
without apaddleboard.

Paddleboard assembly-the slow way.

"TLC" connector-the fast way.

Assembly time and the cost of terminating
transmission line cable are significantly reduced with
Berg's unique "TLC" connector system. Completely
eliminating the need for apaddleboard, the "TLC"
connector reduces cable assembly time to seconds.

normal force to assure highly reliable mechanical and
electrical performance.

The connector's compact size provides greater
signal fidelity and facilitates high-density packaging.
"TLC" connectors terminate any cable with
signals on 0.050" centers. The ground wires are
commoned on the buss bar allowing use of awide
range of cable designs with avariety of ground centers
and diameters. Pre-deposited solder on the buss bar
and signal tabs allow for mass reflow. This produces
higher yields and further reduces assembly cost.
The "TLC" design uses Berg's proprietary PV*
receptacle, aconnector of proven reliability for over
adecade in data processing applications. The
dual-metal construction of the "PV" provides ahigh

"TLC" connectors mate with 0.025" pins or
standard Berg headers on 0.100" grid to form a
complete interconnection system.
Look to Berg for innovative research and
development to meet your connector needs, today
and in the future. For abrochure describing the
"TLC" system, write or call:
The Du Pont Company, Berg Electronics Division,
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania 17070.
Telephone: (717) 938-6711.

BERG

ELECTRONICS

*Du Pont Trademark
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Microcomputers & systems

Pascal system
runs from ROM
Rugged industrial unit
both develops programs
and utilizes them
The Universal Development System
470 is a rack-mountable instrument
that can be used as both adevelopment system and an industrial
controller. When fully loaded with
floppy disks, random-access memory
module, and optional data terminal,
the 470 allows development of applications software using the high-level
language Pascal.
Once the user's software has been
developed, read-only memories can
be programmed with the user's code,
an interpreter for Pascal's intermediate code called p-code (pseudocode), and run-time support software. The resulting one or two
boards of ROM can then be put back
into a stripped-down version of the
rugged UDS 470 to become a6800-

based microcomputer in an industrial environment.
The UDS 470 from Control
Systems Inc., features University of
California/San Diego Pascal for
program development—a software
system expressly formulated to be
easily transported from one microprocessor to another [Electronics,
Oct. 12, p. 81]. Moreover, with
Pascal in ROM, this language becomes an alternative to assembly
language or Basic for low- or
medium-volume applications where
program performance and a fast
development time are essential.
"We make available a version of
UCSD Pascal specifically designed to
execute directly from ROM or erasable-programmable ROM in dedicated
applications where the software development cycle would be prohibitively slow with assembly language,"
says Dave Allen, technical manager
of cst's Microsystems division. "Although UCSD Pascal was designed to
be executed from random-access
memory, RAM is expensive and must
be loaded from diskette."
ROM, even E-PROM, on the other
hand, is much cheaper and "selfbooting." Once the user's applications software has been developed,

one or two cards of ROMS or E-PROMS
are sufficient to store all of ucw's
run-time code, in addition to the
applications software itself, at arelatively low cost."
The UDS 470 currently uses the
6800 microprocessor, but it can be
upgraded to the 6809 or 68000 when
they become available. USCD'S 1.5
version of Pascal is being supplied
now, but the newer version will be
used when released next spring. The
system is locked into neither any one
microprocessor nor any one version
of USCD Pascal.
The cost of the UDS 470 varies
from $1,200 to $8,000 depending on
the configuration. A development
package, for example, having a
central-processing-unit card, a 32kilobit RAM card, a I6-K E-PROM
card, floppy-disk drives with interface, power supply, and case would
cost roughly $4,000 for one. A controller
having
the
preceding
items
less the RAM module and disk drives
would be about $1,200 each for a
quantity of ten. Software and hardware options are also available.
Control Systems Inc., 1317 Central, Kansas
City, Kan. 66102. Phone Dave Allen at (913)
371-6136 (3711

Multibus-compatible imager
is complete for color or B/W
The RGB-256 is asingle, Multibuscompatible board that contains a
complete color or gray-scale imaging
system. The card can address a256by-256 array of picture elements,
using nibbles (half bytes) to provide
16 colors or gray levels. Furthermore, two boards can be connected
in a master-slave operating mode to
yield up to 256 different shades.
The card includes color and grayscale encoders that can be configured for either the American NTSC
or the European PAL standard. It
interfaces with a standard color or
black-and-white monitor with a single 75-9 cable.
Synchronizing signals can be generated on board or supplied from an
external source like a television
camera. The RGB-256 takes 1.4 ms
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to generate an individual pixel and
erases ascreen in 33 ms with asingle
command. Displays can be scrolled
vertically one line at atime.
The board requires +5- and ± 12v power. In quantities of 100 or
more, it is priced at $1,295. Delivery
time is four weeks.
Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd., 2795 Bates
Rd.,

Montreal,

Que.

H3S

185,

Canada.

Phone (514) 481-6838 [374]

Hard-disk subsystem offers
40 megabytes of storage
For microsystems that require
macrostorage, ahard-disk subsystem
from Pertec, dubbed the iCOM
4511, supplies up to 10 megabytes in
its basic configuration. That configuration consists of amicroprocessorbased iCOM intelligent controller
and a D3000 disk drive. Since the
controller can manage an additional
three drives, systems can be configured with up to 40 megabytes.
With five megabytes of fixed storage and five of removable storage,
the disk drives operate at speeds of
2,400 rpm. Positioning time is 10 ms
track to track, average access time is
40 ms, bit density is 2,200 b/in., and
data-transfer rate for the subsystem
is 5.0 MHz.
S-100—compatible versions of the
iCOM 4511 are priced at approximately $9,000 in single quantities.
They are available now.

single-bit error correction and double-bit detection. Thus arranged, onboard diagnostics indicate the erring
chip and alert the central processing
unit—a useful feature for production
testing and field servicing.
The boards are available without
this capability and with single-bit
parity, or without either. Depending
on capability and memory size,
prices range from $1,375 to $4,250
in single quantities. Delivery time is
30 days.
Mupro,

424 Oakmead Pkwy.,

Sunnyvale,

Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 737-0500 [376]

Model 4W1000

ULTRA-

Pascal-hungry people served

WIDEBAND

processor or complete system

AMPLIFIER

Engineers enticed by the efficacy of
Pascal, yet not in aposition to build
their own microcomputer from the
Pascal-oriented chip set introduced
by Western Digital Corp. [Electronics, Oct. 12, p. 155], can now buy the
Pascal Microengine, a computer
based on that set.
The p-code computer can be
purchased complete with desktop
central processor, 64 kilobytes of

eird,

Pertec Computer Corp., 20630 Nordhoff St.,
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311. Phone Steve Elsner at (213) 998-1800 [375]

Memory boards take on
16-bit Multibus systems
Expanding to meet the needs of
8086-based products, the MBC series of Multibus-compatible memory
boards now includes four additional
sizes: 16, 32, 48, and 64 kilowords.
Since they are strappable for either
single-word or byte memory transfers, the boards can also be used with
8-bit SBC systems.
The boards can be configured for
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4 Watts Linear
1to 1000 MHz
Only $2700

random-access memory, dual floppydisk drives, 60-character/second
printer, cathode-ray terminal, and
Pascal operating system on diskette,
all for about $8,000. The desktop
processor can be purchased separately for $2,995.
For the really eager there is a
special bonus—until January 1, the
processor and system are being
offered at an introductory price of
$1,995 and $6,095.
Computer Interface Technology,
Grand,

Grand Centre,

2080 S.

Santa Ana,

Calif.

les fact! Model 4W RX)0 is the
only ultra-wideband. solidstate power amplifier that supplies aminimum of 4watts of
RF power from 1 to 10(X)
MHz. les probably all the
bandwidth and power you'll
ever need.
You can use this versatile, unconditionally stable amplifier
with frequency synthesizers or
swept signal sources to provide
high-level outputs. Applications include RFI susceptibility testing. NMR spectroscopy.
antenna and component testing as well as general lab use.
Very likely. the 4W1000 will
satisfy all your ultra-wideband
power amplifier needs. However, if the 4W1000 offers
more power than you need.
consider the more economical
1W1000,
priced
at
only
S1.250. For complete information, write or call:
Amplifier Research
160 School House Road
Souderton, Pa. 18964
215/723-8181
TWX 510-661-6094

IIR1PLIFIeR

Resemn

92705. Phone (714) 979-9920 [377]
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ters, hermetically protects the electronics while still allowing adjustment of operating parameters.
Inside the sealed 316 stainless
steel case, high-energy samariumcobalt magnets are attached to
potentiometers. Adjusting an external, opposing magnet will move the
Span and zero are
internal magnet and the associated
pot. The external magnets may be
noninteractive, adjustable
attached either to permanently
using rare-earth magnets
mounted external adjustment screws
or to aportable tool to prevent unauProtecting the sensing circuitry of thorized resetting.
In addition, span and zero adjustpressure transmitters from the harsh
environments they often encounter, ments interact by less than 2% of full
while allowing access to that circuit- scale, as opposed to approximately
ry for span and zero adjustment, is a 80% full scale for other commercial
challenge to design ingenuity. devices. Therefore, setting these paScrew-access ports protected by rameters will not take a season of
0-rings have been used, but the seal turning one screw, then the other.
The transmitter electronics consist
usually shows some leakage, eventually exposing the circuit to damage. of a thin-film strain-sensing bridge
A different technique, used by the and dc amplifier that provide a
P3000 series of pressure transmit- 4-to-20 MA output. This strain-gage

Industrial

Sealed transmitter
can be set by user

approach allows the transmitter's
basic design to be easily adapted to
the three versions offered: differential, absolute, and gage. The differential unit has adouble cavity filled
with oil and can measure pressure
differences from 30 in. H2O to 1,000
lbs/in 2; mechanical stops permit
overloads as high as 2,000 lbs/in 2,
optionally extendable to 5,000
lbs/in 2.The absolute and gage models can measure pressures from 30
in. H2O to 10,000 lbs/in 2absolute.
Outputs of the time-proven thinfilm sensor are accurate to within
±0.25% of calibrated span, afigure
that includes the effects of nonlinearity, hysteresis, and nonrepeatability. The unit is stable to within
±0.25% of its upper pressure limit
over asix-month period.
P3000 series transmitters require
12-to-55-v dc power and are offered
with achoice of materials for wetted
parts, including diaphragm. Of note,
too, is the fact that the hermetic case
design is such that the measured
medium is not in contact with the
diaphragm-case weld. For media
whose temperatures exceed the basic
operating range of —40° to 180°F,
remote-sensor capillaries are available in lengths up to 20 ft that
extend the range to 1,200°F.
In single quantities, a P3000
differential transmitter sells for
$675. Delivery time is eleven weeks
Gould Inc., Measurement Systems Division,
2230 Statham Blvd. Oxnard, Calif. 93030.
Phone Bill Duncan at (805) 487-8511 [343)

System measures torque
without touching shaft
The model 1200A torsion measuring system can be calibrated by users
to measure the torque produced on
shafts rotating at speeds up to
14,000 revolutions/min. It performs
measurements without the aid of any
direct contact, such as slip rings,
between the shaft and the display.
The system consists of a 3'/2-digit
display unit containing a power
supply and 160-kHz oscillator, a
power separator unit and stationary
loop, acollar that bolts on to the test
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New from Electronics...
when you can't
afford to reinvent
the wheel.

design
tec in' ues
foR electRonics
engineeRs

Electronics

Here's just asampling of the
vast range of useful information
you'll have at your fingertips...
• How to use soluble masks to protect pc boards
from solder.
• How to evaluate power dissipation in microcircuit design.
• How to hand-solder DIP circuits to save testing dollars.
• How to compare the power of C-MOS with TTL.
• How to really look at low-drift IC op amps.
• How to accurately trim closed resistor loops.
• How to drive LEDs directly from C-MOS logic outputs.
• How to convert coordinates and find SWRs graphically.
• How to compare coaxial-cable shielding effectiveness.
• How to calculate resistance for sum and difference
networks.
• How to use aprogrammable calculator to analyze
filter designs.

Book Series

• How to reduce IC FET op-amp input bias currents.
• How to build timing circuits for noisy environments.
• How to approximate waveforms with exponential
functions.
• How to increase an instruction set without increasing
word length.
• How to extend the life of digital recording heads.
• How to add numeric readout to logic probe displays.
• How to pick the right film for better oscilloscope pictures.
• How to use afrequency counter to measure capacitance.
• How to evaluate high-energy pulse effects on materials.
• How to operate alogic gate as aflip-flop.

• How to eliminate stray signals in remotely gain-switched
op amps.

• How to choose the right detector for rf power
measurements.
• How to measure the access time of bipolar read-only
memories.
• How to test power supplies quickly and cheaply.

• How to chart power losses for hybrid-combined
amplifiers.

• How to get the most out of adigital multimeter.
•And much, much more.

• How to compute response of RLC networks with a
short program.

Order today, and don't forget the other valuable books in the
Electronics Books Series listed on the coupon below.
Electronics Book Serles
I P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
1. Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $8.95 per copy.
2. Applying Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

If after my 10-day free-trial examination 1am not fully satisfied 1understand
that my payment will be refunded.
Payment enclosed
(3 Bill firm
D Bill me
charge to my credit card:
D American Express
Diners Club
BankAmericard/Visa
J Master Charge•

G

3. Large Scale Integration
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

Acct No.

4. Basics of Data Communications
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

•On Master Charge only,first numbers above name

S. Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Name

B. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Company

I 7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.
8. New Product Trends in Electronics
I Send me
copies at $14.95 per copy.
1
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.

I
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voltages, or as a card set without
power supply or housing. The units
have internal oscillators that allow
off-line positioning in full-step (1.8°)
or half-step (0.9 °)mode; rates of up
to 20,000 half steps/second are
achievable. An electronic stabilization scheme helps provide full motor
torque when operating in its middle
frequency range.
The modular TM600 is priced at
$1,050 and the card set TC600 costs
$600. Both types are available now.

SINGLE PLATE

Ceramic
Capacitors

Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn. 06010.

\

Temperature
Compensating
Stable and
General Purpose
ERIE Red Cap "Weecon"
Ceramic Capacitors long have
been the standard of the industry,
offering the broadest selection of
ceramic formulations available.
Additionally, the Red Cap
Weecon line is available in a
wide variety of package sizes.
This all adds up to the most
comprehensive capability in
miniature ceramic capacitors in
the industry.
So specify ERIE Red Cap
single plate Ceramic Capacitors.
For even higher capacitance
values, ERIE Red Cap
Monoblocs' are preferred by
design engineers.
• Capacitance range
1pF. thru .039 F.
• 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 Volts
MI Wide range of TC materials
and tolerances
• Delivery to meet your
needs
Write for catalog 8100.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
State College, Pa. 16801
814-237-1431
132
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shaft, and a transmitter that plugs
into the collar. The stationary loop
and collar act as an open-air transformer that transfers power to and
signals from a user-supplied straingage bridge bonded to the shaft.
(Either metal-foil or semiconductor
strain gages with resistances of 350
or 1,000 Q can be used.)
Overall, the system is typically
accurate to within ± 1% of the
display's full-scale value in the operating temperature range from 0° to
75 °C, and readings are repeatable to
within ±0.05%. Systems can be
ordered to accommodate shaft diameters from 2 to 22 in. and they can
also be used to measure torsional
vibrations up to 900 Hz.
A system designed to work with a
shaft whose diameter is in the range
from 3 to 8 in. is priced at $4,975.
Delivery time is four to eight weeks.

Phone (203) 582-9561 [345]

Chart-recorder receiver
powers transmitter
Working with a WM55A circular
chart recorder, the class Z receiver
captures the output of any two-wire
4-to-20-mA transmitter. Furthermore, the receiver comes with a
supply that will directly power the
transmitter, and can be installed in
the field.
The WM55A has provisions for
up to four pneumatic or electronic
receivers or auxiliary devices. The
class Z receiver can also drive such
devices as class Y integrators.
Dual electronic alarms in the

Autodata, Acurex Corp., 485 Clyde Ave.,
Mountain View, Calif. 94042. Phone Pierre
Villain at (415) 964-3200 [344]

Units translate TTL, RS-232
for stepper motors
Built to interface transistor-transistor-logic and RS-232-C communications systems to SLO-SYN stepper
motors, the T600 translators provide
the sequencing logic and switching
driver stages needed for bidirectional
control. With the translator, M172
frame-sized motors can deliver up to
0.8 horsepower.
Translators can be purchased as
modules, complete with the supply
needed to turn 120-, 220-, or 240-v,
50/60-Hz power into the required dc

receiver can each be set between
0% and 100% of full scale without
the use of an external meter. The
receiver's full-scale transversal time
is less than 1.3 s and damping is
adjustable. The unit can also accept
inputs of 1to 5yor 0to 1v.
Bailey Controls Co., Wickliffe, Ohio 44092.
Phone John Kemp at (216) 943-5500 ext.
2598 [346]
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World's most popular —
New products
Power supplies

Tiny cube delivers
1.5 to 15 Vdc from
120- or 240-V line
As digital panel meters grow smaller
and use less power, how will they retain
their ancestors' more appealing features, such as the ability to work from
both line and dc power? One answer
comes from Microsource Corp. in the
form of its 1.4S-A series power supply, a
30-mw unit that fits in a package
measuring only /2 inch on each side.
The compact unit comes in versions
that operate from line voltages of 120 or
240 yac and in both cases tolerate line
frequencies of 47 to 440 Hz while
protecting against line transients. The
high-efficiency supply delivers nonregulated, short-circuit—proof outputs whose
value the purchaser specifies from a
1.5-to-15-v range. Isolation of output
from input is 2,500 yac.
Although the unit was originally
designed with DPMS in mind, Glenn
Geist, project engineer for Microsource, says, "I'd hate to put an absolute fix on what we'd like it to be used
for, since there are so many possible
applications where the supply would fill
ademand." Those applications, he says,
range from smoke detectors to portable
instruments, where the device could be
used to trickle-charge nickel-cadmium
batteries.
Designed for 0°-to-80°C operation, a
RS-A supply costs $7.80 in single quantities, aprice that drops dramatically to
I

$2.80 in quantities of 100 to 500. For
applications requiring more power, a
60-mw unit in a slightly larger, Ye-by/-by- 1
4
3
/-in. package is also available.
2
Delivery time is four to six weeks.
Microsource Corp., 7330 Rogers Ave., Chicago,
III. 60626. Phone (312) 465-8420 [381]

MONOBLOC®
Ceramic
Capacitors
A

01
,

High-efficiency supplies are
Motorola's first switchers
Last Spring, when Motorola was
fine tuning a new program to
produce semiconductor-dense subsystems [Electronics, April 13,
p. 145], it indicated that a series of
switching-regulated supplies would
soon make its debut. Unveiled this
season is that series of 400-w,
25-kHz pulse-width—modulated supplies. Consisting of single-, dual-,
and triple-output supplies, the
PS1800 series provides outputs of 5
v, and 5and 12 v, and 5and ± 12 v,
respectively.
Outputs of the high-efficiency
(80% for a single output supply to
75% for atriple-output supply) units
exhibit ripple and noise of less than
10 my rms. They vary by less than
0.02%/ °C and, in the event of power
failure, they hold up, or remain within specification, for 30 ms.
The series features remote on-off,
soft start, and overvoltage and overcurrent protection. Without derating, operation is in the —20° —60°C
range. In single quantities, a singleoutput unit costs $495, adual $560,

Temperature
Compensating
Stable and
General Purpose
ERIE Red Cap Monobloc'
Ceramic Capacitors are in a
quality class by themselves
and today represent astandard of
excellence unequalled in
the industry.
Monobloc capacitor elements,
solid structures of fused ceramic,
are produced in a wide range of
capacitance values, characteristics and sizes. They offer
inherent stability with conservative
voltage ratings for long, troublef
ree life.
The combination of Monobloc
and "Weecorr" capacitors, under
the famous Red Cap name,
provide circuit engineers with
unlimited design flexibility.
Best delivery in the
industry for these popular
Z5U values ...
.1 .47 .68 1.0 2.2 4.7 /IF.

eded

II Capacitance range
100 pF. thru 7.5
• 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 Volts
• Broadest range of TO
materials and tolerances
Write for catalog 8100

and atriple $625. They are available
from stock.
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P. 0.
Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. Phone
(602) 244-6900 [384]
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ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
State College, Pa 16801
614-237-1431

Circle 133 on reader service card
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Who stole
page 39?
This whodunit happens all the time.
By the time the office copy of Electronics
Magazine gets to your name on the routing slip,
apage is missing. Or maybe the reader service
cards. Or an entire article has been clipped.
Sometimes you never get the magazine at all.
Other times the magazine is (glory be!)
intact. But dogeared. Or otherwise abused. Or at
the very least, you get it late.
OK, we'll grant that asecond-hand,
third-hand, or maybe seventh-hand copy of
Electronics is better than none. But it's no
substitute for the copy that comes directly
to you—to your home if you wish—with
up-to-the-minute news and information of the
technology in this fast-moving field.
lb get your very own subscription to
Electronics send in asubscription card from this
magazine. And if they are missing, write to
subscription department, Electronics,
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
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Products newsletter

22-GHz analyzer
goes down to 100 Hz

V-groove FETs
get cheaper

Board testers work
across the board

Price changes

Electronics /December 21, 1978

Engineers at Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., are adding a new
yttrium-iron-garnet-tuned mixer to the 8568A spectrum analyzer to boost
its top frequency from 1.5 GHz to a whopping 22 GHZ. The bottom
frequency remains the same at 100 HZ. Designated the 8566A, the
improved analyzer has a delivery time of 18 weeks. Users who need its
high-frequency capability will have to pay for it: the 8566A is priced at
$47,500, compared with $27,800 for the 8568A.

Look for the ITT Semiconductors Group to come out early next year with
two V-groove mos field-effect transistors "whose price will be nearly equal
to that of comparable bipolar transistors," in the words of an official at the
group's leading house —Intermetall GmbH in Freiburg, West Germany.
The low price is attributable primarily to the TO-92 package housing the
transistor, which Intermetall's highly automated production lines can
handle with great ease and economy.
Both transistors are of the enhancement type, have turn-on and turn-off
times of 4µs, dissipate about 600 mw, and can be driven by mos ics. One
of the high-gain devices, the BS170, is an n-channel unit; the other,
designated the BS250, is ap-channel transistor.

Building upon its L135 high-speed test system [Electronics, March 2,
p. 34], Teradyne Inc., Boston, is introducing a family of four functional
board testers—a slow digital, a fast digital, a slow analog-digital, and a
fast analog-digital system. Prices range from $65,000 for the low-speed
digital L135A to $135,000 for the high-speed analog-digital L135D. All
four units can accommodate up to 456 static pins or acombination of 432
clock-rate and static pins in increments of six. Deliveries require from 12
to 14 weeks.

The following price cuts have recently been announced:
• The CA-2800 series linear hybrid amplifier line from TRW RF Semiconductors, Lawndale, Calif., has been reduced in price by as much as 21%.
At the same time, the firm has boosted distributor discounts to as much as
30% and added a 25-to-99-unit price break for small-volume users. The
21% reduction applies to the CA-2870 —a 20-to-400-MHz unit with 33 dB
of gain. It has been cut from $59.50 to $46.98.
• Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., has lowered
the prices of 14 optical coupler-isolators an average of 17%. The affected
units are the 4N25 through 4N33 and the 4N38. Individual cuts are as
high as 39% for the 4N25A and 35% for the 4N25. In small quantities,
the devices are priced between 90e and $1.40.
• The high-speed IDM2901A-1 4-bit bipolar microprocessor slice from
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., which is 30% faster
than the standard 2901A, has been reduced in price by almost 50%. The
ceramic-packaged version has been slashed from $29 to $14.95 in 100piece quantities. The plastic-packaged device has also been lowered —from
$18.35 to $11.90.
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CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta
Maggie McClelland 404/892-2868
Boston
Jim McClure 617/262-1160
Chicago
Bill Higgens 312/751-3733

Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit

FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Mac Huestis

216/781-7000 Houston
214/742-1747 Los Anaeles
Shirley Klotz 303/837-1010 New York
Mac Mueslis 313/873-7410 New York

Mike Taylor

Make The SWITCH To
TRWInDAR
Innovators in
DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
At TRW Vidar we've earned our reputation as one of the leaders in
digital technology and its applications in the growing field of
telecommunications.

215/568-6161
412/391-1314
415/362-4600
203/359-2860

ELECTRONICS
TRAINING
OVERSEAS
Our Mideast based Electronics Training Project has
immediate openings in the following area:

Qualified, interested applicant should send resume
in confidence to:

VAN/CO
INTERNATIONAL

* DIGITAL DESIGN
* SOFTWARE DESIGN

SERVICES

DIVISION

Industrial Relations Dept. LJ
P.O. Box 41300
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241
An equal Opportunity employer M/F/H

* SYSTEM DESIGN
TRW Vidar is involved in the widest variety of communications technology available anywhere. This plus outstanding benefits, learning opportunities, promotional
opportunities through dynamic growth and our location on
the beautiful SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA make Our
company the first one you should investigate for your
professional &technical development.
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Dan Ferro
Dan Ferro
K1 E Kenny
William Eych

Liberal salary, vacation and bonus offered.

* ANALOG DESIGN

employer MIE.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Stamford

Requires graduate of accredited electronic school
with an Associate Degree. Minimum one year teaching experience required. Candidate must have
thorough knowledge of solid state electronics as
associated with communications equipment, and be
able to teach circuit analysis in advanced
electronics courses. Experience with AN/PRC and
AN/VRC would be aplus.

If your interest and background are in any one of
t
he following broad areas,
then you should explore
the challenging Engineering activities at our
company:

An equal opporturnt

713/659-8381
213/487-1160
212/997-3594
212/997-2422

• ELECTRONIC
INSTRUCTORS

We're looking for new
people with fresh ideas and
top technical ability,
already trained and competent in another industry, but interested inb,
blending their expertise
into the world of telecommunications.

Make the change to TRW
Vidar—take that important
career step now! Call Dick
Duncan in our Employment
Department and discuss
your background, or, if you
wish, simply send him a
resume outlining your experience. TRW Vidar, 77 Ortega
Avenue, Mt. View, CA 94040
415/961-1000.

Mike Taylor
.Ana Galaz
Larry Kelly

o
SENIOR R-F CIRCUIT DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
There are excellent and rewarding opportunities for highly
motivated individuals having BSEE or MSEE with at least 5
years' consistent and related experience in RF design in
the range below 900 MHz.

TRW VI DAR
TRW VI DA R
TRW VI DAR

The positions will require responsibility for creating
consumer-oriented mass produced RF devices with a
small well-established company in the Dallas area having
aliberal benefit package.
Send resume, salary history and requirements in strict
confidence to P.O. Box 47066, Dallas, Texas 75247, attention: Engineering Manager.
Electronics/December 21, 1978

The Department of Electrical Sciences and Engineering of the
University of California, Los Angeles, has the following faculty
positions open:
Integrated Circuits and Applied
Electronics: This position will require aPh.D. or equivalent research
experience in various areas of solidstate device and circuit electronics.
Teaching and research ability are
essential.
Solid-State Electronics: This position is in the areas of the physics of
electron devices. Ph.D. and astrong
background in solid-state device
physics with demonstrated research
experience are required.
Interested and qualified applicants
should contact the Chairman, Electrical Sciences and Engineering
Department, UCLA, 90024. The
University of California is an equal
opportunity/affirmative
action
employer.

mu

SEARCH NORTHWEST, INC.
A Professional Recruiting Agency
Par.

5a 5..18 825
Yoga. Ç'204

PERSONNEL RECRUITING FOR
THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
Career positions available in:
General Mgmt.
Product Mgmt.
Engr. Mgmt.
Packaging
Design Engring
Project Mgmt/Engr.
R& D
Mfg./Production
Mech. Engring

Mkting/Sales

Forward your resume for confidential
consideration, or phone:

KEITH NYMAN
(503) 222-6461
OUR SEARCH FEES ARE EXCLUSIVELY
EMPLOYER PAID

ENGINEERS—MANUFACTURING
SUPERVISORS —SCIENTISTS
A Nationwide Placement Service,
Clients pay all fees and interview
expenses. All transactions conducted
in strict confidence. Send resume to:

L

E. J. Steph en
E
A

XECUTIVE SEARCH ASD PLACEMENT
Till %TAT' MALL •
0011

AYNOMT. DE 11,01

7944861

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
Specializing in the placement of
Electrical Engineers Nationally. All fees
company paid. This is only apartial listing. Send resume.
Project Mgr.
30K Power Eng.
23K
Design E.E.
21K Controls Eng. 23K
Instrumentation 22K Systems Eng. 22K
Sr. Systems
25KFacilities
25K
Project Eng
22Ix Mechanical Des. 24K
COREY ASSOCIATES
Suite 230. 105 Wolf Rd., Albany. NY —
12205

POSITIONS VACANT

Faculty Position in Electrical
Engineering. The preferred area is
Power Systems, but all others
considered. An earned doctorate in
Electrical Engineering is preferred,
but an M.S.E.E. with considerable industrial experience should apply. You
will be expected to teach undergraduate and graduate level courses.
Salary commensurate with qualifications. Assistant Professor position
renewable 9-month contract to begin
August 16, 1979. Applications accepted until position filled. Contact
Dr. Virgil Ellerbruch, Head. Electrical
Engineering, South Dakota State
University, Brookings, SD 57007.
Phone 605-688-4526. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Electronics/December

21, 1978

Tough Sledding
But agreat place for career advancement. If you're asystems professional specializing in the fields listed below, Harris has alot more to offer than just Florida sunshine. Last year, we spent $89 million on R&D
alone — 10% of our annual sales. And we're aFortune 500 company.
At Harris, it's the season for professional opportunities all year 'round
for Systems Engineers, Programmers, Mechanical Engineers, Program Managers, Digital/Analog Designers, and RF Designers working in the fields of:
• Communication Systems
• Antenna Systems
• Signal Processing
• R.F. Design
• Digital Image Processing

• Software Systems
• Command and Control
• Mechanical Design
• Electronic Packaging
• Program Management

For additional information on these opportunities, forward your resume
in confidence to: Mgr., Professional Staffing, Harris Government
Systems Group, P.O. Box 37, Melbourne, Florida 32901.

LIJ

Hei.FtFas
conntiNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION HANDLING
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Solar Energy Industry

President
This position is no place
for the tentative manager.
The company, $5 million, 1978 revenues with a
healthy backlog and four year history of
developmental losses, is inan emerging high-technology industry that has immense potential for
significant growth. However, it will leave anumber
of players exhausted both financially and technologically. The committed, well managed survivors
will participate in major identified markets over the
next five years and beyond.
This level of success requires the talents of avery
professional, strong and persistent executive who
has already demonstrated the ability to get the job
done in the midst of uncertainty, rapid technology
change and the continual pressure of tight
operating budgets.
Prior experience with asemiconductor device
manufacturer is amust. Operating management
with full P&L responsibility is amust. A proven and
distinct marketing orientation is amust. A Board
member presence is amust. A survivor-winner,
risk taker, strategist mentality is amust.
The rewards for success will be significant. The
compensation package with performance
incentives should be in excess of $120,000, plus
major stock option grants.
If you are prepared to step up to aserious
managerial challenge and opportunity, please
submit pertinent background information to Box
P-8381, Electronics, Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box
900, NY, NY 10020.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, $15,000-$45,000. Choice entry-level to
management positions immediately available in Pennsylvania &
national locations. We have been placing electronics engineers for
more than 14 years, and have established contacts with many of
the leading companies in the nation. Reply in strict confidence to
J. G. Weir, President, WEIR PERSONNEL SERVICES, 535 Court St.,
Reading, PA 19603 (215/376-8486).
DESIGN ENGINEERS to $30K. Central Penna. Design connectors/
terminals,
E/M
components.
Outstanding
relocation
package.
Prompt confidential reply. MECK ASSOC. PERSONNEL, 1517 Cedar
Cliff, Camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/761-4777).
MICROPROCESSOR to $28,000. New companies & new mgmt positions in computer & P.O.S. terminals for design, project & mfg
E.E. Very urgent needs. Call Jim Mann, ARTHUR PERSONNEL, 8
Forest Ave., Caldwell, NJ 07006 (201/226-4555).
ENGINEERS, $17,000435,000+. From our Gateway to New England
location. We have access to hundreds of positions from Metro NY
to Maine. Openings in design, applications, systems. ACCESS
GROUP, 111 high Ridge Road, Stamford, CT 06905 (203/356-1166).
BSEE/ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEERS, $15,000-$35,000. Immediate, desirable upstate New York & nationwide. Junior to senior
project management. In confidence send resume or call James F.
Corby, President, NORMILE PERSONNEL ASSOC., INC., 5 Leroy St..
Box 110 Westview Station, Binghamton, NY 13905 (607/723-5377).
PRODUCT PLANNER, $24,000-$32,000. BSEE with some graduate
work. 5 yrs engineering plus 5 yrs marketing or planning exp.
Semiconductor knowledge. Contact SELECTABILITY, INC., 1011 E.
State St., Box 4087, Rockford, IL 61104 (815/964-0028).
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, $17,000-$24,000. Desirable Midwest and
national locations for immediate design & applications positions.
Contact
Keith
Baldwin,
ANGUS/BALDWIN
ASSOCIATES,
2337
Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45206 (513/961-5575).

u

the nation's leading engineering placement network
all ositions listed are tee-paid
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NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

engineering
manager
Radiation Division
Varian's Radiation Division is seeking an innovative, actionoriented technical leader to fill the position of Engineering
Manager, reporting to the Manager of Research and Engineering. This exciting opportunity offers a high degree of
latitude to direct and manage the activities of a fast moving,
creative electrical engineering group. Primary responsibilities will include electrical design and development of new
products for radiation therapy and industrial x-ray.
Successful

applicants will

have

a proven

track record

in

technical management/project engineering and a strong
technical
background
in
electrical
engineering
with
experience
in high voltage electronics, digital circuits,
microprocessors including software, and analog circuits.
Emphasis on the development and packaging of complex
electronic systems with sophisticated control electronics is
desirable.
The Varian Radiation Division is a recognized leader in the
fields of radiation therapy and industrial radiography, and
offers excellent compensation and benefits, in an area providing year-round recreational activities plus a university/
metropolitan environment.
Please address your inquiries to Dr. Victor
Vaguine, Manager of Research and Engineering, Varian Radiation Division, 611 Hansen
Way, Palo Alto, California 94303.
We are
an equal opportunity employer m/f.

varian
MANAGER
ADVANCED ENGINEERING
You will be responsible for the growth of acreative and fast-moving electronic systems development group applying advanced
engineering and computer concepts in the creation of state-ofthe-art research and process instrumentation. Technically, your
background should include analog/digital/micro-processor design
experience with exposure to vacuum technology. Naturally, you
must have the management capability to stimulate group dynamics to insure continuing design success.
Located in the New York Finger Lakes region, this position offers
an ideal opportunity for personal growth in an excellent working
and living environment. Send resume in complete confidence to
Lou Cote:

C. J. VINCENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 Century Plaza
Columbia, Maryland 21044
Fee Paid Agency for High Technology Professionals

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
MANAGER

(Computer Peripheral Manufacturer)
A small, but recognized leader in computer peripheral manufacture,
located in the Chicago suburbs, seeks an Electronic Engineering Manager
to provide "hands on" leadership for its new product development group.
The ideal prospect will be well experienced in digital logic design and microprocessor know-how. But, most of all, we seek a shirt-sleeved manager,
one who is willing to dig in and contribute as atechnical expert as well as
one who is agoal-oriented leader.
A salary in the $30-$40,000/year bracket is offered plus an
excellent fringe benefit program. Please send resume, in confidence, to:

P-8378 Electronics
Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 900. NY. NY 10020

Electronics/December 21, 1978

INSTRUMENTATION
DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

Heath Company is currently seeking several individuals who have a proven record of accomplishments in the design of one or more types of equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

RF Signal Generators
Field Strength Meters
Stereo Generators
FM Deviation Meters
or similar service test instruments

The successful candidates will possess a BSEE or
MSEE with related experience and project
responsibility.
Heath has enjoyed consistent growth and offers a
challenging and stable working environment at our
modern facilities located on the shores of Lake
Michigan. We offer competitive salaries and liberal
benefits plus opportunities for advancement.
Send resumes and salary requirements in confidence to:
Mr. Bartley

HEATH COMPANY

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER
You are a dynamic, aggressive, positive
thinker with results oriented controls background, we have a challenging position
with unusual compensation and rewards.
Our 12 year old, Southern California company has experienced 30%/per year
average growth and is currently embarking
on a major expansion.
Send your resume, attention:
V.P./Manager

SEMCO INSTRUMENTS, INC.
11505 VANOWEN STREET
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605
TELEPHONE 213/982-1400

Benton Harbor, MI 49022

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

HEATH

Schlumberger

NOW IS THE TIME ... TO HIRE
ASTUDENT THIS SUMMER.
First, it's later than you think,
with schools closing on different
semester schedules, and students torn between lining-up
"sure" jobs now or gambling
that something in their chosen
field will come along later.
Second, and most important,
it's in our industry's best interest to encourage and hold
its life-blood by providing practical experience in their future
profession.
And, since there'll always be
more applicants than openings,
you'll be able to select the cream
of the crop, then evaluate them

with an eye towards hiring, when
as coveted graduates, the job
market might be in their favor.
Because we believe this program is of mutual benefit to
both employer and employee
alike, we again offer our ser vices as aclearing-house.
Just fill out and return the
coupon below, and we'll include
your organization in afree list ing to be sent to Placement
Directors and Department Heads
at leading colleges and uni versities across the nation.
They'll post it, and the students
will contact you directly.

Free summer help listing
MAIL TO: ELECTRONICS/POST OFFICE BOX 900/NEW YORK/NY 10020

ADDRESS: ,
Mailing address of your personnel office,

Predictions indicate 1979 to be the most dynamic year in
adecade for engineering employment. NOW IS THE TIME
TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR YOUR FUTURE. Don't
regard your present position as a temporary holding pattern or aplace to wait for alucky break. Present positions
are the action base for future moves.
RCI is atechnical search firm with an outstanding reputation representing abroad base of nationwide clients serving the Electronics industry. If you are interested in
advancing your career, call us or send your resume or a
brief hand written description of your background including present salary and geographic preferences, in confidence, to:

Search Director-Room I

giljal

213 West 9th Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
513/579-1513

12/21/78

The "Local National" Technical Search Firm

ORGANIZATION: ,
Firm, Company, Government Agency or Institution 1

Technician

IF YOU ARE DOING WELL IN YOUR PRESENT POSITION
YOU'RE THE TYPE OF PERSON OUR CLIENTS WANT TO
TALK TO. You are probably good at what you do.

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS INC.

NAME/TITLE lot individual to be contacted ,

TYPE AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS SOUGHT:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

Electronics

Avionics

Other: ,
Draftsman, etc.,

Ititiii •

.Note: Last date coupons can be accepted for this year's student mailings is

Electronics/December 21, 1978

4/6/79

(representing EEO clients only.)
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

COME WORK FOR BOEING AND SAIL THE
SAN JUANS, HIKE THE OLYMPICS, FISH
PUGET SOUND OR SKI THE CASCADES.

Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located nationally.
Our service is enhanced by the fact
that Iam an EE with 20 years in industry and over 10 years in placing
professionals on an employer fee
paid basis. Send your resume to Joe
Torcassc Director, J. Anthony &
Associates.
PO
Drawer
AD,
Lynchburg, OH 45142. 513/3642305.
I.E.s, E.E.s, Ch.E.s—Let our
search firm represent you to our
clients nationally and overseas. If
you are seeking a more prestigious
position with increased responsibilities and a better Future, send a
resume or request aposition profile
and at no charge we will provide you
with
interview
opportunities.
Register in our exclusive Executive
Search Program. All replies strictly
confidential. All Fees employer paid
at Management Recruiters, 1900
Point West Way, Suite 281, Sacramento. CA 95815.19161920-0441.

POSITION VACANT
Electronics Engineer (Sr. Levell—
Background in signal processing,
instrumentation, ultrasonics/acoustics. Should have good theoretical
background but must be practically
oriented. Research & Development
laboratory. Send resume Energy &
Minerals Research, P.O. Box 409.
Kennett Square, Pa. 19348, Attn:
Mr. Don Culp.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington has
openings for ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC PARTS ENGINEERS and MECHANICAL PARTS ENGINEERS.
If you have U.S. citizenship and an appropriate technical degree, you can take advantage of

Radio Common Carrier—Long estab.
business includes repeater sites, mobile units, inventory, equipment.
Center of Montana town, said to be
only operation of this kind in western
Montana. $278,000, possible terms.
Strout Realty, 1430 W. Broadway,
Missoula, MT 59801 (406) 7280360 or 543-4201.

THE OPPORTUNITY to join our Engineering Technical
Staff. We need engineers at all levels of experience for
various program positions with
THE RESPONSIDILITY for research, analysis and design
application support for microprocessors, integrated circuits, connectors, fiber optics, custom LSI devices and
other discrete parts. Successful candidates will enjoy
THE REWARDS of acompetitive salary, comprehensive
benefits package and relocation allowances. Plus easy
access to amultitude of cultural and recreational activities.
If achallenging career in apleasing environment appeals to you, send your résumé to the Boeing Company,
P.O. Box 3707- LBC, Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

47.4AIW
Getting people together
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At AMECOM...
innovation starts with your ideas.

And ideas
are what were all about.
We've earned international recognition for
our breakthroughs in state-of-the-art
electronic warfare and advanced
telecommunications. If you're acreative
professional who thrives on fresh ideas,
take time now and start aprofessional
conversation with us.
Were looking for people who like to think,
and we give them time to develop
productive thoughts to their fullest
potential. We specialize in solutions to
hard problems, the kind of solutions that
come from innovative ideas.
Positions of uncommon potential exist now
in these areas:
ANALOG OR DIGITAL PROCESSING
•LSI application
•High speed data conversion
•Power supplies
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
DESIGN
•Advanced digital subsystems including
TDM
•RF and analog subsystems including
frequency synthesis and FDM
techniques
•Microprocessors and related real-time
operating systems software
•Voice switching systems

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS
•State-of-the-art ESM/ECM
•Signal processing
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
PROCESSING — HARDWARE
•Microwave subsystem design
•Circuit design — RF, video, analog, high
speed A/D converters
•EW digital subsystem design — signal
sorting, microprocessors/microcontroller
design, computer interfacing
RF
•Microwave communications and
receiving systems
•High sensitivity DF receivers
•Solid state microwave component
design
Besides excellent compensation, benefits
and acreative professional environment,
we're located in apleasant Maryland
suburb with your choice of city, mountain
or water living and recreation.
Call or write Bill McAmis (301) 864-5600
Amecom Division,
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.
5115 Calvert Road, College Park, MD
20740
An equal opportunity employer M/F/H.

Amecom Division

LITTON
SYSTEMS, INC.
Electronics /December 21, 1978
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HOUSTON, TEXAS
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
AND
PROJECT ENGINEERS

AL

ATARI
On the

SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA. .
We're the Company that puts
more fun in your life, as
front runners in the video
games market ...and
we have an immediate
opportunity for a...

SR. ELECTRICAL
DESIG1 ErIGIfIEER
Conceive and develop the Games of Tomorrow
Assuming responsibility from concept through production,
you will participate in the specification, design and
prototyping of coin-operated games electronics systems.
Experience with digital electronic design including microprocessor and memory components essential; video experience
pref. Software background pref.: analog design (Audio and
PWR Drivers) an asset. Position requires BSEE or equiv.
and 2-5 yrs. exp.

Your working environment at ATARI will be
enhanced by our newly completed 77,000
sq. ft. additional facility totally dedicated to
design and engineering. Our benefits are
exceptional and include Company-paid Employee Life/Heafth/Disability/Dental Insurance, plus a Sabbatical Leave policy which
offers 7 weeks paid leave of absence after
7 years continuous service with ATARI ...
and much more!
Please send resume, with salary history, to Professional Employment Dept. EDE, ATARI, INC., P.O.
Box 9027, 1265 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. We are an equal opportunity employer.

WE TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY

142

The automatic control systems segment of
our industry is expanding and is currently in
need of individuals with analog/digital
design capability. Microprocessor experience a ma¡or plus on both R & D and
product design. Competitive salanes and
benefits.
For further information. contact Russell
Ballentine or John O'Dell at

(713) 621-9050
All Fees Assumed By Client Companies

PERSONNEL SERVICES

458 Houston Natural Gas Building
1200 Travis
Houston, Texas 77002

POSITION VACANT

Electronics Engineer to design and
implement new circuitry, to update
existing equipment, and to participate in the maintenance of awide
variety of mass spectrometers, computers, and other scientific instrumentation. B.S. or M.S. in EE or
physics, or Ph.D in Chemistry with
experience in electronics is required.
Minimum salary: $14,400 per year,
starting January 1, 1979. or at a
date thereafter suiting the successful candidate's need. Applicants
should send resume, graduate
transcript, and names of three
professional references to M. L.
Gross. Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of
Nebr., Lincoln, NE 68588 by January
1, 1979. An Equal Opportunity-Affir- •
mative Action Employer.
Faculty Position—The Department
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science of Technology is
considering the appointment of one
or more new faculty, effective September 1, 1979. We are primarily
interested in superior candidates
who have recently completed their
doctorate or who expect to complete
it this year. but more experienced
candidates will also be considered.
All areas of specialization within the
Department's programs in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
will be considered. These areas include: Systems and Control; Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence; Electronics and Digital
Systems; Energy Conversion Devices
and Systems; Electromagnetics and
Dynamics; Electronic Materials and
Devices;
Communication
and
Probabilistic Systems; Bioelectrical
Engineering. Duties of a faculty
member include graduate and undergraduate teaching, research, and
thesis supervision. Candidates
should supply: a resume; adescrip tion of their professional interests
and goals; copies of published
papers, if any; and the names and addresses of three or more individuals
who will provide letters of recommendation. Applications should be
sent to Professor F. C. Hennie, Room
38-345, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, and candidates
should arrange to have their letters
of recommendation sent directly to
the
same
address.
Indicate
citizenship and, if not aU.S. citizen,
explain your visa status. M.I.T. is an
equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer.
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Do you feel
like just
inother face

in the crowd?

COME TO CPI!
We are an international leader in the development of peripheral equipment for the
rapidly expanding computer industry and we are taking some innovative steps
along the path to success.
This is an environment where professionals and their achievements are most
visible. If you are unafraid to move out, beyond the crowd, we will see you at CPI.
We have immediate career opportunities for:

PRINCIPAL MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Product Development
Five years' engineering experience, including 3 years in electrophotographic
mechanical development, is desirable. A BSME is necessary. Will be involved in the
project planning and mechanical design of a high speed non-impact printer;
technically direct the supporting design, drafting, and laboratory personnel from
design debugging to initial production phases; and act in vendor negotiations.

SENIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Degree coupled with 4-6 years' product design experience and a sound working
knowledge of printer products design/manufacture is desirable. Must be familiar
with mechanisms, structures, electronic packaging, cooling, value engineering,
and manufacturing processes as they relate to product performance and cost. Will
be responsible for maintaining design control of a specific product line providing
design support to manufacturing and field engineering. Involvement encompasses
test formulation and supervision, while providing leadership to designers, drafters
and technicians in the implementation of design revisions.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
The candidates we seek will have experience in one of the following areas: logic
design, DC servo systems design, DC power drives circuit design, DC power supply
design, or adesign of microprocessor based controllers for computer peripherals.
A minimum of 3 years' experience coupled with a degree is required. Will be
involved in the design and development of complex printer control systems.
These positions offer exceptional career potential, competitiVe salaries and
excellent benefits. For confidential consideration, please forward your resume,
including salary history, to: Dr. Donald Swatik, Director of Engineering.

.where you can be
*ileac% above the crowd!

05)

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.

a subsidiary of
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
1480 N. Rochester Road -Box E-31
Rochester, Michigan 48063
313-651-8810, Ext. 232
Affirmative Action Employer
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new literature in which you are
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expiration date noted on the Reader
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Electromatic quality challenges the
industrial world!
S-SYSTEM BY ELECTROMATIC OF DENMARK. Also includes Tachometer, Motion Control and
Pre-Set Counter Relays. More than 3million plug-in S-Systems already in use throughout the
world. Catch up America!
ELECTROMATIC COMPONENTS LTD.

Distributor Inquires Invited.

742 West Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005
(312) 364-0100
TWX 910-222-3452

dietnomaik

Outside the United States, contact your
Local ELECTROMATIC Sales Office located
in 43 countries World Wide
Circle Number 901 on Reader Service Card
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PHOTOVOLTAIC
DIODES

from Clair«

with tight specifications and 100% tested...twice
Clairex photodiodes of the CLD series
are designed to optimize the photovoltaic
characteristics of silicon and maintain tight
specifications on all significant parameters.
The four silicon PN planar diodes
presently available all offer high linearity,
low dark current and fast response for use in
critical measurement applications. Three
hermetically sealed types are available for

use in hostile environments and one Limy
encapsulated type for lower cost
applications.
And, as is the case with all Clairex optoelectronic devices, these photodiodes are
100% tested twice.
Try Clairex photodiodes. Call (914)
664-6602 or write Clairex® 560 South Third
Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
ADivision of Clairex Corporation
Circle 902 on Reader Service Card

